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Microwave/Video Issue!
For exclusive 440MHz amateur action, Icom brings base, mobile and handheld operations to the discriminating amateur. Join the action on 440MHz with the local repeater gang or globe-spanning satellite enthusiasts.

BASE STATIONS. The dream rig for UHF operators! The full-featured 75 watt IC-475H and 25 watt IC-475A pack in scanning, passband tuning and superior selectivity to cut intermodulations. The all-mode IC-475 series also incorporates DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer), an innovative system designed by Icom to meet the demands of digital communications. Innovative options include the CT-16 satellite interface unit which enables you to easily track the satellites and the AG-35 external mast-mounted preamp for increased gain to receive weak signals.

HANDHELDs. Icom offers a full spectrum of 440MHz handhelds and interchangeable accessories. . . . . the top-of-the-line IC-4GAT with six watts output and 20 memories. . . . . the IC-4AT full-featured, three watt handheld with ten memories. . . . . and the pocket-sized IC-u4AT with easy operation and great battery life.

MOBILES. Icom’s new IC-448A features a multi-colored LCD readout, 20 memories, 25 watts, multi-scanning and an optional UT-40 beeper unit. Or there's the IC-48A 25 watt full-function mobile with 21 memories. First class 440MHz mobilizing!

REPEATER. Start your own local repeater with Icom’s RP-3010 microprocessor controlled repeater. The RP-3010 includes crystal control and 30 watts output with CTCSS/DTMF CW ID’er.

ICOM 440MHz QUALITY. Icom 440MHz units include all subaudible tones built-in and the quality you've learned to expect from Icom . . . plus four North American service facilities to assist you in achieving maximum 440MHz action. Icom 440MHz . . . no compromise performance and reliability.
FOUR user selectable operating modes and a 90 number autodialer make Private Patch V the ONLY choice!

SELECT AN OPERATING MODE USING THE BUILT-IN KEYBOARD...

1. SIMPLEX SAMPLING PATCH
Private Patch V achieves a level of sampling patch performance unobtainable in any other product. Crucial to performance is the noise squelch filter. Compare our five pole filter to the competition's two pole filter. Advanced software algorithms perform noise correlation tests which result in greater usable range than the competition. Nine selectable VOX enhancement ratios allow you to vary performance from straight sampling to highly VOX enhanced. (Sampling rate decreased while the land party is speaking). The mobile is in full control and can break-in at any time.

2. SIMPLEX VOX PATCH
VOX mode offers superb simplex operation with any radio, including synthesized and relay switched models. VOX mode has other advantages too. 1. A linear amplifier can be used to extend straight simplex range. 2. You can operate through any remotely located repeater to greatly extend range. 3. If desired you can connect Private Patch V to the MIC and speaker jack of your radio. NO INTERNAL CONNECTIONS ARE REQUIRED. Control is maintained automatically with built-in dial tone detection, busy signal detection and fully programmable activity and time out timers. An optional electronic voice delay board eliminates first word clipping with slow switching radios.

3. DUPLEX PATCH
Select duplex mode when connecting Private Patch V to your existing repeater or duplex base station. Many features including semi-duplex privacy mode are user programmable. The mobile is in full control at all times.

4. REPEATER CONTROLLER
Private Patch V will convert any receiver and transmitter into an outstanding performing repeater with duplex autopatch. Features such as repeater on/off code, hangtime, activity timer time, CW ID interval etc. are fully user programmable. Private Patch V is the right choice for your club system.

Private Patch V is a totally new concept in automatic phone patches. A built-in keyboard and menu driven display allow you to customize all modes, features, and functions specifically to your application.

Private Patch V can be a sampling patch today, A VOX patch tomorrow. And a repeater controller next year!

You may never need another patch again.

COMPARE THESE FEATURES...
- 90 phone number autodialer
- Last number redial
- Regenerated tone/pulse dialing
- Toll restrict: 1st and 2nd digit restrict, prefix lockout and digit counting
- 1-5 digit connect/disconnect code
- 2-5 digit secret toll override code
- User programmable CW ID
- Remote hook flash
- Auto disconnect on dialtone/buzy signals
- Telephone remote base
- Remote controlled relay (relay optional)
- Lightning protected

Call or write today for your FREE brochure.

CONNECT SYSTEMS INC.
23731 Madison St.
Torrance, CA 90505
Phone: (213) 373-6803
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See page 29...
What's "Hot" About Microwaves

Microwaves first awed many of us (and made some of us very suspicous) with their ability to brew up a piping hot cup of coffee in 30 seconds, or cook a meal in three minutes. Now we hear more about communications associated with microwaves. Telephone companies routinely use microwave relays, and many television studios transfer their programming to the broadcast site via microwave links. The proliferation of satellite dishes in residential backyards and on homes attests to the immense popularity of satellite TV, in which signals on the microwave bands are uplinked to, and downlinked from, satellites orbiting the equator.

Do the same waves both cook and carry communications?—most certainly! Microwaves are part of the electromagnetic wave spectrum, which contains waves of immensely varying properties, such as X-rays, ultraviolet light, visible light, and infrared, and those that carry AM and FM broadcast signals, among others. The form of these waves, however, is exactly the same—they differ only in frequency. More and more hams are taking an interest in microwave operation. Why this is just a recent phenomenon, and what their vast potential is, is the thrust of this month's column.

Long Known About

It's a little known fact that microwave communications has existed since the very early days of radio investigation. Guglielmo Marconi, the father of wireless radio, made his first major contribution to communications technology in 1897 by sending a microwave signal that was received several miles away. As early as 1933, a commercial microwave link was set up across the English Channel, which operated for many years. Why haven't more hams ventured into these bands until recently? For a combination of reasons:

• Line-of-sight propagation. Except during highly unusual atmospheric conditions, microwaves travel in a straight line. Waves of much lower frequencies, generally those below 30 MHz, usually travel to the ionosphere, which refracts them back to Earth to points many miles away.

• Specialized components. Only very precise (and expensive) components could cleanly generate such high frequencies, at appreciable power levels.

• High attenuation. Microwave energy is absorbed much more by organic matter than are waves of lower frequencies. Even moisture greatly absorbs microwave energy at certain frequencies in the higher end of the microwave sub spectrum. It's this property that makes microwaves ideal for cooking!

Much has changed, however. Commercial interests have been developing microwave systems in earnest in the past 20 years, which has increased the supply, and driven down the cost of microwave components and instruments that use microwaves. An example of this is the microwave oven—be sure to catch the article in this issue that shows you how to convert such a beast into an amateur television transmitter!

Transponder-equipped satellites for many communication services, including amateur radio, now orbit the Earth. They greatly increase the range of line-of-sight signals, and reduce the attenuation problem, since these signals do not encounter trees, mountains, and other energy-absorbing obstacles on their way to and from the satellite.

And what do these bands have in their favor? First and foremost is the vast amount of space in the microwave region allocated for amateur use—one ham band alone there contains almost as much bandspace as all the ham bands below it combined! This permits much widerband operation, which is desirable since, the wider the signal, the more quickly it can convey information. There are many modes of operation, too, that hams can investigate in the microwave regions that aren't allowed in the lower frequency regions due to the narrower band allocations there. An example of an interesting wideband mode is amateur fast-scan television, much like commercial TV, on which several articles are featured here this month.

A second reason is that, for comparable gain, microwave antennas do not need to be as large as those needed for lower frequency signals. These antennas, too, are easily made to be extremely directive, which helps reduce unnecessary interference.

Microwaves offer a unique opportunity for hams to explore new techniques and methods of operation—and more cheaply than ever before. Come and explore this frontier!... de NS1B

References

'Marconi's best-known contribution to radio communications is the first transoceanic wireless transmission. In December 1901, Marconi sent the letter "S" from a site near St. John's Newfoundland, which was received in Poldhu, Cornwall.

2The 3 cm (10–10.500 GHz) band is 500 MHz wide. All the amateur bands below 3 cm to 160 meters total up to less than 510 MHz of bandspace.

GLOSSARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation</td>
<td>Dampening, reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band</td>
<td>A group of contiguous frequencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downlink</td>
<td>A signal that is sent from a satellite to an Earth-based station.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic wave spectrum</td>
<td>This represents the entire range of frequencies or wavelengths of electromagnetic wave energy. Radio waves typically range from 20,000 Hz (cycles per second) to 300,000 million Hz (cycles per second). The microwave portion of the spectrum is typically set at 1.000 million-300,000 million Hz, or cycles/second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>One of the two terms that characterizes electromagnetic waves. It is the number of cycles of a wave that passes a given point in a given period of time. (A wave cycle is the distance of the wave from one peak to the next.) The frequency is usually given in cycles per second, commonly termed Hertz (Hz).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>This describes the increase of voltage, current, or power. Gain is a ratio. A given transmitting antenna's gain, for example, is the strength of its radiated signals compared to the strength of the radiated signals of a reference antenna. Gain is usually represented in logarithmic units such as decibels (dB).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham</td>
<td>Short for amateur radio operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>Abbreviation for megahertz. This stands for &quot;millions of cycles per second.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Mode has several meanings. In this case, it refers to the way information is imposed on a radio wave. AM and FM are two modes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation</td>
<td>This refers to the traveling of radio waves through a given medium, such as the atmosphere. The better the propagation, the further this energy travels through the medium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transponder</td>
<td>The unit on a satellite that receives a signal from Earth and simultaneously retransmits it back to Earth, on a frequency distant from the receive frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uplink</td>
<td>A signal sent from an Earth-based station to a communications satellite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>One of the two principal characterizations of an electromagnetic wave. The wavelength is conventionally measured from one wave peak to the next. This distance is usually given in meters or centimeters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband</td>
<td>Refers to a signal that occupies a relatively broad piece of spectrum. An AM broadcast signal, for example, takes up 6,000–8,000 cycles of bandspace, and is not considered very wideband. The signal that carries the combined audio and color video to your TV set, however, occupies a minimum of 6 million cycles of bandspace, making it comparatively wideband.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For a limited time Alinco Electronics will give a $100.00 "Reward" for your working, 2 meter or 70 centimeter Mobile Transceiver, or $50.00 for your working 2 meter or 70 centimeter Hand-Held Transceiver.

The way it works is really quite simple. Just take or send your old, but working, transceiver to your favorite dealer for TRADE-IN. Whatever the dealer offers for Trade-in allowance, Alinco will increase the amount by either $50.00 or $100.00, depending on whether it's a Hand-Held or Mobile, ON THE SPOT!

There are only two requirements:

1) The Trade-In "Reward" can only be used towards an Alinco DR-510T Dual Band Mobile or an Alinco DJ-500T Dual Band Hand-Held, on a Mobile for Mobile and Hand-Held for Hand-Held basis.

2) The Trade-In unit must be in good working order and salable.

Remember, the company that already gives you the best value for your dollar, and a two year factory warranty, now gives you something else that no other company does—A substantial Trade-In "Reward" for using our products!

**ALINCO ELECTRONICS INC.**
MEGA WATTS.
Alinco’s new DJ-500T handheld dual bander really puts out. Like 6.5 watts with the optional 12 volt battery. Or our standard 3.5 watts VHF and 3 watts UHF with a local power setting of .5 watts. No other HT delivers such power.

The DJ-500T also comes with mega features.

It’s the only HT with a 37 tone encoder/decoder as standard equipment. You get cross band/full duplex operation. Twenty memory channels (10 apiece on VHF and UHF). Programmable offsets. A single memory 16 digit auto dialer and modifiable CAP/MARS capabilities.

In short, the DJ-500T comes without any high priced add-ons because everything is standard. That includes our exclusive two year limited warranty.

Alinco’s new DJ-500T handheld dual bander. Mega power. Mega performance.

Call (213) 618-8616 for your nearest local dealer.

ALINCO
20705 South Western Ave., Ste. 104, Torrance, CA 90501
TS-790A
Satellite Transceiver

The new Kenwood TS-790A VHF/UHF all-mode tri-band transceiver is designed for the VHF/UHF and satellite power user. The new TS-790A is an all-mode 144/450/1200 MHz transceiver with many special enhancements such as Doppler shift compensation. Other features include dual receive, automatic mode selection, automatic repeater offset selection for FM repeater use, VFO or quick step channel tuning, direct keyboard frequency entry, 59 memory channels (10 channels for separate receive and transmit frequency storage), multiple scanning and multiple scan stop modes. The Automatic Lock Tuning (ALT) on 1200 MHz eliminates frequency drift. Power output is 45 watts on 144 MHz, 40 watts on 450 MHz, and 10 watts on 1200 MHz. (The 1200 MHz section is an optional module.)

- High stability VFO. The dual digital VFOs feature rock-stable TCXO (temperature compensated crystal oscillator) circuitry, with frequency stability of ±3 ppm.
- Operates on 13.8 VDC. Perfect for mountain-top DXpeditions!
- The mode switches confirm USB, LSB, CW, or FM selection with Morse Code.
- Dual Watch allows reception of two bands at the same time.
- Automatic mode and automatic repeater offset selection.
- Direct keyboard frequency entry.
- 59 multi-function memory channels. Store frequency, mode, tone information, offset, and quick step function. Ten memory channels for "odd split."
- CTCSS encoder built-in. Optional TSU-5 enables sub-tone decode.
- Memory scroll function. This feature allows you to check memory contents without changing the VFO frequency.
- Multiple scanning functions. Memory channel lock-out is also provided.
- ALT—Automatic Lock Tuning—on 1200 MHz eliminates drift!
- 500 Hz CW filter built-in.
- Packet radio terminal.
- Interference reduction controls: 10 dB RF attenuator on 2m, noise blanker, IF shift, selectable AGC, all mode squelch.
- Other useful controls: RF power output control, speech processor, dual muting, frequency lock switch, RIT.
- Voice synthesizer option.
- Computer control option.

Optional Accessories:
- PS-31 Power supply • SP-31 External speaker
- UT-10 1200 MHz module • VS-2 Voice synthesizer unit • TSU-5 Programmable CTCSS decoder
- IF-232C Computer interface • MC-60A/MC-80/ MC-85 Desk mics • HS-5/HS-6 Headphones
- MC-43S Hand mic • PG-25 Extra DC cable

KENWOOD
KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION
2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810
P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801-5745
Beacons

With the gradual return of our blessed sun spots, it’s getting on time to get organized with ham beacons on our higher bands. Yes, I know there are quite a few of them around the world already, but there’s any organized effort of their efforts that I’ve seen.

It makes operating on our VHF and UHF bands a lot easier when there are beacon stations operating—particularly when there is an accepted standard beacon frequency on each band. Then all you have to do is tuning to that channel and you’ll hear when the band starts to open, and to where.

This is not exactly a new concept. Forty years ago the Radio Amateur Scientific Observations (RASO) group, organized by Perry Ferrell, set up beacon operation on 50.1 MHz. I converted an old SCR-522 transmitter to six meters and keyed it with a notched code wheel operating a microswitch, providing the beacon operation from New York City.

With ten meters opening more and more often, I’d like to see an agreed upon beacon frequency established. For ease of tuning I suggest it be on an easy-to-remember frequency, say 28.5 MHz. This would help the Novices now starting to use this band to spot openings.

Lest we have five hundred hams setting up beacons in one area, we’re going to need some coordination. If I try to do it you’ll just get mad at me for taking so long because I’m often away at shows, hamfests, and so on. This would seem an ideal job for a handicapped or retired ham with the time to keep records, answer the mail, and send reports for publication in 73. Any volunteers? Beacons are even more important on six meters, where we’ll be seeing openings all around the world during the peak sun spot years. These are often short and surprising. Is 50.1 MHz still a good channel or have you a better idea?

How about two meters? It’d be nice to know when there’s sporadic E, inversions, and so on. 144.17 Please advise.

And certainly we want beacon channels for 220 and 450 MHz. What are good channels?

That brings us to the beacon signals. With today’s technology we won’t have to rely on code wheels and microswitches. I’d like some ideas on how a large number of beacon stations around the world can use one frequency without undue interference. Identification can be automatic and fast—perhaps every few minutes to keep QRM minimal. With period sending it should be easy to have a receiver at the beacon station checking the channel for other beacons in between transmissions.

Our receivers can be set up to turn on a cassette recorder when a signal is received. In that way we’ll have a record of the band opening whether we’re home or not. There should be a way to also record the time, perhaps on the second cassette channel. It’s only a short step from this to automatic QSOs between beacon stations. If a beacon station receiver picks up another beacon during the listening period it could be programmed to call it and exchange callsigns, even with no operator present. But one step at a time—let’s get some beacons organized first, then we’ll worry about automatic contacts. And yes, we’ll have articles in 73 on how to do all this, if you write ‘em.

There, that ought to get you busy thinking. We need an international beacon coordinator, recommendations for beacon channels on each band, articles on keyers, simple ten watt rigs for this service (Why use a $1,000 synthesized transceiver to generate a ten watt one frequency signal?), identification ideas, etc. Let’s get cracking on this.

Reality? What’s That?

Let me see if I understand your perspective on things right. I just counted up the frequencies allocated to us by the FCC—it comes to 23,164.55 MHz. Of that, on a very good day, we’re using maybe 39.55 MHz of our allocation. That comes to about 0.17% that we’re actually using, about 1/500th.

Yes, yes, but heck, we may need those unused frequencies in the future, right? By whom? For what? We haven’t had any significant growth in over 25 years and there’s none even in remote prospect ahead that I know about.

We haven’t invented or pioneered much since we stopped growing a generation ago—or in any other way honored our FCC charter as a “service.”

We managed to virtually destroy the womb that kept us going—the thousands of school radio clubs. And now we’re more interested in building monuments to our past, like the Don Wallace W6AM Museum in Palos Verdes and the Percy Maxim W1AW Museum in Newington, than we are in rebuilding the infrastructure that made our hobby possible.

Do I have it right? Or are you upset that the FCC is taking our virtually unused 220–222 MHz band and handing it over to UPS so we can have faster and cheaper parcel delivery? Maybe you’d like to go back to Parcel Post? And now you’re getting upset over the FCC proposing to open several of our unused microwave bands to industry for radio gadgets as part of their recent Part 15 rewrite?

As I understand it, you have no plans for ever getting amateur radio growing again. You have no
**The Eleventh Hour!**

Deadline for article submissions for the Home-Brew IV contest—July 1—fast approaches! Competition by now is stiff, but the rewards are great. (See below for details.) Phone Bryan at (603) 525-4201, Ex. 543 for an evaluation of your home-brew idea.

**Contest Chairman Opening**

73 Magazine is accepting applications for the position of Contest Chairman. The duties, in brief, are: Bringing the current program up-to-date, and laying plans for future contests. Financial arrangement to be discussed. Those interested may contact Bryan NS1B at the address listed below, or phone (603) 525-4201, Ex. 543.

**Feedback Card Winner**

Yes, we really do give away a free one-year sub to a winner from among those who take the time to properly fill out and send in the feedback cards! Now all will learn who these lucky folks are, every month.

Just scribbling a bunch of check marks across a single row on the card, and tossing a stamp on it and mailing it in, however, does not qualify you. I check to see that you've invested at least a few minutes of your time to fill it out. This doesn't mean you have to read every article in the book—just thoughtfully evaluate the ones you know. Above all, write in your comments and suggestions! We add the one-year sub onto winner's current sub.

This month's winner is: R.R. DeJongh WB7CPT. Congratulations, and thanks for your input!

**What's Old is New**

Research teams in the US and abroad believe that vacuum tubes are the wave of the future. These tubes under development, however, will be exceptionally small, with diameters ranging from less than a human hair to only 100 atoms across. They are being designed to fit right on or in silicon chips. Electrons will tunnel out of the solid and into the vacuum, so the tubes will operate without filaments. The electrons will move faster than they would in a semiconductor because of lack of scattering, and current densities can be higher with less resistive heating.

Among the possible uses of these vacuum microelectronic devices are radiation resistant devices that have a wide temperature tolerance, and radios that operate up to 60 GHz.

Flat CRTs of unlimited size are another possibility. They would use millions of separate microscopic electronic sources, one behind each individual pixel. The result would be extremely high resolution computer and TV screens, with high brightness and low power dissipation.

**Two New 73 Departments**

The amateur radio field is always in flux—products are constantly being improved, companies move, prices change, etc. Information in our articles and reviews has sometimes changed several times over by the time they get to print.

Now article and review updates have their own place. Submit these, and we will run them in "Updates," a department that debuts in the August issue. Also in "Updates," we will include corrections to those occasional errors that elude our watchful eyes!

"Ham Profiles," a monthly half-page devoted to two amateurs, will also begin in August. Hams are men and women of all ages and walks of life—and all with their own reasons for joining our global fraternity. Help us show this wonderful diversity to newcomers—send in a photo and a short description (150 words maximum) of yourself or another person you think deserves a slot in the place in "Ham Profiles." We especially encourage entries from women hams, and hams in their twenties and younger.

**QSL of the Month**

One of our more painful tasks is rejecting outright many of the submissions. To save all of our energy, go through the following checklist before submitting it:

- Is it color? We rarely, if ever, run black and white. Also, we don't reproduce silver or gold.
- Is it postcard? We can't accept these.
- Is it obscene? Don't bother sending it. (At least don't expect us to print it!)
- Is it already a photo? Chances are that it will appear too fuzzy for print after color separation.

**Uncle Wayne's QSLs**

We have pulled the QSL ad from our magazine and stopped printing them for the time being. We expect to resume the service in several months, when we settle on an out-of-house printer. Stay tuned for further developments.

**They'll Have Your Number!**

Ever make an autopatch to a law enforcement number? After you pass your traffic, they ask your name, address, and telephone...
Stacked in Your Favor!

**TM-231A/431A/531A**

**FM Mobile Transceiver**

Looking for a compact transceiver for your mobile VHF and UHF operations? KENWOOD has a compact rig for each of the most popular VHF/UHF bands.

- **20 multi-function memory channels.**
- **Multi-function DTMF mic. supplied.**
- **STacker channel function.** The call channel key allows instant recall of your most commonly used frequency data.
- **Selectable CTCSS tone built-in.**
- **Easy-to-operate multi-mode scanning.** Band scan, Program band scan, Memory scan plus programmable memory channel lock-out with time operated or carrier operated stop.
- **Priority alert.**
- **DRS (Digital recording system).**
- **Automatic lock tuning function (TM-531A).**
- **Repeater reverse switch.**

**Optional Accessories**

- **RC-20 Full-function remote controller**
- **RC-10 Multi-function remote controller**
- **IF-20 Interface unit handset**
- **MC-44 Multi-function hand mic.**
- **MC-44DM Multi-function hand mic with auto-patch**
- **MC-48B 16-key DTMF hand mic.**
- **MC-55 8-pin mobile mic.**
- **MC-60A/80/85 Desk-top mics.**
- **MA-700**

Dual band (2m/70cm) mobile antenna (mount not supplied) • **SP-41 Compact mobile speaker** • **SP-50B Mobile speaker** • **PS-430 Power supply** • **PS-50 Heavy-duty power supply** • **MB-201 Mobile mount** • **PG-2N Power cable** • **PG-3B DC line noise filter** • **PG-4H Interface connecting cable** • **PG-4J Extension cable kit** • **TSU-6 CTCSS unit**

KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION
COMMUNICATIONS & TEST EQUIPMENT GROUP
P.O. BOX 22745, 2201 E. Dominguez Street
Long Beach, CA 90801-5745

KENWOOD ELECTRONICS CANADA INC.
P.O. BOX 1075, 959 Gana Court
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4T 4C2

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice or obligation. Complete service manuals are available for all Kenwood transceivers and most accessories.
This HT Has it All!

TH-215A/315A/415A
Full-featured Hand-held Transceivers

Kenwood brings you the greatest hand-held transceiver ever! More than just "big rig performance," the new TH-215A for 2 m, TH-315A for 220 MHz, and TH-415A for 70 cm pack the most features and the best performance in a handy size. And our full line of accessories will let you go from hamshack to portable to mobile with the greatest of ease!

- **Wide receiver frequency range.** Receives from 141.163 MHz. Includes the weather channels! Transmit from 144-148 MHz. Modifiable to cover 141-151 MHz (MARS or CAP permit required).
- **TH-315A covers 220-225 MHz, TH-415A covers 440-449.995 MHz.**
- **5, 2.5, or 1.5 W output, depending on the power source.** Supplied battery pack (PB-2) provides 2.5 W output. Optional NiCd packs for extended operation or higher RF output available.
- **CTCSS encoder built-in.** TSU-4 CTCSS decoder optional.
- **10 memory channels store any offset, in 100-kHz steps.**
- **Odd split, any frequency TX or RX, in memory channel 0.**
- **Nine types of scanning!** Including new "seek scan" and priority alert. Also memory channel lock-out.
- **Intelligent 2-way battery saver circuit extends battery life.** Two battery-saver modes to choose, with power saver radio selection.
- **Easy memory recall.** Simply press the channel number!
- **12 VDC input terminal for direct mobile or base station supply operation.** When 12 volts applied, RF output is 5 W! (Cable supplied!)
- **New Twist-Lok Positive-Connect "locking battery case.**
- **Priority alert function.**
- **Monitor switch to defeat squelch.** Used to check the frequency when CTCSS encode/decode is used or when squelch is on.

**Optional Accessories:**
- PB-1: 12 V, 800 mAH NiCd pack for 5 W output + PB-2: 8.4 V, 500 mAH NiCd pack (2.5 W output) + PB-3: 7.2 V, 800 mAH NiCd pack (1.5 W output) + PB-4: 7.2 V, 1600 mAH NiCd pack (1.5 W output)
- BT-5 AA cell manganese/alkaline battery case + BC-7 rapid charger for PB-1, 2, 3, or 4
- BC-8 compact battery charger
- SMC-30 speaker microphone + SC-12, 13 soft cases + RA-3, 5 telescoping antennas + RA-88: StubbyJiLk antenna + TSU-4 CTCSS decode unit + YB-25: 2 m, 25 W amplifier (1-4 W input) + LH-4, 5 leather cases + MB-4 mobile bracket + BH-5 swivel mount + PG-2V extra DC cable + PG-3D cigarette lighter cord with filter

Complete service manuals are available for all Kenwood transceivers and most accessories. Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice or obligation.
number. Quite often, we do not want to give that information over the air. Not doing so, however, may cast suspicion on the credibility of your information.

The way around this? Give them just your driver’s license number! When the dispatcher asks, just say “Please copy my (State) DL number XXXXX.” It’s a good idea to write this down on your emergency autodialer card, for instant access.

Superlink

A group of Canadian hams is working hard to expand a private, transcontinental radio link that will make other North American networks pale in comparison. The project is called I-PARN—the Interprovincial Amateur Radio Network. I-PARN is projected to be a full-time Canada-wide network for both voice and digital communications.

What separates I-PARN from links like the Condor connection in California or the Zia Connection in the southwestern US is both the scope of its coverage and the type of linking. I-PARN will link repeaters using ground stations and commercial geostationary communications satellites! Once in place, this network will permit amateurs in any major city in Canada to speak at leisure with their counterparts in other population areas with only a two-meter HT.

I-PARN is conducting a membership drive across Canada to get funding to complete the network. Hams in the lower 48 states shouldn’t get their hopes up, however, as there are no plans to extend I-PARN south of the border.

Be Kind to Your Low-Power Friends

QRP and QROers alike take note of the following list of HF QRP frequencies: 1.810, 3.560, 7.030-7.040, 10.106, 14.060, 21.060, and 28.060 MHz. Kilowatters, please give these frequencies as wide a berth as possible.

QRPers’ Delight

The British journal New Scientist recently published an article on a newly developed superconducting antenna (Oct. 29, 1988, page 38). It states that engineers at the University of Birmingham, England, made an antenna that radiates virtually all the energy it receives when properly loaded. The experiment was conducted with a dipole made from the new high temperature superconductor: yttrium-barium-copper oxide. The gain at 550 MHz was 16 times that of a copper antenna of equal length operating at room temperature.

Electronic Road Maps

Electronic road maps are already available in California ($1,400) which not only tell you where you are, but the best way to get to your destination. An arrow marks your car’s position on a green street grid on a 4.5” dashboard monitor. As the car moves, the map display moves with it, rotating as the car turns to match what you see through the windshield. A personal computer in the trunk controls the system.

Soon to be marketed are radar guided systems to detect and avoid obstacles, communications devices that provide real-time traffic information, and smart cruise controls that sense when there is a vehicle ahead, so that you can maintain a safe distance.

Who’s 9G1R?

The Japan Amateur Radio League (JARL) receives a considerable number of QSLs for a station that claims to be 9G1R. Please don’t send JARL your card for this station—they do not have any QSL routing info for it.

17m WAS

The first 17 meter Worked All States award has been issued to Christopher Merchant KA11LMR on 1 March, after Chris became the first to submit his cards to the ARRL headquarters.

Speakers’ Bureau

Westlink Report in California recently created a Speakers’ Bureau. The Bureau will act as a clearing house for the expertise of speakers willing to attend conventions and hamfests and make presentations in their specialties without any honoraria. Groups requesting a speaker must provide transportation (of the speaker’s choice), lodging, meals, and any miscellaneous expenses incurred by the speaker.

The following people are currently available:
- Chod Harris VP2ML, Editor of The DX Bulletin, Fulton, California. His address is PO Box 4881, Santa Rosa CA 95402. Chod has four prepared talks dealing with DX: Christmas and Easter Islands, The Galapagos, African Odyssey, and how the DX Bulletin is published.
- Bill Waters WA6OLW, 825 La Crosse Ct., Sunnyvale CA 94087. Bill is the former Operations Manager of Sunnyvale USAF Satellite Test Center and is a Communications Engineer with Ford Aerospace. Areas of expertise: antenna experimentation, microwave hardware development, propagation, and low-noise systems.
Please contact the speaker you want directly at the address listed. Potential speakers are urged to join this service at no cost.

Thanks . . .

To all those who contributed to this month’s QRX column. They are: Westlink, JARL, W4CA Log, and N5KOB. Keep sending in those photos and news items! Address them to: 73 Magazine, Forest Rd., Hancock, NH 03449. Attn: QRX.
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If you think 10 meters is just another ham band, you're in for quite a surprise. After a long period of poor propagation and relative neglect, this band has come alive with a vengeance. The combined forces of Novice Enhancement, new transmission modes, a flood of equipment, and what may be the best solar cycle yet, are beating on the door of ham radio. Are you ready?

10 Meter Band Plan

The FCC rules and regulations give us the official word on band use. But there's more to the story. By general agreement, and some prodding by various organizations, the band has been divided into a maze of allocations and sub-bands. (See Figure 1.) Knowing and following these voluntary assignments can make you a more efficient and courteous operator. More than that, knowing what's there, and where to find it, can only add to your enjoyment.

When is Ten Open?

Before you call CQ, find out which parts of the world are open to your QTH by scanning the area from 28.190 to 28.300 MHz. The propagation beacons found there will frequently surprise you. Check your Callbook or page 103 of the Jan '88 73 for a list of 10 meter beacons. One beacon of particular interest is the IY4M robot on 28.195 MHz. Try giving it a call sometime.

In the future, expect an integrated beacon system to begin operating in a round robin fashion near 28.200 MHz. A similar system has been in operation for some time on 14.100 MHz.

These beacons generally run with very low power (some less than a Watt!) and you can often hear them when the rest of the band sounds dead. Perhaps this should be a lesson to those who question CW's ability to get through during marginal band conditions!

Speaking of CW

Having been inspired by low-power beacons, you should go QRP and tune around the 28.040 or 28.060 MHz calling frequencies for low power operations. Be warned, though: Some of these guys consider real QRP to be anything under 100 mW!

By comparison, a Novice or Technician can be a real powerhouse on 10 CW with ample opportunity for exciting DX. Just take note of the two popular packet frequencies in this area.

Digital Modes

Most packet activity on 10 meters is centered around two frequencies. Check 28.105 MHz for 300 baud operation or 28.205 MHz for 1200 baud. One important note, FM packet is not allowed on the 10 meter band below 29.2 MHz.

RTTY and AMTOR enthusiasts should look at the region of 28.090 to 28.100 MHz.

The Flood Gates are Open

Depending on your point of view, Novice Enhancement is either something unmentionable or a real boon for the hobby. Whatever you think, a quick scan across the Novice/Technician SSB portion of the band when 10 meters is open is a real eye-opener. An influx of economical new radios, and a wave of the FCC's hand, have moved the bulk of the SSB activity down below 28.500 MHz. Low power mobiles and stations with very modest antennas can easily pick up QSOs in this region.

While there isn't a real standard yet, 28.400 MHz is a good gathering place for mobiles to pick up QSOs. If the frequency starts getting busy, move your contacts down away from this calling frequency.

If you think it takes a full "gallon and a half" to bust into a DX pileup, you should try again. On 10 meters, any station can catch a rare one by using courtesy and persistence, even low power mobiles! Listen to what's happening and try to figure out what catches the DX station's ears.

Moving up the Band

The middle of the General phone band is home to some big time rag-chewing—try calling around 28.600 MHz. Look for SSTV activity between 28.675 and 28.685 MHz, or on 28.945, if you're into FAX. Another interesting feature is the continuous code practice transmission at 28.888 MHz which comes from WSRT's QTH (N. Hollywood, CA) running only 5 Watts into a ground plane antenna.

AM operation has a frontier outpost between 29.000 and 29.200 MHz, with 29.000 being a common calling frequency. Many modern radios are equipped with this mode, including the popular Uniden HR-2510. With this kind of backing, 10 AM should see a significant increase in popularity.

Rugby and 10 FM

To the newcomer, both rugby and 10 FM seem uncivilized with few survivors. Well, maybe that's true about rugby, but 10 FM can have a more dignified manner. Occasionally referred to as the Channel 19 of amateur radio, the FM calling frequency of 29.600 MHz has earned its reputation. As you listen in, you might be surprised by the "no holds barred" activity.

Part of the problem is a proliferation of "links," secondary transceivers connected to VHF and UHF repeater systems. Some of these operate exclusively on this channel. Rarely out of control, but sometimes innocently left on, they faithfully retransmit the activity of their parent repeater. Users of these links should take extra caution to ensure their proper operation, and configure them without courtesy tones or hang time. A properly operated link can be exciting for repeater users. Link owners should add to that excitement with at least one more frequency to which they can QSY.

With such heavy congestion on the calling frequency, stations need to move off quickly and continue their QSO elsewhere. The best place to QSY is 29.200 to 29.300 MHz, where you can also find a common DX calling frequency. The reason for going so far down the band is to avoid interference with repeater inputs and outputs and satellite downlinks. Keep in mind that a 10 meter FM signal is about 10 kHz wide. FM signals can easily interfere with an FM receiver 10 kHz away, or totally obliterate a CW or SSB signal 5 to 8 kHz away. 10 meter FM operation is quite channelized—stick to the even numbered 10 kHz channels (i.e., 29.220, 29.240... ) to avoid problems.

Repeater operation on 10 meters is nothing like its VHF or UHF counterpart. Frequent propagation over large areas, and only four available repeater pairs, often result in many repeaters being heard on the same frequency. Use your best judgment to avoid keying up repeaters which may interfere with ongoing QSOs. I think in the future we will see some solutions, perhaps PL. In the meantime, keep up with 10 meter repeater activity.
Ten meters is frequented by a number of contests and regular nets. The familiar sound of "CQ TEN TEN" is the result of Ten-Ten International, which currently conducts a daily net on 28.800 MHz at 1800 UTC. They sponsor numerous awards and in the process have helped keep the ten-meter band active during long periods of poor propagation. Ten-Ten International boasts nearly 50,000 members.

It's easy to see why 10 meters is rapidly becoming a showplace for amateur radio. Solar Cycle 22 is providing 10-meter openings to all parts of the world, inspiring new hams and old-timers alike. Novice Enhancement, inexpensive radios, relatively small antennas, excellent propagation, and a wide range of active modes, provide the excitement. Courteous operation and understanding of the voluntary band plan make it work. Now that you know where the action is, enjoy it!

Figure 1. Mode and license class allocations for 10 meters.

With the videOsmith Spectrum Probe:™
Convert your oscilloscope into a SPECTRUM ANALYZER... AFFORDABLY!

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Range: less than 1 MHz to more than 100 MHz
Dynamic Range: 50 dB min
Vertical Logarithmic Linearity: + 3dB
Sensitivity: 100µV ± 3 dB @50 MHz
Ratios: ± 2 dB @ 5-100 MHz
LF generation 1 MHz down approx 8 dB
IF Bandwidth: 180 kHz @ ± 3 dB
All with the isolation of a low capacity probe.

Introductory offer $349.00

The Spectrum Probe™ opens up a whole new world you've never seen before... The Spectrum Probe™ is ideal for Hams and other techs who want to check for harmonics and other spurious emissions. With the Probe, you can perform oscillator alignment, check switching power supply functions and many other applications previously limited to $8,000 and up spectrum analyzers. An excellent educational tool.!

AVAILABLE THROUGH: rf enterprises
HCR Box 43, Merrifield, MN 56465
ORDERS: 1-800-233-2482 INFO: 1-218-765-3254
The "HAM 10" ten meter antenna is designed and manufactured by American Antenna, makers of the world famous K40 Antenna. With a power handling capacity of 1500 watts and a bandwidth of 1.5 MHz between 21-2 SWR points, the "HAM 10" is the perfect compliment to any single-band ten meter rig. The stainless steel base of the "HAM 10" is supplied with an adjustable drum up mount. Also available is an optional adaptable heavy duty magnumator. For a free brochure, call 1-800-525-6168 in Illinois 1-800-942-8175.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
1. HANDLES UP TO 1500 WATTS!
2. METALPLAS CONSTRUCTION.
3. 30° ROTATION OF BASE.
4. STAINLESS STEEL WHIP AND BASE.
5. FULLY ASSEMBLED WITH "18" of RG-58 COAX.
6. COMPUTER DESIGNED ISOLATION CHAMBER.

For A Free Brochure, Call: 1-800-525-6168 in Illinois 1-800-942-8175

THE CHALLENGER DX-V
A Unique Multiband Antenna That Utilizes the Patented G.A.P. Center Launch Technology

The Revolution in Antenna Design

That... but has NO!!!

- Operates all five bands 80m-10m
- Launches KP from an elevated U.A.P.
- Provides: 1000 W peak operation
- Assemblies in less than 30 minutes
- Collins. Prem tuned. No
- Assemblies are necessary
- Has short Nadir
- 3 or 25° & 4 or 15°
- Has standup with a whip in Ground Mount
- is only 31 Feet High
- Has a bandwidth: 20 MTR 520 KHZ
- 40-20-15-10 MTR
- Solid Band
- Three portions of 80m band available
- Low- 40 KHZ
- Medium- 9 MHz
- High- 24 MHz.

Best of all the ENTIRE antenna is always active!

G.A.P. Antenna Products
6092 N. Old Dixie Highway
Vero Beach, FL 32967

GMS 403

GMS 403A

Simply The Finest In
Battery Charging Equipment
Quality... By Design

- Automatically charges memory and rapid charges any Nickel battery up to 15 volts.
- Greatly prolongs battery life.
- Changing radios, simply reprogram the Charger. Never outdated.
- Front panel Rotary Switch selects up to three different user installable socketed program modules.

GMS 403

(14 Program Slots)

GMS 403A

(1 Program Slot)

Same as our time proven GMS 403 except it accommodate up to 14 different program modules.

ATTENTION GMS 483 OWNERS: If you own a GMS 403, it can easily be user upgraded to a GMS 403A by ordering our Module Expansion Kit.

Power Pole®

Connectors

Tired of looking for power connectors for all those rigs?
The Power Pole® system is for you! Stick to mobile just Plug & Go!

- 15 30-60 amp @60 volt AC/DC ratings
- Genderless! All connectors mate.
- Polarity is determined when multiple poles are assembled.
- Cannot be misted incorrectly.
- Silver plated contacts mean low resistances (500 micro ohms 9570)
- Easy to assemble, crisp and soldered.
- Dowel assembly allows "stacking" multiple poles as needed.

Powerpak 15 - 4 or 30 - 4

Just $1.99

with 2 red 2 black poles

(27 shipping and handling up to 30 pk., 10 min. order)

Distributed By: Relphco Systems
626 S. Blue Skye Dr., Cedar City, UT 84720

Dealer Inquiries Welcome: (401) 586-2302
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MFJ TUNERS

MFJ's Best 300 Watt Tuner gives you minimum SWR from 1.8-30 MHz ... plus you get MFJ's new peak and average reading Cross-Needle SWR/ Wattmeter, dummy load, 4:1 balun, antenna switch and more ... $149.95

The MFJ-949D gives you more precise matches and lower SWR than any tuner that uses two tapped inductors. Why? Because you get two continuously variable capacitors that give you infinitely more positions than the limited number on switched coils. This gives you the precise control you need to get your SWR down to a minimum. After all, isn't that why you need a tuner? Covers 1.8-30 MHz.

You get MFJ's new lighted 2-color peak and average reading Cross-Needle SWR/Wattmeter that shows you SWR, forward and reflected power - all at a single glance. Meter lamp uses 12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1312, $9.95.

MFJ-949D

$149.95

2-knob Differential-TM Tuner

MFJ-986

$269.95

2-knob Tuner uses a differential capacitor to make tuning foolproof and easier than ever. It ends constant re-tuning with broadband coverage and gives you minimum SWR at only one best setting. Covers 1.8-30 MHz. The roller inductor lets you tune your SWR down to absolute minimum. 5-decibel turns lets you quickly return to your favorite frequency.

You get MFJ's new peak and average reading Cross-Needle SWR/Wattmeter with a new directional coupler for more accurate readings over a wider frequency range. It reads forward/reflected power in 200/50 and 2000/500 watt ranges. Meter lamp uses 12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1312, $9.95.

A new current balun for balanced lines reduces feedline radiation and forces equal currents into antenna halves that are not perfectly balanced for a more concentrated, stronger signal. Add $10 s/h.

MFJ's Very Best Tuner

MFJ-989C

$349.95

The MFJ-989C is not for everyone. However, if you do make the investment you get the finest 3 KW PEP tuner money can buy - one that takes the fear out of high power operation and one that lets you get your SWR down to absolute minimum. Covers 1.8-30 MHz.

The MFJ-989C is a compact 3 KW PEP roller inductor tuner with a new peak reading Cross-Needle SWR/Wattmeter with a new, more accurate directional coupler. Meter lamp uses 12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1312, $9.95. With three continuously variable components you get precise control over SWR and the widest matching range possible.

You get a two core balun wound with teflon wire for balanced lines a 6-position antenna switch. 10½x4½x15 inch cabinet size your station. Dummy load, tilt stand, turns counter. Add $10 s/h.

MFJ's Mobile Tuner

MFJ-344C

$89.95

Don't leave home without this mobile tuner! Have an uninterrupted trip as the MFJ-945C extends your antenna bandwidth and eliminates the need to stop, go out and adjust your mobile whip. You can operate anywhere in a band and get low SWR. You'll get maximum power out of your solid state tube or rig and it'll run cooler and last longer.

Small 8x2x6 inches uses little room. SWR/ Wattmeter and convenient placement of controls make tuning fast and easy while in motion. 300 watts PEP output, efficient airwound inductor, 1000 volt capacitors. Mobile mount, MFJ-20, $3.00.

144/220 MHz VHF Tuners

MFJ-921

$69.95

MFJ's new VHF tuners cover both 2 Meters and the 220 MHz bands. They handle 300 watts PEP and match a wide range of impedances for coax fed antennas. SWR/Wattmeter, 8x2½x3 in. MFJ-920, $49.95. No meter. 4½x2½x3 in.

MFJ's Random Wire Tuner

MFJ-16010

$39.95

You can operate all bands anywhere with any transceiver when you let the MFJ-16010 turn any random wire into a transmitting antenna. Great for apartment, motel, camping operation. Install a wire anywhere! Tunes 1.8-30 MHz. 200 watts PEP. Ultra small 2x3x4 in.

MFJ ... making quality affordable

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC.
Box 494, Miss. State, MS 39762
(601) 323-5869; TELEX: 53 4500 MFJSTKV

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER OR TO ORDER
800-647-1800

- 1 year unconditional guarantee • 30 day money back guarantee (less $5) on orders from MFJ • Free catalog • Add $5.00 s/h (except as noted)

CIRCLE 258 ON READER SERVICE CARD
**Inexpensive Hardline**

**Easy conversion of 75Ω CATV hardline for 50Ω systems.**

L
ike many hams, I always look for new facets of the amateur radio hobby to explore. This exploration tends towards the higher and higher bands, especially the microwave bands, where wide ham allocations allow for experimentation with a variety of modes. This article describes an easy way to overcome one of the hardware hurdles in UHF and above operation—the expense of low-loss cable.

The Problem

My latest project has been Mode L operation on AMSAT-OSCAR-13. Mode L uses a 23 cm uplink and a 70 cm downlink. I recently built up equipment for the 1269 MHz uplink, but found the strength of my signal less than what I would like. I only have about 13 Watts of power and a single 45-element loop yagi on that band. This should be adequate, but that 13 Watts must actually be at the antenna feedpoint rather than in the shack looking at a lot of cable. At 23 cm, even the best “standard” coaxial cable is not very good. Good quality RG-8 has 10 dB attenuation per 100 feet and is almost unusable. Even Belden 9913, considered about the best available, gives almost 6 dB loss per 100 feet. Losing 6 dB means that only one quarter of what you put into the cable actually comes out 100 feet later. As anyone who has ever acquired 23 cm equipment will tell you, those are pretty expensive Watts to heat cable with!

Finding an Answer

Increasing signal strength boils down to either increasing the power out or decreasing antenna system loss. I decided to concentrate on line loss. My investigation of really good cable (such as ¼-inch 50Ω Heliax, at almost $5 per foot with $55 connectors) left me cold. After all, my children do have to eat. Soon, however, a readily available cable caught my eye—the 8-inch diameter aluminum-jacketed hardline used for CATV. This cable has some great properties—it loses less than 3 dB per 100 feet at 1.2 GHz, and it’s inexpensive (usually free or nominal). It has, however, two main drawbacks: it’s a 75Ω line (which matches nothing commonly used in ham applications), and poses mechanical problems with its aluminum jacket and copper-coated aluminum center conductor that tax the ingenuity of the home-brewer. This article shows you how to overcome these two problems.

Where To Get CATV Cable

CATV companies buy this cable in huge rolls. Time economies and signal considerations mean that they will frequently either sell or give away roll ends too short for their use. These roll ends can be quite long by amateur standards—one I was given contained almost 500 feet of brand new cable! Polite inquiries with the local CATV companies are a good place to start.

Electrical Requirements

According to the ARRL Handbook and Antenna Book (Transmission Line section, any recent year), all you have to do to use cable of one impedance in a system of differing impedances is to match the two impedances with a quarter-wave impedance transformer. This is just a section of transmission line whose impedance is equal to the square root of the product of the two impedances you are trying to match, and cut to one quarter of the free space wavelength at the frequency of interest. That’s all! In equation form, the required matching impedance is:

\[ Z_{\text{im}} = \sqrt{50\Omega \times 75\Omega} = 61.2\Omega \]

So, in order to use 75Ω line in a 50Ω system, you must add a 61.2Ω impedance matching section at each end of the 75Ω line. The Handbook also tells you how to construct a coaxial line. The impedance of an air-insulated coaxial line is determined by:

\[ Z = 138 \log (\text{ID}/\text{OD}) \]

ID is inner diameter of the outer conductor, and OD is outer diameter of the inner conductor. Rearranging, for \( Z = 61.2\Omega \), any combination of tubing with an ID/OD ratio of 2.776 will provide the required impedance.

There’s been a number of impedance converters published in amateur literature, but most use “non-standard” materials. “Standard” is what you can buy in a hardware store or plumbing shop. I devised a Z-matching device using a readily-available material—¼-inch copper pipe. This copper pipe, in its most common form, is actually 0.875 inch in outside diameter and has a 0.032-inch wall. This yields a 0.810-inch inside diameter. Looking at the ID/OD requirements, the closest available standard hobby brass tube for an inner conductor is 9/32 (0.281)-inch diameter. Plugging these dimensions into the above formula gives an impedance of 63.4Ω. It’s unlikely this variance from the actual requirements for a perfect impedance match would seriously degrade the performance. A purist could silver-plate the brass up to 0.292-inch OD and be exact.

You determine the length of the quarter wave section by the frequency desired. Since these devices are quite broadband, one length covers a given band. The 1296 MHz version, for example, works well on 1269 MHz. From the formula for free space wavelength, which also applies to air-insulated transmission lines:

\[ \frac{\lambda}{4 \text{ wavelength (feet)} = 246 / F (MHz)} \]

or

\[ \frac{\lambda}{4 \text{ wavelength (inches)} = 2952 / F (MHz)} \]

Interestingly, since 2 meters, 70 cm, and 23 cm are all harmonically related, and one quarter wave on 2 meters equals three quarter waves.
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ters on 432 MHz and nine quarters on 1296 MHz, you could theoretically use a single line and set of 2-meter impedance converters for all three bands. There are a few problems, however, with this "one line and matcher fits all." First, the more quarter wavelengths you use, the narrower the frequency response becomes, and the more likely that your impedance matching sections will become attenuators if they are not right on the money. Second, a single feedline precludes full-duplex crossband operation required for satellite work. Finally, at those frequencies, the cost of remote mounted antenna switching relays would far exceed the cost of separate feedlines!

Construction

The following construction plans appear to be the easiest 50Ω to 75Ω impedance matching arrangement to duplicate, using the most common materials I've run across. Although this project was originally intended for Mode L uplink use only, Table 1 includes dimensions for all popular VHF/UHF bands.

Parts

Build two identical units for each cable.

- **Outer Conductor:** Standard 3/4-inch copper pipe, available at any plumbing supply house or hardware store. Insure that it actually measures %" (0.875") outside diameter and has a 0.032" wall thickness.
- **Inner Conductor:** Hobby brass tubing measuring 9/32" (0.281") outside diameter. Miscellaneous sizes of brass tubing and assorted shapes are available in many hardware stores and model shops. These are typically stocked in 12-inch lengths. Where longer pieces are required, buy two 12-inch lengths for each converter and slip a 4-inch length of the next smaller size inside, then solder them together. Be sure the assembly is straight.
- **Coaxial Connector:** You can get away with using the UHF type (SO-239) connector at 2 meters, although it is not ideal. At any higher frequency, always use high quality Teflon™ and silver N connectors, normally designated UG-58/U. These connectors cost $3–5 each new, but if you are going to go to the trouble of building equipment for these bands, it is false economy to use cheap connectors. Also, stay away from the inexpensive bright nickel plated ones, as they will corrode, and usually do not have insulators capable of tolerating the soldering heat required for assembling these impedance converters. It's depressing to watch the center melt and drop out of a connector as you attempt to solder the flange.

Good used UG-58s are widely available at hamfests and surplus outlets. A good cleaning in the dishwasher and the use of a used (soft) Scotch-Brite™ cleaning pad does wonders. Stay away from cleaning with steel wool, as you'll leave brass where silver used to be! Also, steel wool has the bad habit of leaving little electrically-conductive strands in the least noticeable places.

- **Center Connector:** Since the center conductor of the CATV hardline is copper-coated aluminum, you will need some form of finger connector for positive contact. The most elegant solution I have seen was published by Bill Olson W3HQT in his ">50" column for QEX magazine in March, 1988. Bill used the double female center pin removed from a UHF "T" connector, cut in half to provide two sets of fingers for two impedance converters that just fit the hardline center conductor.

- **Miscellaneous:**
  - **Silver hobby solder:** This is a high-strength, low-temperature solder available at most hardware and hobby stores. Silver solder resists corrosion in outdoor service, and is reputed to provide better conductivity to RF than its ordinary lead-tin relative. It has separate solder and flux.
  - **Hose clamps:** Use stainless steel, screw types. One for each impedance converter.
  - **Hand tools:** Include a tubing cutter, hacksaw, small triangular file, and small steel square for alignment. Also, a small pencil torch is much easier to use than a regular propane torch.
  - **No Al Ox™,** or similar compound for preventing corrosion between the aluminum outer jacket of the hardline and the copper impedance converter. Available at electrical supply houses.

A soldering and assembly fixture, made by drilling an 11/16-inch hole, 3/4 inch deep in a wood board. Not absolutely necessary, but sure beats trying to hold a hot connector in your fingers.

Parts Preparation

- **Center Contacts:**
  - Disassemble the UHF T connector by grasping the male connector center pin with vise grips and unscrewing it counterclockwise. Drive the double female center conductor out of the end of the connector. Note that some T connectors have a slight crimp on one end, so gently drive the pin out the opposite end. Discard all pieces except the double female pin. Saw the double female in half to make two center contacts, one for each end of your hardline system.

Fit the end of the contact opposite the fingers to the 9/32 center conductor tube. It may well be a perfect, tight fit. If not, turn the outside diameter of the solid end to fit the 9/32 tube tightly. It is best to use a lathe, but you can do a satisfactory job by chucking the pin in the chuck of a drill clamped in a vise and "turning" it with a file. When clamping the contact in the drill chuck, slip it in far enough for the jaws to contact the solid part, not the fingers. Be careful. Turning down a 1/16 to 1/4-inch length is adequate since the contact and the center tube conductor will be soldered together. Set the prepared pins aside for later assembly.

- **Center Connector:**
  - One end of the 9/32-inch tube center conductor must be necked down to the 1/8 inch diameter of the solder pin on the UG-58. Do this before you cut the tube to length, so that if you goof, you can cut the end off and try again.

  First, clean the tube and insure that one end is square. Scribe a mark around the tube 3/32 inch from the end. Then, cut eight equally spaced slots in the end of the tube to the 3/32 line. With the small triangular file, file each slot slightly to create eight equal fingers that each taper to about 1/16 inch at the outer ends. Remove all burrs. Gently bend each finger inward a little at a time until you have a 1/8-inch hole in the center. Be patient. Check the fit on the center pin of the UG-58. When you are satisfied, clean and tin the end lightly with the silver solder and flux.

Now assemble the UG-58 and the center conductor. Place the connector, threaded end down, into the hole in the "assembly fixture." Tin the connector pin. Heat the necked-down end of the center conductor and slip it over the connector pin, then solder the two together. While the joint is still hot, use the steel square to insure that the center conductor is perpendicular to the flange of the connector in all planes. Hold the piece until it cools.

Next, lay the previously-prepared center contact pin next to the soldered center conductor and connector assembly. Measuring from the insulator on the UG-58 out to the end of the center contact pin fingers, set the overall length to that required by the frequency of interest. Mark the center conductor tube so that, when cut and pressed together with the center contact pin, it will be the right length. Cut the 9/32 tube. Clean and deburr the end. Put some flux on it and press the center pin into the end of the tube. Recheck the overall length, then solder. Remove all traces of flux with alcohol.

- **Outer Conductor:** Standard 3/4-inch copper pipe with its 0.032" wall is almost exactly 0.065" larger than the outside diameter of the jacket on the 3/4-inch hardline. So, we need to prepare a spacer sleeve to match the two diameters. First, square one end of a piece of copper pipe, then clean and deburr it. Now, with a tubing cutter, cut off a 1-inch long section. This length will be the spacer sleeve. Now mark and saw a 1/4-inch wide section lengthwise from the side of this sleeve. Debur the cut, then compress the sleeve evenly until it will just start into the end of the uncut copper pipe.

[Figure 1. Cutaway of 3/4 wave impedance converter, showing all parts of the completed unit.]
Clean the uncut outer conductor and remove the ridge left by the tubing cutter from the inside end. Slot the end of the pipe in 4 places, to ½ inch from the end of the tube. Deburr.

Cut the outer conductor to length with the tubing cutter as specified in Table 1 for the band desired.

**Final Assembly:**

Stand the previously-prepared center section on end in the hole in the "assembly fixture." You will soon be glad that you made this fixture. Lightly flux the flange of the UG-58 and the unslotted end of the outer conductor. Stand the outer conductor on the flange and center it. Look in the opposite end of the assembly and insure that the center contact pin is well aligned in the center of the outer conductor. If not, this is your last chance to fix it. When alignment is correct, heat the outer conductor and flange until the flux bubbles, then touch the solder to the surfaces. When the heat is right, the solder will flow between the parts. Use enough solder to get a strong, complete bond between the parts. Do not disturb the assembly until it cools. Then, clean all flux away with alcohol. The converters are now complete and ready for assembly to the hardline.

**Hardline Preparation**

Completely install the hardline without the impedance converters. Keep any bends as large as possible. To avoid kinking the line, I have found it helpful to cut radius forms from wood, and then bend the line over them. A 10-inch radius seems adequate.

Cut the hardline with a hacksaw. Then score the aluminum outside jacket with the tubing cutter back ½ inch from the end. Grasp the end of the hardline jacket with pliers and rock it gently to break the jacket at the score. Remove the end section of the jacket. Cut through the foam insulation to the center conductor with a sharp knife, flush with the end of the outer jacket. Do not nick the center conductor. Twist and pull off the section of insulation, then scrape the center conductor clean but do not damage the copper coating. Trim the end of the center conductor to protrude ¾ inch beyond the foam insulation. Round the end with a file.

Clean the outside of the aluminum jacket with a Scotch Brite pad and alcohol. Since copper and aluminum clamped together are subject to galvanic corrosion (and aluminum oxide is a dandy insulator), lightly coat the newly cleaned aluminum surface with No Al Ox.

**Assembly**

Start the split copper spacer sleeve into the slotted end of the impedance converter outer conductor. Slide the impedance converter over the prepared hardline, insuring that the hardline center conductor enters the center contact pin. Slide them together as far as possible. The end of the contact pin should butt against the hardline dielectric. Then tap the spacer sleeve between the two surfaces until it is flush with the slotted end of the outer conductor. Secure with a hose clamp. That’s all it takes! Be sure to waterproof the assembly for outdoor use.

**Performance**

While I lack access to the equipment required to accurately measure return loss, experiments with a directional coupler indicate no perceptible difference in SWR whether the measurement is taken at the input or output end of an assembly of two impedance converters and 50 feet of 75Ω CATV hardline. In practice, they work great. I use this arrangement on 144, 432 and 1296 MHz. On 23 cm, the bandwidth is broad enough to make no performance difference between use on 1296 terrestrial and 1269 satellite. And the reduction in line loss on Mode L satellite uplink is so dramatic that it has made a signal that was, with 13 Watts into 50 feet of Belden 9913, barely readable on SSB, to a quite satisfactory signal.

This simple project is bound to save you many dollars on low-loss transmission line cable. Good luck!
Fast-scan amateur television (ATV) is a fascinating mode of ham radio. ATV is much like commercial TV—images are displayed at 30 frames per second, resulting in video that constantly and fluidly changes to the human eye. Compare this to slow-scan TV (SSTV), in which images are displayed only once every 8–9 seconds.

Images are “information rich,” and so it takes a large signal bandwidth to send frames of video at an appreciable rate. That’s why you find ATV only in the UHF and above bands—it’s only in these regions where you are allowed signals with the required bandwidths for ATV.

A very popular band for ATV is 70cm. This review addresses a new ATV transceiver on the market for this band, the AEA FSTV-430.

Panel Controls and Ports

The AEA is housed in a well-shielded and attractive case and has front panel controls for adjusting video and audio gain. You can plug the AEA into your TV camera with a 10-pin front panel connector, and switch video sources, between TV camera, VCR, and computer. To conserve power, you can also switch the camera off when you’re using other video sources.

Crystal and VFO

You can order this transceiver with one or two of the popular ATV frequencies (434, 439.25, 426.25, 421.25 MHz). It produces the final signal by generating a Channel 3 or Channel 4 TV IF frequency, and then upconverting by mixing this with a crystal controlled local oscillator (LO). The same LO and mixer circuitry receives ATV. As a result, the two selected frequencies are crystal controlled also on receive. As long as the other station is on one of these same frequencies, no tuning is necessary.

A favorable feature of the FSTV 430, however, is that it also includes a variable tuning control for the entire ATV band. A switch disables the crystal controlled local oscillator and enables the VFO.

The receive IF frequency can be either Channel 3 or 4 on your TV, depending on whether there’s a strong commercial station nearby. Changing the IF involves installing new crystals and moving two jumpers. The transmitted signal, basically the output of the Channel 3 or 4 modulator before upconversion, can be monitored directly on Channel 3 or 4. Although it’s better to actually sample the final output as long as the output stages are linear, this will still give you a good indication of your transmitted signal.

“...the FSTV 430...also includes a variable tuning control for the entire ATV band.”

This rig has a built-in vestigial sideband filter, which rolls off the lower sideband of the transmitted signal 1.25 MHz below the video carrier. It eliminates emissions below the band edge on 421.25 MHz, and weak signal or satellite bands on the other frequencies. (See sidebar for discussion of vestigial sideband.)

Operation

When we made several on-the-air mobile ATV tests, most stations commented on the excellent quality of the picture. Several stations mentioned that even with a weak (P2–P3) signal, they heard a good sound subcarrier, even though the audio gain was a little lower than some of the other rigs on the market. One factor to consider when operating mobile or with battery packs, is that a rig’s performance drops off considerably below 12 volts. Also the current drain of 300 mA on receive and 700 mA on transmit will mean that the battery pack should be selected accordingly, and preferably have an extra cell for 13.8 volt operation.

Receiver Performance

[Ron N01 VN performed the following measurements...Ed]

The FSTV-430 uses a low noise front end. Received 70 cm ATV signals are amplified and routed to a diplexer that is part of the transmit/receive IF stage (see Figure 1). The signals are then amplified and applied to a mixer for downconversion to IF. After additional amplification, a second diplexer routes the IF (Channel 3 or 4) to a vestigial sideband SAW filter. This filtered channel is available at the rear panel TV/F connector for display on a conventional television set.

I measured the downconversion gain vs. noise figure at the FSTV-430’s TV output at four different settings: receiver tune at crystal control position, and receiver tune at low end, midrange, and high end of the VFO range. Downconversion gain ranged from 10.5 (VFO high end) to 12.3 dB (crystal setting), and receiver noise runs 2.2 (crystal setting) to 2.8 dB (VFO high end). All observations here were taken at the video carrier frequency.

Downconverted frequency accuracy was quite good: a 434,000 MHz input signal produced a Channel 3 output at 61.2527 MHz.

Most television sets will have excellent picture quality with a 1,000 microvolt RF input. The AEA transceiver will provide that signal level at its TV connector with a received RF input of about 225 microvolts; signals above
**Low Pass Design**  
The low-pass design of the AT-300 is what you would expect from a company where Engineering Makes the Difference. The low-pass design of this AEA tuner means harmonic attenuation for lower TVI potential. This design also allows matching a much wider range of antenna impedances than the common high-pass designs.

**Larger Size**  
One look at the AT-300 lets you know this tuner is different, it's bigger. While some manufacturers promote the small size of their tuners, AEA knows that performance is most important. The simple reason for the larger size is that smaller sizes degrade the inductors' Q (Quality factor), which results in less efficiency. Less efficiency means that for a given power output from your transmitter, less power will actually get to your antenna.

**Easy Operation**  
The AT-300 tuner features a precision frequency compensated dual-movement SWR meter for ease of tuning. The high and low power front panel switch selects the proper range for the SWR meter. The AT-300 is rated for 300 watt operation. The internal balun and front panel selector switch allows for balanced and unbalanced outputs.

Get maximum performance from your transceiver and antenna by using the AT-300 antenna tuner from AEA. See your local AEA dealer today or contact:

**Advanced Electronic Applications, Inc.**  
P.O. Box C-2160  
Lynnwood, WA 98036  
206-775-7373

AEA Retail $249.95  
Amateur Net $219.95
about 2,800 microvolts will begin to overload the FSTV-430’s front end. The minimum signal necessary to produce 40 dB video signal-to-noise is 147 microvolts; picture quality at that point is roughly equal to a standard VHS videotape.

Receiver current draw at 13.8 volts was measured at 0.30 amps.

Transmitter Performance

The transmitter’s video input signal, from either the front panel 10-pin CAMERA connector or the rear panel VIDEO IN connector, is amplified and its sync pulses expanded before modulation (Figure 1). The audio input signal is also amplified, then the two are combined in the modulator stage. At this point, the video signal becomes an amplitude modulated IF at either Channel 3
(61.25 MHz) or Channel 4 (67.25 MHz); the audio signal frequency modulates a subcarrier located 4.5 MHz above the user-selected IF video carrier.

The IF is upconverted to the desired 70 cm ATC frequency (434 MHz standard) and amplified to 1 Watt. The transmitter IF also is available at the transceiver's rear panel F connector for monitoring on a conventional television set.

Transmitter video carrier output power with no modulation present was measured at +32 dBm (1.26 Watts); with 1 volt peak-to-peak video input and the video gain control set at maximum (75% depth of modulation), the output power at sync tips increased 1 dB to 1.55 Watts. At this output level, the audio carrier was 18 dB below the video carrier. Curiously, after a few minutes of operation, the transmitter's output power dropped to +29 dBm (0.79 Watts). Paralleling this decrease in output power was an increase in the transceiver's operating current, from 0.72 amps when the transmitter was first turned on to 1.01 amps after several minutes of operation.

In-channel video frequency response was ±1 dB (Photo C) at 75% depth of modulation. Although the FSTV-430 uses vestigial sideband filtering in the IF, output amplifier nonlinearities introduce some third order distortions that appear as spurious signals 4.5 MHz below the video carrier and 4.5 MHz above the audio carrier. These signals were 34 dB and 43 dB below the video carrier respectively (Photo D). There also was an in-channel spurious signal 2.75 MHz above the video carrier at -53 dBc, and another 1 MHz above the audio carrier at -56 dBc. The worst case out-of-channel spurious was the transmitter's second harmonic, which was -29 dBc. The mixer LO signal was -35 dBc (372.75 MHz) at the

**Why Vestigial Sideband?**

A vestigial sideband (VSB) transmission is a signal type that falls somewhere between single sideband and double sideband, in which one sideband and a vestige (small part) of the other sideband are transmitted. This scheme was proposed in 1938 for commercial television broadcasting, so that a 4 MHz video bandwidth could be transmitted in a 6 MHz wide channel. Technically, the vestigial sideband of an over-the-air broadcast TV channel is what is left after filtering out most of the lower sidebands generated in normal double sideband amplitude modulation.

But why not just transmit TV pictures with plain old single sideband, if the goal is to use less RF spectrum? Unfortunately, the complex video signal transmitted by broadcasters is such that a type of picture impairment known as quadrature distortion results if at least some of the lower sideband does not accompany the upper sideband. Fortunately, it was determined early in broadcasting that the sidebands more than about 0.75 MHz from the video carrier were small enough to allow removing some of the lower sidebands. This still results in another problem—group delay—but this is not nearly as bad as the quadrature distortion that would occur if true single sideband transmission were used.

The benefit of VSB to radio amateurs transmitting fast scan video is reduced bandwidth. In fact, a true VSB signal with a 4.5 MHz audio subcarrier will occupy only 8 MHz, the same as over-the-air broadcast TV. Double sideband could be as much as twice that! VSB benefits are quickly lost, though, if fast scan power amplifier stages are not extremely linear. The presence of the video carrier and its 4.5 MHz sound subcarrier in an amplifier circuit can generate third order intermodulation products, which appear as new sidebands have been created in the amplifier. These "regenerated sidebands" actually are distortions that fall at twice the video carrier frequency minus the audio subcarrier frequency (2V − A), and twice the audio subcarrier frequency minus the video carrier frequency (2A − V). This is why broadcasters use separate video and audio transmitters, and passively combine the signals in a diplexer prior to the transmission line and antenna.
transmitter output. All other spurious signals were at least 50 dB down.

Another indication of in-channel frequency response is the demodulated multiburst test signal shown in Figure 2. The demodulated composite test signal in Figure 3 provides a visual indication of short time and line time video distortions, which are related to picture detail and sharpness. That test signal is also used to measure chrominance-to-luminance delay and gain, as well as differential phase and gain. This data is useful for determining how well color video will be transmitted. For a summary of that information, see the table.

**How’s The Image?**

Though the transmitted pictures aren’t broadcast quality, they do look quite good. In fact, under P5 conditions, and with identical video sources, you would be hard pressed to tell the difference between an ATV signal from the FSTV-430, and one from your local television broadcast station.

"... under P5 conditions, and with identical video sources, you would be hard pressed to tell the difference between an ATV signal from the FSTV-430, and one from your local television broadcast station."

**General Comments**

The physical appearance, circuit layout, and mechanical design of the transceiver are very good. The ability to monitor transmitted and received video on a conventional television set tuned to the rig’s IF (Channel 3 or 4) is a handy feature, and with its compact size (2.6” x 7.4” x 8.3”), it won’t take up much room in the shack or out in the field. Power consumption is a bit on the high side for extended continuous operation with batteries, especially if a camera will be powered from the front panel 10-pin connector, but with an external supply, this shouldn’t be a problem. The antenna connector is a BNC type; I prefer a type N connector for 70 cm operation.

The FSTV-430 manual is well-written and very complete. It includes a good block diagram and schematic, along with operating instructions and theory of operation. The only thing missing from the manual is information on alignment.

We had an opportunity to use the transceiver during the Denver area’s weekly ATV activity night. Other hams receiving the FSTV-430’s signal commented on its good audio quality, and judged its performance very good, too. The in-channel spurious signal 2.75 MHz above video did produce a very slight beat pattern in the picture, but it was not objectionable (this appeared after about a half hour of operation, and did not go away). We tested a prototype of the FSTV-430 a few months ago, and it did not have the in-band spurious problem. This is probably a bug unique to this particular transceiver. All in all, a nice rig! 27
**THE MOST AFFORDABLE REPEATER**

ALSO HAS THE MOST IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE FEATURES (AND GIVES THEM TO YOU AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT!)

**KIT, ONLY $675**  
WIRED $975  
VHF OR UHF

**FEATURES:**  
• SENSITIVITY SECOND TO NONE! GaAsFET front end on vhf models gives 12dB SNR and >12dB linearity!  
• SELECTIVITY THAT CAN'T BE BEAT! Both 8-pole xtal filter & crystal filter for >100dB at ±12kHz. Helical resonator front end to combat distance & interference.  
• CLEAN, STABLE TRANSMITTER, up to 18W output standard; 50W with optional power amplifier.  
• FCC TYPE APPROVED for commercial high band and uhf.  
•Courtesy beep, field-programmable CWID, flutter-proof squelch, automatic frequency control to compensate for off-frequency transmitters (all standard features).  
• Full range of options available, such as autopatch, phone line or radio remote control, sub-audible tones, duplexers.

**HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS FOR REPEATERS AUDIO & DIGITAL LINKS, TELEMETRY, ETC.**

**FM EXCITERS:**  
- Kits $99, w/t $179. 2W continuous duty.  
- TCA & xtal oven options available.  
- TA51 for 10M, 6M, 2M, 150-174, 220 MHz.  
- TA451 for uhf.

**VHF & UHF AMPLIFIERS.** For FM, SSB, ATV. Output from 10 to 50 Watts. Several models, kits starting at $79.

**R144/R220 FM RECEIVERS** for 2M, 150-174, or 220 MHz. GaAs FET front end. 0.12uV sensitivity! Both crystal & ceramic filters plus helical resonator front end for exceptional selectivity. >100dB at ±12kHz (best available anywhere)!  
- Flutter-proof squelch. AFC tracks drifting transmitters.  
- Kit $149, w/t $229.

**R451 UHF FM RCVR.** Similar to above. Tuned line front end, 0.25uV sens. (0.1uV with optional hel. res. preamp). Kit $149, w/t $229.

**R901 FM RCVR FOR 900 MHZ.** Triple-conversion, GaAs FET front end. 0.2uV sens. Kit $169, w/t $259.

**R76 ECONOMY VHF FM RCVR** for 10M, 6M, 2M, 220. Without hel res or afc. Kits only $129.

**WEATHER SATELLITE & AM AIRCRAFT RECEIVERS also available.**

**GaAs FET PREAMPS** at a fraction of the cost of comparable units!

**LNG -(*)**  
GaAs FET PREAMP  
**ONLY $59!** Wired/tested

**FEATURES:**  
• Very Low Noise: 0.7uB VHF, 0.8uB UHF  
• High Gain: 13-20dB, depending on frequency  
• Wide Dynamic Range: to resist overload  
• Stable: new-type dual-gate GaAs FET  
* Specify tuning range desired: 2630-46.5, 137-150, 150-250, 210-230, 340-470, or 800-960 MHz.

**LNW -(*)**  
**MINIATURE GaAs FET PREAMP**  
**ONLY $149!** Wired/tested

**FEATURES:**  
GaAs FET Preamp similar to LNG, except designed for low cost & small size. Only 5/8" x 1/8" x 3/4"! Easily mounts in many radios.  
* Specify tuning range desired: 25.35, 35.55, 55.90, 90-120, 120-150, 150-250, 200-270, or 400-500 MHz.

**LNS -(*)**  
**IN-LINE PREAMP**  
**ONLY $79/KIT.**  
**$99 Wired/tested**

GaAs FET Preamp with features similar to LNG series, except automatically switches off line during transmit. Use with base or mobile transceivers up to 25W.  
* Specify tuning range desired: 120-175, 200-240, or 400-600 MHz.

**HELICAL RESONATOR PREAMPS**

**Low-noise preamps with helical resonators reduce intermod & cross-band interference in critical applications.**

**MODEL HRA -(*)**, $49 vhf, $84 uhf.

* Specify tuning range desired: 142-150, 150-162, 162-174, 213-223, 410-434, or 454-475.

**ACCESSORIES**

**COR-3 REPEATER CONTROLLER** kit. Features adjustable tail & time-out timers, solid-state relay, courtesy beep, and local speaker amplifier.  
**CWID kit.** Diode programmed, adjustable tone, speed, and timer, to go with COR-3. .......... $59

**NEW COR-kit.** Complete COR and CWID all on one board for easy construction. CMOS logic for low power consumption. Many new features. EPROM programmed, specify call letters. $69

**NEW TD-3 SUBAUDIBLE TONE DECODER/ENCODER Kit.** $24

**TD-2 DTMF DECODER/CONTROLLER** kit. Full 16 digits, with call restriction, programmable. Can turn 5 functions on/off. Great for selective calling, too! ..... $79

**AP-3 AUTOPATCH** kit. Use with above for repeater autopatch. Reverse patch and phone line remote control are standard. .......... $79

**AP-2 SIMPLEX AUTOPATCH** Kit. Use with above for simplex operation. .......... $39

**MO-202 FSK DATA MODULATOR** Kit. Run up to 1200 baud digital signals through any fm transmitter with full灵活性. Radio link computers, telemetry gear, etc. .......... $39

**DE-202 FSK DEMODULATOR** kit. For receive end of link. .......... $39

**9600 BAUD DIGITAL RF LINKS.** Low-cost packet networking system, consisting of new MO-96 Modem and special versions of our 220 or 450 MHz FM Transmitters and Receivers. Interface directly with most TNC's. Fast, diode-switched PA's output 15 or 50W. Call for info on right system for your application!

**RECEIVING CONVERTERS**

- **Antenna**  
- **Repeater**  
- **Input Range**  
- **Output**

**Models**  
- **VHF**  
- **UHF**

**kW models**  
- **500-1000 kW**  
- **1500-2000 kW**  
- **3500 kW**

**Models & kits**  
- **VHF**  
- **UHF**

**Wired w/remote**

See catalog for full line of 2W transmitting converters for vhf & uhf. Kits only $79. Linear-amps available up to 50w.

---

**hamtronics, inc.**  
65-J MOULT ROAD•HILTON NY 14468-9535  
Phone: 716-392-9430  
Hamtronics® is a registered trademark

---

• Send $1 for 36 page catalog by return mail.  
  (Send $2.00 or 4 IRC's for overseas mailing)

• Order by phone or mail • Min $3 S & H per order

• Use Visa, Mastercard, Check, or UPS COD.

---

Our 26th Year
There's been a lot of talk lately about working satellites with HTs, especially with the possibility of a Phase IV geosynchronous system in the future. Some amateurs have already experienced this by using one of the few gateway stations that operate through AO-10 and AO-13.

A gateway is basically a repeater linked to an OSCAR station, an exciting application of modern amateur technology, but not available to everyone. It is possible, though, to operate through LEO (low earth orbit) satellites with small low powered radios and simple vertical antennas. I've been doing this for some time using Mode A and operating through RS 11. The entire setup fits into a small black shoulder bag I call the "Black Bag Portable."

The heart of this system is AEA's new 10m Handy, and the older Yaesu FT290R, which is the radio recently used by cosmonauts U1MIR and U2MIR. The other parts of the setup are a 10m GaAsFET preamp and a telescoping groundplane mount for the 10m antenna. The FT290R is ready to go, using the internal telescoping antenna and 2 Watts. The 10m Handy, however, requires a search for crystals to put its two-channel VXO in the 29.5 MHz range. AEA does not have crystals for any frequencies above 29 MHz and does not guarantee performance above 28.6 MHz. The manual does infer that a factory return is possible, but that of course means that the low end performance would be lost. I decided to use the GaAsFET preamp to compensate for the lack of sensitivity in the satellite subband, hoping that the VXO would work at those frequencies.

Adding Crystals and Preamp

AEA provides 2 crystals, one which sets the range of the VXO from 28.250 to 28.30 and one for 28.30 to 28.350 MHz. I tackled the crystal problem with a call to Jan Crystals [P.O. Box 06017, Ft. Myers FL 33906, (813) 936-2397]. I've used them before as a source for "rock-bound" radios that I still have. Their service is good and the prices are reasonable. I asked them if they could make crystals for the frequencies I needed if I sent along one of the crystals I already had. They assured me it was no problem, so I sent one along with my order.

During the wait for the crystals, I ordered and built a GaAsFET preamp to make up for sensitivity lost at 29.5 MHz. This was a Hamtronics, Inc. [65 Moul Road, Hilton NY 14468-9535, (716) 392-9430] Model LNW-28. These preamp kits are a great value at only $24. They have other models that work all the way up to 500 MHz.

Also during the wait I ordered crystals from AEA to make the Handy work with the Hamtronics 435 downconverter in the mobile J mode station. That arrived ahead of the Jan crystals so, during the next mode JA pass of FO-12, I gave it a try.

The bottom end of FO-12's pass band is 435.8 MHz. The Hamtronics CA432-5, which is the one I am using, converts to 28.8 MHz. Since this is beyond the range of AEA's specs, I had some indication of what the performance would be like at 29.5 MHz. As it turned out, even with the Hamtronics 435 GaAsFET preamp I was using and the gain of the down converter itself, I could just barely make out FO-12's beacon. The DX Handy's volume control was all the way open. It definitely needed front end or IF gain, so I installed the LNW-28 preamp. The difference was dramatic! I now had more sound from the speaker than I needed and plenty of movement from the Handy's S-meter.

Operation at Home and on the Road

Finally the crystals arrived and I was ready for Mode A and RS 11. My first try was done
in the back yard using camera tripods for antenna mounts, the DX Handy's telescoping antenna, an AEA half-wave portable antenna for 2m, and of course the LNW-28 preamp. The entire setup worked better than I anticipated. RS 11's beacon was strong, tuning the passband was not too difficult, and my uplink was coming through loud and clear. I only made one contact on this occasion—KA0SHC in Kansas. His signal was S-9, very strong and easy to copy. He returned an S-5 signal report for the signal coming from the FT290R.

"The heart of this system is AEA's new 10m Handy, and the older Yaesu FT290R."

Since then I've used the portable many times in some rather unusual circumstances. I made contact with KA4BLN in Alabama while on a tour at Griffith Observatory in Hollywood CA, talked to WA7NQQ in Oregon from the south rim of the Grand Canyon, and worked WW6G from the Disneyland Hotel while attending Hamcon '88. I've also made two brief contacts with WB6LLO in San Diego through FO-12, with the addition of the CA435-2 downconverter and a small 432 yagi, still using just the FT290R and its telescoping vertical with 2 Watts of uplink power.

The "Black Bag Portable" is proof that amateur satellite ground stations need not be complicated or expensive. Operating portable does have its limitations, of course, but I've found a couple of tricks to make it work. Holding the FT290R in one hand while transmitting and rotating it in the air for strongest downlink keeps fading at a minimum. As the satellite passes, it slowing spins on its axis so rotating the 2 meter antenna keeps the polarity sense the same between satellite and ground. Mounting the 10 meter antenna at a 30 degree tilt from vertical and rotating it in a 360 degree circle has the same effect.

One precaution: I've also discovered that laying the 10 meter preamp along side the Handy can produce RF feedback and cause the receiver to go into oscillation. Always keep it at the top end of the radio!

For those who are interested in going portable, good luck. You're in for some real fun!

---

Photo C. A little FO-12 operation anyone? The author worked WB6LLO on Mode-J in two passes with three Watts on the 2m uplink.

---

DURA-FLEX® shock mounts silence spring-generated RF noise.

- DURA-FLEX neoprene elastomer significantly advances antenna shock absorption technology.
- Eliminates RF noise in duplex radio systems from metal-to-metal contact in conventional steel springs.
- Drastically cuts whip vibration which can damage or break antennas with steel springs on high-vibration vehicles.
- Solid brass adaptors molded into neoprene; braid totally isolated through center cavity.
- Field-proven against heat, cold, humidity and abrasion extremes.
- Models for roof, trunk or magnetic mounting. 2 meter, 220 MHz or UHF.
Harmonic History

Thirty years of suspense...

by Elizabeth O'Connell

Through osmosis, we learned a great deal. We knew that Mom was his XYL—his married young lady. QSL cards were postcards hams sent to each other confirming their contact on the air. "Over" is what Dad said when he was finished talking and it was the other guy's turn. "73" meant good wishes, best regards.

Sometimes Dad let us say a few words into his microphone. We never said much, just harmonic gibberish. But once, Dotti spoke to a ham in England and asked him to send her a leaf from a tree in Robin Hood's Sherwood Forest. The gentleman was obliging, as we discovered most ham operators are, and mailed her the leaf. I imagine she was a big hit at Show and Tell, and I know she still has the leaf.

"I believe he met his best company in 1970 when he became a member of the International Handicappers' Net."

A Normal Part of Life

Ham radio was an integral part of our lives. I suppose it couldn't have been any other way. Dad has been involved with amateur radio since 1920. While in the Navy during the Second World War, he operated and maintained radio equipment. In fact, it was through his radio that he came to meet our mother. It was during the latter part of the war when he made contact with a young soldier over the air. Since both were on leave and lived near one another, Dad accepted an invitation to his home. Keeping in step with the high romance of the war years, the young soldier introduced him to his beautiful sister, Dorothy. She soon became W3TUG's XYL.

We've all moved on with our lives since then. My sister and her family are in Arizona, and my husband, son, and I live in Florida. Mom and Dad are still in Pennsylvania, but conditions are quite different now. Mom can relax in her recliner without worrying about interference from the basement.

Good Company

And Dad, although he doesn't jet around much, is far from stationary. Every day, his radio takes him all over the country and, indeed, the world. He's spoken to people in each of the European nations, including the Soviet Union. The air waves have taken him to the Kingdom of Nepal, South America, Christmas Island, Granada, and even the South Pole. His hobby keeps him in good company, such as Barry Goldwater K7UGA and King Hussein of Jordan JY1.

But I believe he met his best company in 1970 when he became a member of the International Handicappers' Net. Today he keeps busy as one of their board directors and daily net controllers. Every day but Sunday, Dad and the others meet on the air. Some 2,000 names compose their roster.

The International Handicappers' Net

They have a quarterly newsletter filled with great articles about members' accomplishments in the community, at work, and in organizations aiding the handicapped. The readers contribute solutions to operating problems, and sometimes an inspirational bit of poetry. Since most of the members are US Veterans, valuable reports on Social Security Disability Benefits are often included. One of the net chaplain's duties is to announce the deaths of members in the newsletter. These names are listed under "Silent Keys," a touching, symbolic way to say good-bye, a mnemonic for SK which in Morse code means "end of contact.'

From the lofty scale of membership in the "President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped," to the most personal level, helping is what Dad and his friends seem to be about. If a member is low on funds and can't afford to replace a vital piece of equipment, chances are his buddies in the net will pitch in and give him a financial hand. They're a caring group of people, and I'm proud my dad is one of them.

Only One Question

Yes, we've come a long way—my parents, my sister, and I, of course, ham radio. But after all these years, after all I've learned, I still have one small question left.

It was 1957. Sky King and Penny were in the airplane, nose-diving a thousand miles an hour toward a rocky, treacherous mountain. Uncle Sky had just regained consciousness and reached for the controls when...

"With hearty 73s, this is W3TUG signing off!"
Amiga AVT System

SSTV and FAX like you’ve never seen before!

Advanced Electronic Applications
PO Box C-2160
Lynnwood, WA 98036
Price Class: $300

Slow-scan TV (SSTV) has been a specialty in ham radio, practiced by a small group fascinated by the idea of sending video images worldwide on the HF bands. The practice of this mode, however, has been plagued by many problems—the expense of dedicated equipment, the susceptibility of the image to band noise and interference, and the lack of frame resolution, to name a few. The subject of this review, however—the Amiga AVT interface, conceived by Ben Blish N4EJI—uses digital techniques for dealing with slow-scan signals and images with astonishing results...deNS’S

A. Are you considering trying slow-scan television (SSTV)?
B. Would you like to receive FAX images for weather and news?
C. Do you think that SSTV is not worth the time, energy, or radio spectrum?
D. Are you looking into buying a new computer for business, home, and/or shack?
E. All of the above?
F. None of the above?

Even if you answered “F” to this simple multiple-choice questionnaire, you owe it to yourself to read on!

Life After 20m SSB

Hams with the least amount of curiosity can’t help but want to experiment with exotic modes, such as FAX and SSTV. We soon hear, however, how expensive and time-consuming it can be to get involved with them. We couldn’t afford, nor talk our wives into, buying equipment dedicated to SSTV or FAX.

Renewed hope came along with the growing availability of personal computer systems. This was something the whole family could use. Most PCs, however, are not designed for high quality graphic output. One recent newcomer is a dramatic exception...

The Amiga Computer

In 1985, Commodore Business Machines introduced a new computer using a microprocessor capable of true 16-bit addressing. This computer had the most advanced graphic co-processors of the time and true multitasking capability. Multitasking is the capability of a computer to run two or more programs concurrently. (Programs “time-share” the CPU in tightly-timed cycles.) This was a breakthrough for personal computers.

The Amiga is capable of running MS-DOS programs, so I could upgrade to the Amiga and still use my PC software. With a few inexpensive add-ons, I can run C-64 or Macintosh software. Because of multitasking, I could, for example, operate packet on the PC side and use my word processor on the Amiga side at the same time. The packet information can be saved as an MS-DOS file that I could use in my documents on the Amiga.

The Amiga’s true NTSC composite video allowed animation, character generation, and high quality image art output to my VCR. I taped weddings, hamfests, and company picnics, and added graphics and titles to my home VCR movies. This $1600 investment—which comprised an Amiga A2000 micro
computer with a floppy drive and 1 megabyte of memory, color monitor, and mouse—really turned out to be useful for the entire family!

A Look at SSTV

Using the Amiga for SSTV had real promise, since I had a nice HF setup. I could get involved with my computer graphics and my radio at the same time, without adding another large expense to the already well-working station. There was still, however, a missing link—an interface that would take video signal data from a receiver and give it to the Amiga in a form it could deal with.

Enter The AVT Interface

The answer came in late 1986, when a group of software and hardware developers, headed by Ben Blish N4EJI, created the Black Belt System “AVT.” The hardware is a 3-inch by 5-inch printed circuit board that interfaces between the audio section of the receiver and the parallel port on the Amiga. The software is on a 3.5 inch (880 KB) floppy diskette. The user furnishes a 12 VDC power source, a connection to receiver audio, and an interconnecting cable from the Amiga’s digital sound port to the transmitter input. The AVT software requires an Amiga with a megabyte of random access memory (RAM). A color monitor is suggested, but not required.

The Amiga is very user-friendly. I was impressed at how easy it was for me to get the system up and running. The Black Belt System software takes full advantage of the graphic, icon-based user interface. That is, a menu that uses graphics to show choices appears on-screen, and you can move around this menu and make choices with a pointer moved by a small table-top controller called a “mouse.”

AVT vs. Conventional SSTV Modes

The major advantages of the AVT modes over conventional SSTV modes are:

• Images always maintain color accuracy.
• Images always maintain horizontal and vertical position.
• Images always start at the top of the display.
• More efficient use of the radio spectrum.
• The narrow bandwidth allows use of filters and blanker.
• More effective use of the transmitting equipment.
• High and super-high resolutions with black and white/color/3D capability.
• Fully automatic operation.
• Full support to the ARexx interface language.

The first thing I noticed when I got the system up and running was the AVT buttons for 24-second, 90-second, 94-second and 400-pixel modes. The 24-second and 90-second video modes are much like the Robot versions in 24- and 72-second format. In fact, these modes directly support each other almost pixel-for-pixel. AVT modes have a very important difference, however, from the Robot versions—they do not require a transmitted sync pulse.

How is this possible? In conventional modes, these pulses are critical. A missed vertical pulse sends the line back to start, and a missed horizontal pulse causes all sorts of odd things on the received image display.

In an AVT mode, the sync information is sent in a “header”—a block of information sent ahead of the image. The AVT knows what mode and what speed is being sent prior to image information. After the software calculates this information, the system simply sets the “start” position to the top of the screen and begins its scan down the screen. You can even tune to another frequency while receiving an image, and then return to the original, only to have the AVT pick up with the proper scan line at the right position on the image. (A new version of the Black Belt System will contain an image fill-in feature, based on examining the existing image lines)

The main advantage of the “syncless” system is reduced signal bandwidth. AVT signals are approximately 400 Hz wide—a reduction over the narrowest conventional SSTV signal bandwidth of over three times. You can use your 500 Hz CW filter to isolate it!

Having a narrower bandwidth presents several advantages. With the reduced signal bandwidth comes an increased Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio—in this case, about 3–4 dB better than that in conventional SSTV modes. The line noise I heard on some dry weather condition days did not affect the image as much as I’m used to. Another result of narrow bandwidth is the reduction of mutual QRM with neighboring stations. Finally, it more tightly channels the available transmitter energy. I got the same results with the output backed off from the position I had it at when transmitting conventional SSTV.

There are many SSTV modes, with 15–20 of them in popular use. Some of the most popular frequencies include 3.845, 14.230, and 28.680 MHz. There is an Amiga SSTV net operating at 14.233 each Saturday at 02:00 UTC (21:00 EST Friday). Because mode configuration had been hardware dependent, adding new modes to a system could be quite expensive and complicated. Much of the mode configuration in the AVT system, however, is software based, making additions and updates much easier and cheaper.

The current software allows transmit and receive of all the common modes used today. Black Belt Systems updates the software as needed to support new modes as they are developed (such as the Scotty and Martin modes).

Robot Modes

These are the most common SSTV modes. Exchanging images with Robot users via the AVT system is easy. These formats include all monochrome and color. The AVT unit supports both the original US version (60 Hz line frequency, 8.5-second black and white, 128 pixel horizontal by 128 vertical) and the European version (50 Hz, 7.08-second black and white). The Robot 400C, 450C, and 1200C modes are, respectively, 8-second black and white, 12-second black and white, and 24- and 36-second black and white.

The AVT system can both receive and transmit Robot color modes. Included in these modes are 12-second, 24-second, 36-second, and 72-second composite color. All new Robot modes encode the memory (R, G, B or...
America's Best!

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO TRADE, CALL MEMPHIS AMATEUR AND TRADE UP TO TEN-TEC!!

The PARAGON . . . Performance Plus! NEW! . . . 961 Power Supply

The Paragon is the result of a three year engineering effort. We are proud of the Paragon and we think it has set new standards of excellence in synthesized rigs. Check it out yourself. We think that you will share our pride in the Paragon.

COMING SOON: OMNI V

CALL FOR TRADE APPRAISAL!

TEN-TEC
238
2-KW Antenna Tuner

COMING SOON—HERCULES II AMP
Solid State, No-Tune, 550 Watts HF

CALL US TOLL FREE! 800-238-6168

MEMPHIS AMATEUR ELECTRONICS, INC.
1465 WELLS STATION ROAD, MEMPHIS TN 38108 OPEN 9 TO 5, SAT. 9 TO 12 (CENTRAL TIME) PHONE 901-683-9125
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Other Popular Modes

Another popular mode is the WA7WOD Modification of the Robot 400C, in formats of 17-second black and white, and 25.5-second, 51.0-second, and 102.0-second line-sequential color. The color resolutions up to 256 by 256 pixel are displayed in 4096 colors on the Amiga.

The AVT system supports the Microcraft Videoscan modes. These include 17- and 34-second black and white. Resolution is 256 by 256 pixel in monochrome display.

The Volker-Wrase line-sequential system has red sync-locked color modes in 24-second, 48, and 94-second color formats. Resolution in this format includes 256 by 256 pixel in 4096 colors.

This system even supports the black and white Visitel mode (see article in Jan. 1989, 73).

When receiving or transmitting any of these modes, the Amiga and AVT system work in 64 gray levels receive/transmit for monochrome, and 64 luma/chroma levels in color. The detail of such images is preserved because the AVT system saves all images in digital format—which maintains image integrity far above that of analog tape storage units.

High-Res Images

The 94 AVT format, the most popular AVT mode, is a 320 by 200 pixel screen in 4096 colors. This mode requires 94 seconds to transmit.

Next up in image quality is the 320 by 400 pixel screen in 4096 colors. This is an interlaced screen and is perfect for direct output to a VCR. This screen requires 184 seconds to transmit. The exciting thing about this mode is the true 3D images that can be produced on the Amiga and transmitted via SSTV. You view the image through a pair of 3D glasses.

The high resolution screen is a whopping 640 by 400 pixels. This screen is sent in only 125 seconds, because it is available only in 16 levels of gray (black and white). At this resolution sending text, PCB layouts, detailed pictures and much more, can be fun and very rewarding. This resolution places the AVT system in a commercial class with some small FAX systems.

All the images sent in AVT modes can be converted into an Amiga file storage format known as IFF (interchange file format). This format allows any picture received to be used with any Amiga graphic program. High resolution images can be converted and later used in desktop publishing programs. Pictures received on the Amiga can be converted into PC images for use on clones or a compatible.

Special Features

I found the higher resolution AVT images of commercial quality, and indeed make SSTV well worth a second and third look. I am building up a library of "slides"—I can fit several such 320 by 200 slides on a single 3.5-inch diskette.

The AVT system is replete with graphics bells and whistles. A simple Draw function allows highlighting, touch-up, and features addition. There is a zoom mode that allows picking up a portion of a picture and transmitting that portion.

The drawing function is rivaled by many Paint programs that can run as a background task in conjunction with the AVT system. One such program is Photon Paint (MicroIllusions Software, Photon Paint, 17408 Chatsworth Street, Granada Hills, CA 91344, Tel: 800-522-2041). This program directly supports the low and medium modes of the AVT, and does its thing in all 4096 colors.

The Cleanup function allows you to use minor image process techniques on poorly received images. Images degraded by multipath, static, etc. are partially recoverable. This process looks at individual neighboring pixels, then decides if the pixel belongs or not. If it does not, then it is simply replaced by the average surround. The AVT system uses a geometric process algorithm by which the image processing is selective from the AVT control panel. This is an added feature not available on other systems.

The Text Entry function lets you add text to any picture. The Amiga allows a great number of fonts. The pop-up windows open to reveal a text input screen. Just choose a font style, then preview your text input before you add it to the picture. Here again, the program supports all 4096 colors.

The Amiga supports up to 8 megabytes of memory. At this level you could have several memories waiting for pictures received and prepared to send. I found I could easily review the various memories' contents.

The Speech and CW Tone ID functions are fun and useful. You can set any text length up to 80 characters. CW transmission is clean and can be made to directly key the transmitter. The voice function has several settings for speed, pitch, and inflection, plus a male voice for the OM and a female voice for the YL. And, the Amiga understands true words—you don't have to type in phonemes.

There is a function that lets you output to a telephone line. That's correct...SSTV over the land line! Even if you are not involved with amateur radio, you could use this system to transmit pictures of the family, new baby, or new house over the telephone to friends thousands of miles away in only seconds, in full color. The telephone output is in full duplex.

The I/O wiring allows you to use the operator's ability to route 5 inputs to the outputs. There are two output connectors, and an RJ-11 phone connector. There is a touch tone pad in this function window.

Since SSTV can be sent over 2m FM repeaters, the touch tone functions could be used to control the repeater for these SSTV modes. For example, you could hold the repeater ID and let the AVT system send it after the picture. It's very easy to route the input signal to the outputs, or vice-versa.

The Set function lets you decide how to send the image. In heavy QRM you can choose to turn on notch filters. A narrow useable transmission mode supports this mode. The bandwidth is cut well below the normal 1.5 kHz (about 400 Hz), so you can use notch filters to cut out QRM and some types of energy QRM. The operator can use 50 or 60 Hz output for NTSC or PAL systems. Some of these functions are available only for the AVT modes.

One underlying feature is the AREXX Language option. You can use the AREXX interface with any of the functions. This powerful, high-level script language allows support of macros, scripts, and inter-process communications. The AREXX option is a good way to control the Amiga's multitasking features.

Creating pictures is a lot of fun! I use the "FrameGrabber," by Progressive Peripherals (Progressive Peripherals and Software, FrameGrabber, PixMate Software, 464 Kalamath Street, Denver, CO 80204, Tel: 303-825-
THE RF CONNECTION

"SPECIALIST IN RF CONNECTORS AND COAX"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL-259USA</td>
<td>UHF Male Phenolic, USA made</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG-10050</td>
<td>PL-259 Phenolic, Amphenol</td>
<td>$6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83-822</td>
<td>PL-259 Teflon, Amphenol</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL-259ST</td>
<td>UHF Male Silver Teflon, USA made</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US281</td>
<td>Reducer for RG-58, MINI 8</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US282</td>
<td>Reducer for RG-59, MINI 8</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US210DU</td>
<td>Male for RG-8, 213, 214, Datta</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US218U</td>
<td>Male for RG-8, 213, 214, Kang</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9913/PIN</td>
<td>Male Pin for 9913, 9086, 8214</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US210D9913</td>
<td>Male for RG-8 with 9913 Pin</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US218B9913</td>
<td>Male for RG-8 with 9913 Pin</td>
<td>$7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US219U450</td>
<td>Male to 50-329, Teflon USA</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US838U</td>
<td>Female to PL-259, Teflon USA</td>
<td>$6.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"THIS LIST REPRESENTS ONLY A FRACTION OF OUR HUGE INVENTORY"

THE R.F. CONNECTION
213 North Frederick Ave., #11
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 840-5477

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
VISA, MASTERCARD, ADD 4%
UPS C.O.D. ADD $1.00 PER ORDER
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TEKTRONIX SCOPES

AN/USM-281C (MII)-TEK

7603N115 Osilloscope
with 8x10 cm display and two AM-6565 (7A15N11) single trace and one TD-1065 (7B53AN11) dual time base plug-ins. Performs to 65 MHz but 100 MHz mainframe accepts standard 7000-series plug-ins for full versatility. Deflection 5 mv to 10 V/div in 11 steps. Sweep 0.05 us to 55/div in 25 steps; delay to 0.5 s/div. 11.5x7x25.2, 52 lbs sh.

Used-checked w/book... $495

WRITE or CALL for probe and adapter availability!

Prices F.O.B. Lima, 0 - VISA, MASTERCARD Accepted. Allow for Shipping - Write for latest catalog

FAIR RADIO SALES
1016 E. Eureka - Box 1105 - LIMA, OH 45802
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NEW!

MORSE TUTOR
Made Easy & Fun

Introducing the most Comprehensive and Easy-to-Use code course available today

-MORSE TUTOR is perfect for IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles.

FEATUREING:

• 1-100 word/minute code speeds
• Standard or Farmwork coverages
• Adjustable code frequency
• Over 1 Billion possible random QSOs
• Letter, number, and special symbols
• Self-calibrating/memo driven design
• Display text-while listening or after copying
• Upgrade or learn CW. Send check or M.O. for $19.95
• $2 S/H to:

"Morse Tutor" is easily subtitled
Brian Manning, K8VE
July 1983, 13 Magazine

"Morse Tutor is quickly translated..."-Rex Manning, K8VE

Refer to QST July 83 p. 10

21881 Summer Circle, Dept. MTS
Huntington Beach, CA. 92646
CA. Residents add $1.20 sales tax

NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH UNCLE WILLY'S BOOKSHELF.
THE APPEAL, 4 fine dealers everywhere.
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"The Cleanup function allows you to use minor image process techniques on poorly received images."

I was curious to see how well the FAX modem worked, and a trip to 8.078 MHz was very rewarding. I was pleased to see that the AVT FAX supports up to 16 gray scales. The system worked exceptionally well.

I chose my desired FAX resolution (60 or 120 lines per minute) and the FAX window opened up to reveal some additional functions not available in the SSTV mode. The Amiga allocates a lot of memory for the system (850 KBBytes), since FAX images are so information-intensive. The WFAX images are received in a 1024 by 1200 pixel resolution. The 120 LPM images take 10 minutes to capture, while the 60 LPM image will take 20 minutes.

AVT supports FAX autostart. The AVT looks at the modem, determines what type of modem it is, and then sends the appropriate data to it. The modem then modulates the image onto the line. Once detection occurs, the AVT system then stores the data until the beginning of a scan line, and reception begins. Fear not! You can override the autostart system even if you missed the sequence completely. In fact, you can enter a FAX receive mode at any time during transmission.

The HF FAX images are sent in black and white. There is full support for 64 levels of gray, in both transmit and receive. The full FAX image can be displayed in a scrolling 600 by 400 window.

The AVT FAX panel contains several gadgets that allow image correction: top to bottom, and side to side. Scroll through and direct the X and Y coordinates. You can size down the 1024 by 1200 image to a 640 by 400 image, then send the smaller resolution picture in SSTV modes at the 125-second rate. The image is displayed in 16 levels of gray, and may be color-enhanced using any good image process software such as PixMate, mentioned earlier. You can save the FAX images in IFF for conversion into other programs, including direct conversion into PostScript format for laser printers. See the sidebar for a mini review of a particularly effective FAX interface developed for the AVT system.

Getting A Print-Out

You can extract hard copy of the image in several ways. The Amiga presently supports over 200 different printers. The Postscript conversion for up to 2450 DPI resolution is another good way. You could use a thermal video printer. The Amiga supports composite monochrome output for just such a purpose.

Receivers for these satellites are not commonplace. Tim Heffield N4IFP recommends either the Vanguard Labs FMR-260-PL, or the Hamtronics Model R137. These are crystal-controlled units. Insert a good FM preamp at the base of the antenna.

You never know, however, what you may come across at a hamfest. At the '89 Dayton hamfest, a fellow foisted his Lafayette HF 60 rig on me for $10. This rig receives three different HF and VHF bands, including the 137 MHz NOAA satellite band. With minor tweaking, I started pulling down NOAA signals—even without even using an RF preamp!

Conclusions

The one drawback to the Black Belt AVT System is the computer-generated noise. Because of computer CPU speeds the AVT system becomes a transmitter of noise that can get into a receiver system. With later versions of the hardware and some corrective lead dressing, this problem can be eliminated. I traced a large receiver leak to my RF wattmeter. Simple shielding was the corrective measure.

The AVT documentation leaves a bit to be desired. The user must understand the Amiga to some degree above novice. There is no manual as one might require. You will have to have a printer to get hard copy from the disk. AEA, however, who will soon be marketing the AVT unit, is producing hard-copy documentation that the beginner can understand.

The Black Belt System is the very latest technology for image reception using audio frequencies. The developers involved with this new technology have broken ground for visual communications via radio, satellite, and telephone. This system lets you transmit over large spans of distance and time, at a cost well within a reasonable budget. The uses of such transmission for business and pleasure are endless.

See you on slow-scan! F7
GMS-403 NiCd Charger

Erases charge level "memory" and charges almost any NiCd.

I remember one of Wayne Green's speeches in which he said something like, "One of these days someone will build a charger that cycles NiCds properly. I expect him to make a lot of money with this product."

This comment hit home with me one Wednesday in April, two days before the '88 Dayton Hamvention. It was time to locate and charge all the NiCd batteries for the two handle-talkies the YL, Alida KA9KAG, and I were taking along. I don't use my handle-talkies much during the year, so the batteries had been idle for quite some time.

I plugged some batteries into the wall chargers, and changed batteries in the quick charger each time I woke up during the night. On Thursday morning I checked the results. One battery had failed to charge at all. The rest were in some state of charge. They worked the radio, but how long would they last? The YL and I had carried lots of questionable spares before. It wouldn't be the first time she and I had lost communications, and each other, in the giant Hara Arena. It was with this uncertainty that we left for Dayton.

The NiCd Charger

On Friday afternoon, I stood in front of the booth of CPU, Control Products Unlimited. Their model GMS-403 charger appeared to be the answer to my NiCd failure fears. Joe Fell WA3GMS, the company president, described the features of this charger. I was fascinated.

The charger has three switches and three LEDs on the front panel. There is an ON-OFF switch, a three position rotary module select switch, and a three position mode select toggle switch.

The mode switch determines what you do to the battery. You can choose NON-ERASE, ERASE, or ERASE-T-C. The module select switch tells the charger what kind of battery you have connected. Its LEDs are labeled ERASE CHECK, CHARGE, and CHARGE COMPLETE.

Discharging and Charging

The most commonly used position of the mode switch is ERASE. In this mode, the unit discharges the battery or pack connected to it before recharging, erasing any memory. The red ERASE CHECK LED will light up while the battery is discharging. Once the voltage drops to 0.9 volts per cell, the ERASE CHECK turns off and the charge cycle begins.

The charge procedure is different than the ordinary quick charger or wall charger. A charge cycle is 1000 milliseconds, or one second. The unit hits the battery with a four ampere jolt for the first 100 milliseconds. This is to rid the battery of any "whiskering" leading to inter-cell shorting. The CHARGE LED flashes on while charge current is flowing. Nothing happens for the next 600 milliseconds. Then the unit places a 500 mA load on the battery for 16 milliseconds, and measures the battery voltage under load. The ERASE CHECK LED blinks on during this time. Nothing happens for the next 284 milliseconds, and this completes one charge cycle.

The unit continues the charge cycles until the voltage reaches a nominal 1.36 volts per cell. When this happens, the CHARGE COMPLETE LED glows green. If the voltage never gets to 1.36 volts per cell, the unit times out after a predetermined time. In this situation, the CHARGE COMPLETE LED will glow red. In either case, the battery has received all the charge it's going to get.

The NON-ERASE mode works as stated above, except that it skips the discharge step. Use the ERASE-T-C (time charge) position for older batteries, or to condition new batteries. This mode works like the ERASE mode, except that it lets the battery time out.

This charger is designed to be connected directly across the electrical output terminals of the battery. Wall chargers generally feed AC to the charge jack on the battery back. An internal diode converts this to pulsating DC. The high charge current of the GMS-403 will destroy this diode if you hook it up to the charge jack instead of to the output terminals.

Choosing and Using a Module

How does the unit know what kind of battery you have? You tell the factory and they include a program module for your battery. They need to know the number of cells and the battery Ah rating. Each different battery configuration needs a different module. A module of your choice comes with the charger. Extra modules are $5.00 each. I ordered two modules.
additional modules: one for a nine-cell ICOM BP-5, rated at 450 mAh, and one for an ICOM BP-7 containing seven cells, rated at 800 mAh.

Up to three of these modules plug into the base of the unit. The three-position rotary module select switch on the front of the unit selects the module to be used. It is possible to order an extra side plate with a twelve-position rotary switch and additional module holders, allowing you to use up to fourteen modules. One module slot is used to plug in the module extension board. This extension is available for an additional $99.

The Acid Test
I was pre-sold, but I did hesitate at the price. Even with the usual Dayton discount, it seemed a lot to pay just to charge the batteries. That's what I thought on that Friday.

I couldn't wait to try it out Friday night back at the motel. I fed all of my batteries, both good and bad, to the charger. At this point the first weakness showed up. The original version of the documentation was a poor copy, and poorly written. CPU had spent good money on a nice double-sided promo sheet, but stopped when it came to the instruction sheet. (Note to developers of hardware and software: Either hire a professional with good technical writing skills, or ask people who are unfamiliar with your product if they can figure it out from the instructions.) I couldn't tell if the unit was set up properly. Some of the batteries didn't seem to charge long enough before the green light came on. I got very strange results when I went to charge the BP-5. Oops, my fault, I had selected the BP-3 battery module. I understand CPU is working on a better instruction sheet.

Saturday was the acid test. For some reason the batteries didn't seem to last very long. Fortunately, there were enough spares. Saturday evening all the batteries went back to the charger.

Sunday noon I went back to see Joe Fell at the CPU booth. On the insistence of my YL, I took the charger along also. It turned out that the voltages were set over a volt too low for each of the batteries. There is a procedure in the instructions to remedy this situation, but it wasn't that clear to me because I didn't understand the documentation. Joe was very cooperative in adjusting the unit.

A word about the connectors: They plug into the unit with banana jacks, which is fine. The battery end, however, is a little L-shaped hook. This works okay on older ICOM batteries, but not the newer ones. You have to design and build your own battery connector.

Ultimately Inexpensive
The weekend provided a nice shake down of the unit. Despite the minor voltage adjustment, inadequate instruction sheet, and awkward connectors, I really liked the unit. It will charge ANY NiCd from one to twelve cells—it's definitely not limited to ham radio applications. It is also not limited to any one brand of battery. You can use this unit to charge NiCd batteries for flashlights, video cameras, smoke detectors, toys, laptop computers, portable stereos and tape recorders, to name a few items.

This is where I started to rethink the cost. How often do you buy a new hand-held radio and have to start all over again with another expensive quick charger? When ICOM introduced the BP-8 battery, my old quick charger wouldn't charge it. That's why I never bought a BP-8. Commercial users have the same problem if they change vendors of two-way radio service. When you add up the cost of buying new quick chargers every time you change radios, it doesn't take long to get to the price of the CPU GMS-403, even without a Dayton discount. When you consider that this unit is a universal charger, the cost appears quite reasonable.

Another nice feature is a by-product of the charge cycle. The battery doesn't heat up or overcharge. This advantage, combined with the memory erase feature, should make your batteries last longer than you would expect.

Have you priced new NiCds lately? There is no longer worry about my NiCds. They just sit quietly on their charger until they're needed. If there's any doubt about their condition, a half hour or so in the GMS-403 and they're ready to use, good as new. This is an excellent unit, and one of the few that properly conditions and maintains NiCd batteries.
Uniden Corporation of America has purchased the consumer products line of Regency Electronics for $12,000,000. To celebrate this purchase, we're offering our largest scanner sale in history! Use the coupon in this ad for big savings. Hurry...offer ends September 30, 1989.

**MONEY SAVING COUPON**

Get special savings on the scanners listed in this coupon. This coupon must be presented at the time of purchase. Credit cards, personal checks and quantity discounts are excluded from this offer. Offer valid only on prepaid orders mailed directly to Communications Electronics Corporation, 116 West 4th Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104-1045 U.S.A. (Consumer division) or Uniden Corporation of America, 1111 West Washington Street, Olathe, Kansas 66061. This coupon may not be used in conjunction with any other offer from CEI. Coupon may not be reproduced or copied for any other purpose. A $5.00 shipping charge will apply for shipping in the continental U.S.A.

Regency T82-T $250.95
Regency T4000 $304.95
Regency R2060-T $114.95
Regency UC102-T $109.95
Regency RB256B-T $249.50
Bearcat 200XL-T $249.00
Bearcat 100XL-T $184.95
Bearcat 800XL-T $248.00
Uniden HR2510-T $229.95
Uniden PRO500D-T $329.95

**VALUABLE COUPON**

**Uniden CB Radios**

The Uniden line of Citizens Band Radio transceivers is styled to provide the highest performance. Uniden CB radios are so reliable that they have a two year limited warranty. List price: PRI2800 $105.95, PRI300 $89.95.

**Uniden Radar Detectors**

Buy the finest Uniden radar detectors from CEI today. TALKER Uniden talking radar detectors $184.95.

**Bearcat**

Bearcat 760XL-T
List price $599.95/CE price $499.95/SPECIAL 12-Band, 100 Channel CB Radio
M1402/T

**New!**

**Regency Products**

Regency RH256B-T
List price $79.95/CE price $59.95/SPECIAL 16 Channel + 25 Watt Transceiver + Priority Code + Digital VFO

**New!**

**Facsimile Machines & Phones**

The Facsimile machines are ready to fax and communicate with your friends or business associates. List price: FAC250 $299.95. Offer expires September 30, 1989.

**Other Radios and Accessories**

BC535XT-T Bearcat 10 channel scanner.
BC520XT-T Bearcat 20 channel scanner.
BC750XL-T Bearcat 15 channel scanner.
R2060-T Regency 60 channel scanner.
T82-T Regency 75 channel scanner.
UC102-T Regency VHF 2 channel 1 watt transmitter.
R8550-T Regency 85 amp reg. power supply.
BB T-12 V AA Ni-Cad batteries (set of eight).
BB T-12 VA Ni-Cad batteries.
BB T-12 attachment battery pack.
BB T-12 attaches to the T8550.

**BUY WITH CONFIDENCE**

To get the fastest delivery from CEI of any scanner, send or phone your order directly to our Scanner Distribution Center® (SCDC®). Only CEI can guarantee within 48 hours, same day shipping and handling and the lowest retail price. All sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to changes and without notice. All prices in U.S. dollars. One copy of this coupon will be shipped automatically unless CEI is instructed differently. A $5.00 additional handling charge will be added for merchandise total under $50.00. Shipments are F.O.B. CEI warehouse in Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's. Must be paid in U.S. dollars. All sales are final. A $10.00 processing charge will be added for all international orders. A $5.00 surcharge for shipping to Canada. Order toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-USA-SCAN. In Canada, dial 800-221-3475. Fax any time, 24 hours a day. For sales orders, call 800-USA-SCAN or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Order today. Scanner Distribution Center® and CEI logos are trademarks of Communications Electronics Corporation. Price list subject to change. All sales are final. Refrigerated scope cartons are 36 x 23 x 12 inches. Price includes shipping and handling.

For credit card orders call 800-USA-SCAN.

**COMUNICATIONS**

Consumer Products Division
P.O. Box 1046, Olathe, Kansas 66061-1046 U.S.A.
For orders call 800-USA-SCAN or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888.

**Add 15% to the price of all accessories ordered at the same time. Add $5.00 for shipping and handling.**

**COUPON 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
You're driving down the highway, an hour from home. It's late, and no one is on the local repeater. A front is moving in from the west, and it looks bad. You pick up the mike, hit a few buttons, and instantly you're linked to another repeater a hundred miles to the west. Someone can fill you in on what to expect in a few hours.

Remote bases are not new, but an easy way to adjust, mix, and distribute audio hasn't been covered in the literature. In the above system, audio from both the UHF repeater receiver and the 220 remote base receiver are fed through a switching circuit and into the mixer. The outputs of the mixer are connected to the UHF repeater transmitter, the 220 remote base transmitter, and to the control decoder. See Figure 1.

The Problem

I first worked a repeater at the University of Missouri with the Rolla Amateur Radio Club (W0EEE). Funds were limited, but we had a repeater on the air in four months. We'd worked out most of the bugs, except for two that were particularly aggravating: muffled transmitter audio (the main problem) and an inability to mix additional audio signals not originally planned for. Several local hams were building repeaters and had similar problems.

The Answer

Mahlon Haunschild N4PSD and I researched the available articles for a solution. The common circuit at the time was a potentiometer network feeding into a single transistor amplifier. The drawback of this configuration was that the input impedance, and therefore the audio level, changes on all inputs, when any input is adjusted. We sought a better solution.

The solution turned out to be a simple two input/one output op amp mixer which Mahlon had built during a school holiday. It performed as expected, and it's still operating more than five years later.

I built two more audio mixers, a four input and five outputs. An op amp for each stage may seem extravagant, but it allows both individual gain select and input isolation. Several of these mixers are in service and working well.

Five basic parts comprise the mixer (see Figure 3). The power portion of the mixer consists of a series-connected diode (D2) which protects against reverse polarity. The LED (D1) is an ON indicator, which can be deleted for reduced power consumption. The two resistors, R9 and R10, bias the op amp for operation from a single-ended, 10 to 15 volt power supply. The bias voltage is VDC/2.

A capacitor (C11), located at the output stages, is used for power supply bypassing. Each input stage consists of a DC isolation capacitor and an inverting amplifier. The gain from each stage is set by the ratio of the variable resistor to the input resistor (for example, gain = VR2/R2 = 100k/10k = 10). To adjust the maximum gain of each stage, substitute a different value trimpot for the one shown.

The output from each input stage is mixed through a 10k resistor. This arrangement results in a voltage divider which is equivalent to a 10k resistor series connected to a 3.3k resistor (three 10k resistors in parallel). Inputs are attenuated to a quarter of the gain calculated above.

The 0.01 microfarad capacitor (C5) with the three 10k resistors in parallel, form a low-pass filter to cut off frequencies above 6 kHz (see Figure 4). The mixed audio is routed to an op amp (U3A) wired as a unity gain buffer. The low-pass filter sees a very high impedance load so the cut-off frequency isn't affected.

The buffer also provides the level required to drive the output stages. One of the output stages (U3B) is not adjustable. You can use it to drive a local audio amplifier or any load with an internal gain control. The four other outputs are similar, except that they have level adjustments.

A note on the layout of the PC board:
Figure 2. PCB foil diagram of audio mixer.

Figure 3. Audio mixer schematic.
We Give You the Best in Amateur and Commercial Radios. Call Us. It’s Lew W2BIE, Kitty WA2BAP, and Jan KB2RV

See You July 8th
LIMARC, GREENVALE, LI, NY

KENWOOD

ANTENNAS AUTOMATIC, A-E, Cushcraft, Hy-Gain, Hustler, KLM, METZ, Mosley, MOXIBLOX, TONNA, Butternut, Multi-Band


Budwig ANT. Products
NEL-TECH DVK-100 Digital Voice Keyer
FLUKE 77, 83, 85, 87 Multimeters
Media Mentinors—
Amateur Radio Course

VoCom/Mirage/Alinco
Tokyo Hy-Power/TE SYSTEMS
Amplifiers &
5/8' HT Gain
Antennas IN STOCK

MICROLOG-ART 1, Air Disk
SWL, Morse Coach

Professional Soldering
Station
48 Watts
$79

METRON
KW HF Mobile
Amplifier
Stocked

EIMAC
3-500Z
572B, 6J6SC
12BY7A &
6146B

BIRD
 Wattmeters &
 Elements

 narrow band

FT-767GX, FT-757GXII, FT-747GX,
FRG-8500, FT-736R, FRG-9600,
FT-4700RH, FT-2127/122RH, FT-470

KITTY SAYS: WE ARE NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
Saturday & Sunday 10 to 5 P.M.
Monday-Friday 9 to 6:30 PM Thurs. to 8 PM
Come to Barry’s for the best buys in town.

ONV Safety
belts-in stock

YAESU

AMPLIFIERS STOCKED:
RF Concepts
Mirage
TE Systems

FT-23/3/33/723R
FT41-811
FT-1905/1123
FT-2900/7055

ICOM
ICOM

IC-2AT/12AT
IC-2AT/32AT
IC-2AT/4AT
IC-3U/16

IC-32AT
IC-470

Yaesu

FRG-2800

Motorola
Radius P-100

ALINCO

Computer Interfaces
Stocked: MFJ-1270B,
MFJ-1274, MFJ-1224, AEA
PK-88, MFJ-1278, PK-232
W/PAX

FREQUENCY COUNTERS:
1MHz-1.2MHz

COMMERCIAL & HAM
REPEATER STOOKED.
WRITE FOR QUOTES

MICROLOG-ART 1, Air Disk
SWL, Morse Coach

AEE 144 MHz
AEE 220 MHz
AEE 440 MHz
ANTENNAS

COMMERCIAL RADIO STOCKED:
ICOM, Motorola,
Standard, Yaesu
We serve municipalities, businesses, Civil Defense, etc. Portables, mobiles, bases, repeaters.

COMMERCIAL RADIO STOCKED:
ICOM, Motorola,
Standard, Yaesu

For the best buys in town call:
212-925-7000
Los Precios Mas Bajos en Nueva York
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE!

IC-R7, 840, 284W, 84A, 48A, MicroC4,
R-7000, IC-765, IC-375A, 375AH, 3210A, 475VA
H, 735, IC-900, IC-228H, IC-725, IT-448A

SMART PATCH

PRIVATE PATCH Y, Duplex 8000

TUNER STOCKED:
NYE MBV-A 3 KILOWATT TUNER

MFJ-988C

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
STOCKED

Radios for Business,
Gow's, 2-way, etc.
Stocked & serviced,
call for great prices!

Ten-Tec
Tuner 238

Heil
Equipment
In Stock

SANGEAN Portable Shortwave Radios

Hy-Gain Tones & Antennas, and Rotors will be shipped direct to you FREE of shipping cost.

AMERICAN AUTHORIZED DEALER

MAIL ALL ORDERS TO: BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP., 512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10012 (FOUR BLOCKS NORTH OF CANAL ST.)

New York City’s
LARGEST STOCKING HAM DEALER
COMPLETE REPAIR LAB ON PREMISES

"Aqui Se Habla Espanol"
BARRY INTERNATIONAL TELEX 12-7670
MERCHANDISE TAKEN ON CONSIGNMENT
FOR TOP PRICES

Monday-Friday 9 AM to 6:30 PM
Thursday to 8 PM
Saturday & Sunday 10 AM to 5 PM.
(No Parking)

I R/T/LEX "Spring St. Station". Subway: BMT-
"Prince St. Station", IND. "F" Train-Bway Station
Bus: Broadway #5 to Spring St. Path-9th St./8th Ave.


WE NOW STOCK COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
HAM DEALER INQUIRES INVITED PHONE IN YOUR ORDER & BE REIMBURSED
COMMERCIAL RADIO STOCKED & serviced on premises.

Amateur Radio Courses Given On Our Premises, Call Export Orders Shipped Immediately. TELEX 12-7870

FAX: 212-925-7001

CIRCLE 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Special attention has been given to the ground bus. The signal line grounds are run together to the upper right corner of the board (as viewed from the component side—see Figure 1).

Figure 4. Gain/frequency graph of low-pass filter. The cut-off frequency is defined as 3 dB below the nominal. The nominal gain here is 12 dB, so the cut-off is 9 dB, which occurs around 6 kHz.

Figure 5. Suggested hook-up for the Four In/Five Out mixer. You can monitor both rigs from the same remote speaker.

6). The power grounds from the op amps are run together and terminate at the same corner. There are two connections at this point. One is for the power ground which is run with the +VDC wire. The second is for the connection to the enclosure. This should be the only connection to the chassis, thereby eliminating ground loops within the audio circuits.

What Can You Do With It?

Applications are not limited to repeaters. In the shack, multiple sources are often combined. You can replace the board-mounted trim pots with panel mount pots, for easy adjustment. If the wire lengths exceed a couple of inches, be sure to use shielded wire. If you are driving the mixer from a speaker output, provide a suitable load for the source. Let me know if you come up with any unusual applications.

One example is to connect the outputs of an HF rig, 2 meter rig, and a phone patch, to the inputs of the mixer. You can then use an output to connect a tape recorder. You can adjust the inputs for proper levels, and record any of the input sources without constantly changing patch cords and adjusting levels. You can use another output with a small audio amp for a remote speaker. This allows you to monitor both rigs on one speaker (see Figure 5).

Construction of the Mixer

The mixer, built from readily available parts, is designed for ease of servicing. You can obtain parts mail order or from Radio Shack. Construction isn't critical; perf board is fine.

I like to keep the inputs on one side of the board, and the outputs on the other (see Figure 6). This makes troubleshooting much easier. If space is at a premium, you can make the mixer smaller by using miniature components. The printed circuit board for this project, with schematic and component layout, is available for $15, including shipping. I hope this project will solve some of your audio problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Jameco</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1–R10</td>
<td>10k 5% 0.25W</td>
<td>$0.06 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>1.2k 5% 0.25W</td>
<td>$0.06 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR1–VR8</td>
<td>100k vertical trimpot</td>
<td>$0.12 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1–C4</td>
<td>4.7 µF 25V DC</td>
<td>$0.06 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C11</td>
<td>0.01 µF 50V DC</td>
<td>$0.11 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6–C10</td>
<td>47 µF 25V DC</td>
<td>$0.15 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1–U5</td>
<td>MC1458 dual op amp</td>
<td>$0.39 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.200° LED</td>
<td>$0.12 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>1N4003 1 Amp diode</td>
<td>$0.11 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total parts price listed above: $8.91

Figure 6. Mixer component layout.
SUPERFEST '89
September 16 and 17, 1989
Exposition Gardens, Peoria, Illinois
- Featured speaker, Gordon West, WB6NOA
- Commercial and manufacturer exhibits
- Acres of flea market
- Home and professional computers

Tickets: $4 through Aug. 31; $5 Sept. 1 through show
Write: Superfest '89, P.O. Box 3461 Peoria, Ill. 61614
Call: 309-674-5656 (24-hour answering machine)

HIGH POWER RF SWITCHED PREAMPS
Model 146 160W 2 Meters 19db Gain .75db Nf
Model 146OS 160W 2 Meters 19db Gain .75db Nf
Model 440 70cm 100W 16db Gain .75db Nf

All preamps have helical filters to prevent out of band intermodulation in the receiver. Model 146 covers the entire 2 meter band. Model 146OS is of very narrow bandwidth and would be suitable for SSB, Packet, or Satellite. Model 440 is factory tunable from 430-440 MHz or 440-450 MHz per customer request. All models are powered with 13 to 20 VDC and are mounted at the antenna.

AMPIRE, INC.
10240 NATHAN LANE
MAPLE GROVE, MINN
55369
612-425-7709

NOW HEAR THIS
FINALLY!
High-Powered Sound from your HT.
- 10 DB of Audio Gain
- 3.5 inch Oval Speaker
- Automatic Shut-OFF
- Internal NiCad Charger
- External Power 5-15 VDC

HT AUDIO BOOSTER-Power
WITH AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF
HTS-1

$29.95

Naval ELECTRONICS INC.
5417 Jet View Circle, Tampa, Florida 33634
Phone: (813) 885-6091 Telex: 289-237 (NAVL) Fax: (813) 885-3789
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### ASTRON POWER SUPPLIES

- **HEAVY DUTY**
- **HIGH QUALITY**
- **RUGGED**
- **RELIABLE**

#### SPECIAL FEATURES
- **SOLID STATE ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED**
- **FOLD-BACK CURRENT LIMITING**
- **PROTECTS Power Supply from excessive current & continuous shorted output**
- **CROWBAR OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION**
- **on all Models except RS-3A, RS-4A, RS-5A.**
- **MAINTAIN REGULATION & LOW RIPPLE**
- **at low line input Voltage**
- **HEAVY DUTY HEAT SINK**
- **CHASSIS MOUNT FUSE**
- **THREE CONDUCTOR POWER CORD**
- **ONE YEAR WARRANTY**
- **MADE IN U.S.A.**

#### PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
- **INPUT VOLTAGE:** 105-125 VAC
- **OUTPUT VOLTAGE:** 13.8 VDC ± 0.05 volts
  (Internally Adjustable: 11-15 VDC)
- **RIPPLE**
  - Less than 5mV peak to peak (full load & low line)
  - Also available with 220 VAC input voltage

### 19" × 5 3⁄4 RACK MOUNT POWER SUPPLIES

#### RM SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Continuous Duty (Amps)</th>
<th>ICS* (Amps)</th>
<th>Size (IN) H × W × D</th>
<th>Shipping Wt. (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM-12A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5 3⁄16 × 9 1⁄2 × 14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-35A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5 3⁄16 × 9 1⁄2 × 14</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM-50A</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5 3⁄16 × 9 1⁄2 × 14</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Separate Volt and Amp Meters

#### RS-A SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Continuous Duty (Amps)</th>
<th>ICS* (Amps)</th>
<th>Size (IN) H × W × D</th>
<th>Shipping Wt. (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS-3A</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 3⁄4 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-4A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 3⁄4 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-5A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 3⁄4 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-7A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3 3⁄4 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-7B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-10A</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-12A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-12B</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-20A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-25A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5 1⁄2 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-30A</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5 1⁄2 × 4 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### RS-M SERIES

- Switchable volt and Amp meter
- Separate volt and Amp meters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Continuous Duty (Amps)</th>
<th>ICS* (Amps)</th>
<th>Size (IN) H × W × D</th>
<th>Shipping Wt. (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS-7S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-10S</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-12S</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-20G</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### VS-M AND VRM-M SERIES

- Separate Volt and Amp Meters
- Output Voltage adjustable from 2-15 volts
- Current limit adjustable from 1.5 amps to Full Load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Continuous Duty (Amps)</th>
<th>ICS* (Amps)</th>
<th>Size (IN) H × W × D</th>
<th>Shipping Wt. (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VS-12M</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5 1⁄4 × 8 1⁄2 × 10 1⁄2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS-20M</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5 1⁄4 × 8 1⁄2 × 10 1⁄2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS-25M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5 1⁄4 × 8 1⁄2 × 10 1⁄2</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS-50M</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5 1⁄4 × 8 1⁄2 × 10 1⁄2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Variable rack mount power supplies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Continuous Duty (Amps)</th>
<th>ICS* (Amps)</th>
<th>Size (IN) H × W × D</th>
<th>Shipping Wt. (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRM-35M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5 1⁄4 × 8 1⁄2 × 10 1⁄2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRM-50M</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5 1⁄4 × 8 1⁄2 × 10 1⁄2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### RS-S SERIES

- Built in speaker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Continuous Duty (Amps)</th>
<th>ICS* (Amps)</th>
<th>Size (IN) H × W × D</th>
<th>Shipping Wt. (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS-7S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-10S</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-12S</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-20G</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4 7⁄8 × 3 1⁄2 × 6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ICS—Intermittent Communication Service (50% Duty Cycle 5min. on 5 min. off)
Good Mobile Audio—For Pennies

Conveniently feed rig audio to your car speaker system.

by Paul M. Danzer N1ll

Once again, I put a new 2 meter rig in my car, and once again, I was disappointed. There is always a lot of high mobile ambient noise in a car. Combine this problem with the small size of the speakers provided with most 2 meter rigs and you end up with a sound system that just does not provide the clean distinct audio we now routinely expect from modern ham equipment.

Whether this is due to the speaker or to the small size of the audio amplifier is debatable, but the poor results are evident. Years ago, there was plenty of room to neatly add an external speaker to solve the problem. Today’s automobiles are much more cramped.

Solution

Fortunately, today’s cars also often have four speakers mounted for the AM/FM radio and cassette player.

The first thought you might have is to open up one of these speaker lines and share it with the two meter rig. On second thought, the problem of switching back and forth between the ham gear and the entertainment gear gets quite messy.

The answer to this almost universal problem is in the cassette player. Figure 1 shows how to do it.

Start out with a standard audio cassette. If possible, obtain one which can be opened by unscrewing 4 or 5 Phillips-head screws. If necessary, you can use the glued units, but this makes opening them up a little harder.

Next, strip out everything in the cassette.

Photo A. The assembled unit to pipe your rig’s AF to your car speaker system via the cassette tape pickups.

Now, when you look at the bottom half, you will see something like Figure 1, where on each side of the opening for the tape there are two guide pins.

Wind a small coil out of #28, #30, or even #36 enamel wire around the guide pins. The kind of wire to use depends on what you can get, and on what you can handle. (For some people, scraping the enamel off #36 enamel wire is a bit of a task.) For the winding, 5 to 10 turns will be enough. The actual number isn’t critical—you’ll still end up with plenty of gain for the audio.

The resistors in the figure are there to prevent short-circuiting the audio amplifier. I suspect that the resistors are not really necessary under many circumstances. If the small coil looks like a few ohms (say 4 ohms), no resistors are needed. I prefer to take no chances so I raided my junkbox and used a combination which provided a value of 2 ohms—just to play safe.

Finally, take a length of flexible fine wire, like the kind used for miniature speaker or earphone connections, and lead the wire out of the cassette. Chose the edge of the cassette which will be clear when the cassette is inserted into your cassette player. For some units, you will have to use one short edge, as shown in Figure 1. For other units, the rear (long) edge is the only one clear.

After closing up the cassette, connect a plug to the “flex” wire to match your rig’s external audio output jack. Insert the cassette, turn the player and your rig on, and admire the audio. Two front speakers, two rear speakers, front and back fader, left and right adjustment, bass control, treble control, a couple of Watts per channel—what else could you want?
PC Electronics’ TX-33

ATV on the spacious 902–928 MHz band.

Compete on up to 900 MHz! The higher bands available to ATV operation are relatively clear of interference from other modes. Also, operation on the higher frequencies lets you operate full duplex ATV with stations active on 70cm! When used as a crossband repeater input or output, it’s now possible to see the repeater while transmitting through it. A 900 MHz system makes weather radar inputs and linkups to other ATV repeaters simple.

PC Electronics has made it easy to enjoy this band with the introduction of a complete 900 MHz ATV transmitter, Model TX-33, with a built-in sound subcarrier. The Model TX-33 is housed in the same style cabinet as their other systems. It should stack nicely in your hamshack. They also offer a repeater version in a Hammond die-cast box, the RTX-33.

Using the TX-33

The TX-33 has a 1 Watt PEP output with an adjustable blanking pedestal. You can adjust your transmitter for proper operation with various amplifiers, such as the Down East 18 Watt model. There is a built-in T/R relay, which routes the antenna through to a companion downconverter. Two front panel controls let you adjust the microphone and line audio inputs independently. A TV camera can be connected by means of a 10-pin connector on the front panel. There is a rear panel RCA jack for connecting a VCR, computer, or camcorder. A front panel switch selects the video source.

Monitoring your transmissions on your receive TV setup can give false readings due to overload and reflections. The TX-33 has a demodulator circuit onboard which allows you to monitor the actual transmitted signal via a monitor or TV camera viewfinder. This way, you can adjust the video gain control properly instead of relying on feedback from distant stations.

There is also a push-to-look (PTL) input, similar to a push-to-talk function, that allows you to remotely key the transmitter.

Performance Tests

The TX-33 draws 500 mA at 13.8 volts during transmit. I measured the PEP power output (sync tip) at 1.75 Watts, and the subcarrier sound at –20 dB, referenced to the visual carrier. Upper 2X sound was –55 dB, and lower 2X sound was –43 dB. Subharmonics were well below –50 dB. I didn’t detect any spurs or crystal harmonics below the test frequency of 910.25 MHz. The sound subcarrier reached 28 kHz deviation before distortion. Colorbar and multiburst tests indicate an excellent response over the full video bandwidth.

It Would Be Nice If . . .

The TX-33 had vestigial sideband (VSB) signal capabilities, but it transmits only double sideband (DSB). Not to worry, though—there are external filters available for VSB. They are available from Spectrum International, PO Box 1084, Concord, MA 01742; PH: (508) 263-2145 and TX/RX Systems, 8625 Industrial Pkwy., Angola, NY 14006; PH: (716) 549-4700.

Let’s See You on 33cm

The TX-33 produces a very clean signal with high quality video and audio. This rig should help make it easier to enjoy the advantages of the increasingly popular 900 MHz band.

Note: Popular ATV frequencies are 910.25, 911.25, and 923.25 MHz.
With our all in one box TC70-1 70cm ATV Transceiver you can easily transmit and receive live action color and sound video just like broadcast TV. Use any home TV camera or VCR by plugging the composite video and audio into the front VHS 10 pin or rear phono jacks. Add 70cm antenna, coax, 13.8 Vdc and TV set and you are on the air...it's that easy!

TC70-1 has >1 watt p.e.p. with one xtal on 439.25, 434.0 or 426.25 MHz, runs on 12-14 Vdc at .5A, and hot GaAsFet downconverter tunes whole 420-450 MHz band down to ch3. Shielded cabinet only 7x7x2.5". Transmitters sold only to licensed amateurs, for legal purposes, verified in the latest Callbook or with copy of license sent with order. Call or write now for our complete ATV catalog including downconverters, transceivers, linear amps, and antennas for the 70, 33, & 23cm bands.

(818) 447-4565 m-f 8am-5:30pm pst. Visa, MC, COD 
P.C. ELECTRONICS 
2522 Paxson Ln Arcadia CA 91006 
Tom (W6ORG) 
Maryann (WB6YSS)

GET A BIRD’S EYE VIEW
From GrafTrak II™ and your IBM® PC

GrafTrak II™ provides real-time graphic display of a flat projection map that moves under selected satellite/Sun/Moon/star coverage circle and updates once per second.
The Silicon Ephemeris™ gives tabular data output to the screen, printer or disk file. Editing, data base update and rotator/receiver control programs also included.

Requires an IBM PC, PCXT, PC/AT, or true compatible, an IBM Color/Graphics Monitor Adaptor or true compatible, optional but recommended 80x87 math coprocessor, minimum 512K RAM, DOS 2.0 or later, and either two 360K floppy drives or one 360K floppy and one hard drive; the programs are not copy protected.

SEE DETAILED PRODUCT REVIEW IN THE APRIL ’89 ISSUE OF 73.
COMPLETE PACKAGE $395 LIST.
CALL FOR QUOTATION
(713) 777-3057
Silicon Solutions, Inc.
P.O. Box 742546
Houston, TX 77274-2546

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. GrafTrak II and Silicon Ephemeris are trademarks of Silicon Solutions, Inc.

Field Day Antenna Installation System
- Antenna Launching Made Easy!
- Field 43 instruments
- Free Effective Clothing
$29.95 and up
in stock

1-801-373-8425
AntennasWest
Box 9892 S. Prov. UT 84405

CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD

‘I learned all my code and theory while driving le and from work, it was easy.’ Learn detailed theory not only the questions and answers on your test. Novice, Tech...General. Advanced, Extra theory courses on audio cassettes $19.95 each.
Learn code from 0-23 wpm with one strccted course in easy steps. Each cassette course $19.95. VEC type code General or Extra exam tape C9 $7.95 ea. $3.00 S/H each theory or code course. Exam tapes $1.00.

VHS video cassettes will show you everything you need to know to pass your Novice, Tech or General theory test. Learn modulation, formulas, antennas, digital codes and more just by watching your TV. All courses are two 2-hour VHS video cassettes and one C90 audio cassette. $29.95 plus $3.00 S/H. 100% money back guarantee.

New code words course takes you from 10 wpm to 35 wpm with three 10 minute audio cassettes. Learn common words and numbers used in all CW contacts. Nothing to write down. Learn at your leisure $19.95 + $3.00 S/H.
Write or call for free info.

CIRCLE 288 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SMILE! YOU’RE ON TV

Only $329
Designed and built in the USA
Value + Quality from over 25 years in ATV...W6ORG

PROTEL-EASYTRAX
$495
INTRO PRICE
$395

Easy to learn, easy to use manual PCB design package. Capable of producing professional artwork for multi-layer, through-hole boards to 32 x 32 inches. Host of powerful editing features make efficient PCB layout a breeze. Gerber and NC Drill output.

Protel offers other fine programs: PROTEL-SCHEMATIC, the easy to use schematic capture program, and PROTEL-AUTOTRAX, the full-featured PCB layout program.

HARDWARE: IBM PC/AT/XT/PS/2 or compatibles... 640K RAM...
2 floppy's or a hard disk... PC or MS-DOS greater than version 2.0

ORDER TOLL FREE, CALL: (800) 544-4186
If you are in CA, HI, AK, or Canada, call: (408) 437-7771

PROTEL TECHNOLOGY INC
A Member Company of Orcad Corporation
50 Airport Parkway
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 437-7771
fax (408) 437-4913

CIRCLE 378 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1989 CALL DIRECTORY
(On microfiche)
Call Directory ............................... $8
Name Index ................................. 8
Geographic Index ........................... 8
All three ................................. $20
Shipping per order $3
BUCKMASTER PUBLISHING
Mineral, Virginia 23117
703: 894-5777 800: 282-5629

CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Low-Band Wonder

Inexpensive good gain antenna for 80–20 meters.

by Bill Clarke WA4BLC

If shifts, notch filters, preamps, filters, and all those other sophisticated signal-enhancers of today’s rigs are wonderful, but they all need a signal to shape. So, as it has been from the very beginning, it comes down to having a decent antenna system.

It’s often difficult to impossible, however, to find a single antenna to adequately fit all your needs—gain, space efficiency, low-cost, directionality, etc.—especially if you like to operate on the lower HF bands. Directional beams certainly give you the gain, but at what cost? You need the space to erect it and, with the price of aluminum these days, fewer hams can afford even the hardware to “roll their own.” And you still need to buy a rotator and control box to aim it where you want.

This problem leads many of us to keep several antennas, each for a specific job. After many years of experimenting, I still haven’t found the elusive “be-and-do-everything” antenna. The Low-Band Wonder, however, is one of the better well-rounded antennas I’ve run across in a long time.

Loop Scoop

This antenna is basic. A loop antenna is a closed wire loop that, in free space, radiates perpendicular to its plane. This radiation pattern is bi-directional. Because of this, when you orient the loop horizontally and load it, one of the two lobes radiates upward in all directions.

Loop gain is about 2 dB over a dipole. Furthermore, since it is a closed antenna, it is less susceptible to static noise. The accepted formula for a closed loop antenna is 1005/frequency (MHz). The results will be in feet. Radiation resistance, theoretically, will be about 100Ω at the design frequency.

Loop Construction

The horizontal loop antenna I use is about as simple as any antenna can be. It is a wire 260 feet in length, held in place at four points to form a 65° square. When you cut the wire at length, connect the center insulator to one end, and choose where you want the feedpoint to be positioned.

The shape can be altered to fit most locations (circle, pentagon, rectangle, etc.), as long as it doesn’t deviate too much from the basic loop shape. Mounting height is flexible—try to keep it in the 20–40 foot range. I mounted mine at 25–35 feet, and use trees as the supports.

Put your support insulators up (on push-up towers, corner of the barn, or trees), and fasten them in place with nylon “hamfest special!” rope to allow for adjustment from the ground. You may want to use black rope—it has better resistance to UV light.

Lower each support insulator and feed the free end of your wire through each in order. Then, bring the wire around to the remaining side of the center insulator, and wrap and solder it.

Go to each support line and pull the insulator and loop up until it is near its final resting place. Avoid contact with branches and other antenna wires. BE CAREFUL—avoid power lines! Don’t invite injury or possible death.

After you have raised the antenna, go back and make final height and tightness adjustments. Tautness requires only that the loop not be capable of excessive movement. There will be some slack between the support points, which is necessary, as the supports may move independently, causing stress on the loop.

Feedline length is not critical. I tried feeding the loop with twin-lead, open-wire feeders (4” spread), twin-coax, and plain 50Ω coax. I found the last to be the easiest to handle physically, and the most tolerant to tune. You will need a tuner to operate the loop as a tribander.

Now, just select your frequency and tune up as you normally would, adjusting the tuner for lowest SWR. Stand by for resounding signal reports!

Performance

Even though its high radiation patterns and resultant short skip doesn’t make it a front-runner for DX, the loop consistently gave me excellent 20 meter signals within the US, and surprisingly good results on 75 and 40 meter DX into Europe.

I would appreciate hearing your comments and experiences with this antenna.

Parts List

260 feet of #12 to #18 hard-drawn or copper-weld wire.
200 feet of “hamfest special!” nylon rope.
4 (or the number of proposed supports) high quality end insulators (AI-5 4 glass polymer by B&W).
1 center insulator with coax connector.
1 package of Coax-Seal.

Coax feedline in an appropriate length. Use RG-8X, except for very high power operation.

One stop mail-order shopping for the parts is available from: Radio Works, Box 6159, Portsmouth, VA 23703, Telephone: (804) 484–0140.
**VHF/UHF have multi-modes**

- **IC-275A 25W 2m FM/SSB/DW w/p**: $299.00
- **IC-275H 100W 2m FM/SSB/DW**: $1399.00
- **IC-375A 25W 2m FM/SSB/DW (Close)**: $1399.00
- **IC-375H 440W 2m FM/SSB/DW**: $1399.00
- **IC-475H 750W 440W FM/SSB/DW**: $1399.00
- **IC-575A 25W 6/10m crw w/p**: $1399.00
- **IC-575H 100W 6/10m crw**: $1699.00

- **IC-475A 25W 6/10m FM/SSB/DW**: $299.00
- **IC-475H 100W 6/10m FM/SSB/DW**: $529.00


**UHF/2.7 GHz Mobiles**

- **IC-47A 25w 440 FM/440 (Closuer)**: $499.00
- **PS-45 Compact transceiver supply**: $145.00
- **UT-16/EX-388 Voice synthesizer**: $39.99
- **SP-10 Slim-line external speaker**: $39.99

**IC-900A Transceiver controller**: $639.00

---

**ICOM**

**Large Stocks**

**Fast Service**

**Top Trades at AES**

**IC-275A 25W 2m FM/SSB/DW w/p**: $299.00
**IC-275H 100W 2m FM/SSB/DW**: $1399.00
**IC-375A 25W 2m FM/SSB/DW (Close)**: $1399.00
**IC-375H 440W 2m FM/SSB/DW**: $1399.00
**IC-475H 750W 440W FM/SSB/DW**: $1399.00
**IC-575A 25W 6/10m crw w/p**: $1399.00
**IC-575H 100W 6/10m crw**: $1699.00

**IC-475A 25W 6/10m FM/SSB/DW**: $299.00
**IC-475H 100W 6/10m FM/SSB/DW**: $529.00

---

**IC-751A 9-band crw /1-30 MHz rcwr**: $1149.00
**PS-35 Internal power supply**: $219.00
**FL-63A 250 Hz CW filter (1st If)**: $59.00
**FL-32A 500 Hz CW filter (2nd If)**: $115.00
**FL-53A 250 Hz CW filter**: $115.00
**FL-33 AM filter**: $49.00
**FL-70 2.8 kHz wide SSB filter**: $59.00

---

**Order Toll Free: 1-800-558-0411**
In Wisconsin (outside Milwaukee Metro Area) 1-800-242-5195

**AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY**
4828 W. Fond du Lac Avenue; Milwaukee, WI 53216 • Phone (414) 442-4200

---

**AES® BRAND STORES**

**WICKLIFE, Ohio** 44092
28940 Euclid Avenue
Phone (216) 585-7388
Ohio WATS 1-800-362-0290
Outside Ohio 1-800-321-3594

**ORLANDO, Fla.** 32803
621 Commonwealth Ave.
Phone (407) 894-3238
Phone WATS 1-800-432-9424

**CLEARWATER, Fla.** 34625
1889 Drew Street
Phone (813) 461-4267
No In-State WATS

**LAS VEGAS, Nev.** 89106
1072 N. Rancho Drive
Phone (702) 647-3114
No In-State WATS

---

**CHASE, Illinois** 60630
ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS
5456 W. Milwaukee Avenue
Phone (312) 631-5181

---

**HOURS** Mon. thru Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-3

---

**Free Battery!**
BP-23 600mA/8.4V • No Charge with purchase of IC-92A or IC-47AT

**Aircraft Band Handhelds**

- **IC-2GAT for 2m, TIP**: $499.00
- **IC-2GAT for 2m with SSB, TIP**: $519.00
- **IC-32AT for 2m/440 MHz, TIP**: $629.00

---

**Other Accessories**

- **IC-2KL 165-150 solid state amp w/p**: $1999.00
- **EX-677 HT antenna antenna selector**: $315.00
- **PS-15 External power supply**: $129.00
- **PS-30 Battery supply p/s w/cord, 6-pin plug**: $349.00
- **MB Mobile mount, 735/715A/761A**: $25.99
- **SP-3 External speaker**: $51.50
- **SP-3 Small external speaker**: $13.65
- **CR-64 High stab. rel. xtal for 751A**: $79.99
- **PP-Speaker/patch**: $179.00
- **SM-6 Desk microphone**: $47.55
- **SM-8 Desk mic - two cables, Scan**: $49.00
- **SM-10 Compressor/graph EQ-8 pin mic**: $149.00
- **AT-100 100W 8-band auto. ant. tuner**: $445.00
- **AT-500 500W 9-band auto. ant. tuner**: $589.00
- **AH-2 8-band tuner w/mount & whip**: $758.00
- **AH-2A Antenna tuner system only**: $599.00
- **GC-5 World clock**: $91.95

---

**Top Trades!** We'll take your Clean Late Model gear in trade towards New ICOM Equipment. Write or Call for our Quote Today!

**AES®** Over 30 Years in Amateur Radio
"How Does Your Remote Base Stack Up?"

Now it's easy to add a multi-band remote to your repeater.

Your repeater can link to any frequency on up to six bands with ACC's new interface to the ICOM IC-900 Super Multi-Bander System.

Our new FC-900 Interface connects your ACC controller to the ICOM band units (the ICOM fiber optic controller and interface aren't needed). Add new bands to your system by just adding band units. And best of all, everything just plugs together!

If you've built remote bases before, you'll appreciate the simplicity - and the performance. If you haven't, now is the time to add a new remote base or linking system to your repeater.

Extend the range of your repeater, link to other repeaters for emergency and public service activities, and benefit from the elevation of your repeater site for all bands. From ten meter DX to 1200 MHz linking - and everything in between.

ACC pioneered frequency agile remotes and links on repeaters years ago. Now we've made it easy. One more reason that ACC is the right choice for your repeater system.

Write or call for more information on ACC's line of repeater controllers, voice storage units, and the new FC-900 Interface.

ACC advanced computer controls, inc.

2356 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051 (408) 727-3330

CIRCLE 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PC Slow Scan $149.95

A complete slow scan television station for your IBM PC or compatible. Send and receive images up to 16 shades of gray depending upon your graphics card and printer.

Includes:
Demodulator Modulator 75 Page Manual Software Tutorial Cassette

Requires:
Ham transceiver PC with 64K Parallel Port Graphics Card Tape Recorder Serial Port

Slow Scan Formats: 8, 17, 17, 23, 34, 36, 46, 62 sec.

Software Systems Consulting
1303 S. Ola Vista
San Clemente, CA 92672
(714) 498-5784

CIRCLE 244 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RC-1000 REPEATER CONTROLLER

FEATURES:
• Complete RX-TX-Phone Line Interface
• Repeater Control
• CW ID
• Tailbeeps
• Remote Base/Tape
• 12 V AC/DC Oper.
• Reverse Patch
• DTMF Decoder
• Pulse/Tone Dialing
• 90 Day Warranty

Wired & Tested w/manual... $219.95

Distributed by:
R & B Electronics
575 Main St. / Hamilton, OH 45013
1-800-221-7735

CIRCLE 348 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Ask Kaboom

Michael J. Geier KB1UM
7 Simpson Court
S. Burlington VT 05403

Precision, Accuracy, and other Topics

Before we get into this month’s topics, I’d like to respond to a few comments about my recent review of the Kenwood TH-25AT walkie. Several people wrote to say that it is, in fact, possible to defeat both the battery saver and the auto power-off functions. (Turning off the battery saver is especially important for packet operation.) They referred me to page 21 in the owner’s manual, but on checking this, I found no such topic. Kenwood apparently amended the book with this new information.

Precision and Accuracy

My recent column, “The Versatile VOM,” prompted a letter from Wendell KDSBF, who pointed out that precision and accuracy are not the same thing.

Indeed, they are not! Precision refers to the degree of specified detail, while accuracy refers to the truthfulness, or correctness, of the specified data. Here’s an example: The TV weatherperson says that it will be between 40 and 60 degrees today. The actual reading turns out to be 53. Thus, the forecast was accurate, but not very precise. For tomorrow, the forecast is for 52.47 degrees at 4 PM. It turns out to be 61 degrees. This forecast was very precise, but completely inaccurate.

So what good is one without the other? Not much! The above example show that precision is useless without accuracy, but that accuracy with little precision doesn’t tell you much, either.

In electronics test equipment, manufacturers attempt to balance the two factors. For example, a 3 1/2-digit DMM is accurate enough for the smallest (or “least significant”) digit to mean something. A careful review of the specs on some units, though, can reveal that the stated precision, unsupported by the basic accuracy of the instrument, is something of a marketing gimmick. Other factors, such as the input impedance (which, if too low, can load the circuit under test), and the linearity of the analog-to-digital conversion process, can undermine accuracy. I stand by my earlier statement, though: in general, DMMs are both more accurate and more precise than VOMs.

RF Feedback and Hash

If you’ve got an amplifier, and especially if you use it with a wire antenna, you’ve probably run into the old “OM, you sure are distorted” RF feedback problem. Prevailing thought seems to be that if your station is properly grounded, and your SWR is low, it won’t happen. Nonsense! Of course it shouldn’t happen, but all too often, it does.

RF feedback means just that: RF from your transmitter/antenna system is feeding back into your station. The usual path is through the microphone cable, or even into the mike itself. Premaplified mikes are particularly susceptible, because the semiconductors in their low-level preamps make dandy rectifiers for the strong RF fields impinging upon them. Also, the more cables you have hanging off your rig, the more likely you’ll have a problem. RF can be conducted through computer cables, speaker cables, even the radio’s AC cord! Sometimes wrapping them through toroids helps; sometimes not. Generally, the less stretched out they are, the better. Try coiling them, moving them around, or disconnecting them one by one. Frequently, the path is through one particular cable, and the rest are innocent.

Sometimes the antenna is just too close—that’s the situation at the home QTH. There’s no problem during clear weather, but when there’s ice on the roof, I get terrible feedback (even though the SWR is still 1:2:1). The ice apparently aids RF conduction back into the house. Thoroughly grounding the station hasn’t helped. The antenna is only about 20 feet away, and that’s just not far enough at the 700–800 Watt level.

Computer Hash

As computers become an integral part of more and more ham stations, hams are discovering the frustration of coping with the spectral noise these machines generate. Computers are fast square-wave devices, and the harmonics of their varied internal frequencies can seriously degrade reception. Some machines, especially early, poorly shielded ones, are worse than others. I’ve heard of packet TNCs—computers in their own right—wiping out the 2 meter signals they are trying to receive. On HF RTTY, the problem is even worse. Although some of the hash can be induced through the antenna, again, most is through cables, just as with RF feedback. Toroids help, and sometimes just moving the equipment around can provide significant improvement. This is one of those problems that’s just about impossible to eradicate, but there’s much you can do to reduce it.

Man Bites Dog

Yes, television sets can cause interference in your operation (I guess there’s some justice in this world!). The color decoding circuit puts out a nice signal on 3.580 MHz, and the sawtooth sweep currents generate harmonics well up through the HF bands. If you’re hearing a buzzing noise every 15 kHz, a nearby TV set’s horizontal sweep is the likely culprit.

Short of turning off the set, there’s not much you can do. Most sets are in plastic cases, with no shielding around the picture tube yoke (the primary radiator) at all. And the front of the tube is a nice hash generator of its own. That flying electron beam, writing MHz of information at high velocities, can be a real noise-maker in the HF spectrum. Of course, if the offending set is not your own, its signals are a good indicator of when to keep your power down to avoid causing TVI.

Now, let’s look at some letters.

Dear Kaboom,

I’m interested in getting my amateur ticket, and I’ve been trying to listen to SSB ham stations on my National NC-183D. I keep turning the BFO to try to follow the drifting signals, but I’m not having much luck. Is there a circuit I can build to make SSB reception easier, or is the National just too old for this type of transmission?

Signed,
Drifting Off

Dear Drifting,

I’m not too familiar with that model (I’m a solid state guy), but in general, old AM rigs with BFOs are not well suited to SSB reception. For one thing, they aren’t SINGLE sideband; they receive signals on both sidebands at once, making the interference from other stations seem much worse than it really is. Also, as you’ve found out, the drift is much too high. Short of designing a new VFO, there’s not much you can do.

I recommend that you get a simple ham rig, such as a Heath HW-101 or a Kenwood TS-520. It’ll work much better and, when you get your ticket, you’ll be all set. Hope to hear you on the bands with your new ticket!

Dear Kaboom,

My trusty old KDK FM-2016A 2 meter mobile rig has an odd problem. It transmits off frequency, but only when using +600 offset. Simplex and -600 are fine. What gives?

Signed,
Off-Freq

Dear Off,

This radio uses three crystals, one for each offset, in its synthesis scheme. Crystal X2, located with the other two on the top board, controls the + offset. Try adjusting trimcap VC2. If that puts it back on frequency, then flip the "5UP" switch (on the front panel) to raise the frequency 5 kHz, and adjust trimpot VR1 so that the raised frequency is also correct. If VC2 won’t do it, then you’ll have to get a new 13.966 MHz crystal for X2. After installing it, be sure to perform the two adjustments to get it exactly on frequency.

Dear Kaboom,

I’m using a Robot 400 SSTV converter with a Panasonic PK-410 color camera. It works, but I get wavy lines through the pictures, especially on bright picture areas. The contrast and brightness controls on the Robot help a little, but not much. Where are those lines coming from?

Signed,
Caught the Wave

Dear Caught,

The Robot 400 is a black and white converter, and its digitization rate is aliasing with the chroma subcarrier coming from the camera, generating beat frequencies that show up as lines on the screen. You could try designing a 3.58 MHz chroma trap in the input stage of the Robot, but a far easier solution is to pick up a cheap black and white camera at your local hamfest.

Have a tech question? Send it off to “Dear Kaboom” at the above address.
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Upgrade Your CDR Antenna Controller

Add on a high-grade remote antenna selector for under $20.

by John W. Swancara WA6LOD

While attending the local swap meet recently, I picked up a 4-position, electrically driven, coaxial switch assembly with high grade, type N coaxial fittings, all for ten bucks.

Several of my ham friends mentioned that it looked nice, and would be nice to use, but that it required +28 volts. That meant another power supply to buy or build, and run, as well as another control box to clutter up the operating position. But the price was right. Also, I remembered that my CDR HAM-M Rotator uses +28 volts DC to operate the rotator brake.

I smuggled it past my wife and into my laboratory. Careful disassembly revealed the high quality of the +28 volt, motor driven, high power coaxial sector switch. The unit was manufactured by Weinschel Engineering. A phone call produced a schematic copy of the unit, as well as a reassurance that the item was more than capable of handling ham power levels. The retail price of this item quoted by the engineer would knock your socks off!

While waiting for the schematic to arrive, I tapped off the +28 volt diode and return inside my rotator control box and discovered that the motor drew only 350 mA of power. It also controlled a set of rotary switches (see Figure 1). The first one, S-1, was a 4-position normally shorted with one open, corresponding to the position of the coaxial switch. The second, S-2, was a standard 4-position with normally open contacts.

With the coax switch schematic and a little common sense rework, and CDR control head, I had a very capable remote controlled, 1 kW RF switching system built into my station, with only one coax line going from the HF rig to the outside world. I now access any of the following antenna systems: an 80/40m dipole, a KT-34A beam, a dummy load (under the house with the coaxial switch), and a 17m dipole (What a band!). Here's how to do it:

Modifying the CDR Rotator Control

1. Remove the calibration pot from the front panel and remount it on the back panel. You will seldom need it (Photo B).

2. On the back panel, punch out a hole for a (minimum) 10-pin female connector.

3. Obtain a 2-pole, 4-position rotary switch, and mount it on the front panel, where the calibration pot was located (Photo A).

4. Wire as shown in Figure 2, using your own pin assignments.

5. Add a small overlay on the panel face, with designations as required.

Operating Your Upgraded CDR

When you make a selection with the new switch, the meter light will go out, while the motor, which is now powered through S-1, resets to the selected position. The meter indicator light will illuminate when the remote selection has been made.

These surplus coaxial switches, as well as magnetic latched DPDT and SPST coaxial switches, are often available at very reasonable prices.

One thing to remember, as an RF engineer reminded me, is that if the switches have type N coaxial connectors, the switch is probably good for 1 kW. You can replace fancy Mil-spec connectors with DIN or equivalent connectors.

The total cost was a significant savings over the cost of several commercially available switches.

Happy hunting at the swap meets! 73
OMAR ELECTRONICS
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR NEEDS
SPECIAL PRICES on all
MFJ PRODUCTS • A.R.R.L. PUBLICATIONS
and other Ham Radio equipment!

404-760-8846

OMAR ELECTRONICS * Omar Pupo 4WFCN
3650 HWY 138 NE Suite C • Loganville, GA 30249

CIRCLE 292 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MALTO-10 METERS
We specialize in CB radio modification plans and hardware.
Frequency and FM conversion kit, repair books, plans, high-performance accessories.
Thousands of satisfied customers since 1976 Catalog 32.

CBC INTERNATIONAL
LOU FRANKLIN/K6NH • Owner
P.O. BOX 31500X, PHOENIX, AZ 85046
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G5RV All-Band QuickKits™
Fast & Easy to Build
- Double Size 300V
- 200 ft, 160-10-Dipole
- Full Size 600V
- 50 ft, 80-10-Dipole
- Half Size 200V
- 50 ft, 40-10-Dipole
- Expanded Q-Stone Antenna
- Fully insulated, wet sealed, accurate, low noise design
- Fastest Antennas in the West

GoES 37 | $99.00
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G5RV

UNADILLA ANTENNA
UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING CO.
PO Box 4215 BVT-Andover-MA-01810

(508) 474-8949
24 Hour FAX

THE BIG SIGNAL
Turn Your Antenna Info
Several Antennas!

With the "Old Reliable" W2VS antenna traps
Traps Needed for a Multi-band:
- A pair for every band — except lowest frequency

KW-10
KW-15
KW-20
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LOGWRITE™
Are you tired of wasting your time and money on subpar logging programs? Bring your station into the computer age with LOGWRITE. Be the envy of your ham friends.

LOGWRITE is the perfect accessory for your computer ham station. It simplifies your operation and gives you the competitive edge in contesting and DXing. LOGWRITE works with all IBM PCs and compatibles.

LOGWRITE is unique: split screen feature allows for simultaneous logging and contest processing.
- Instant calllog or prefix search
- Print, Edit, or View records
- Plenty of room for notes & addresses
- Automatic time/date stamping

Test processor features automatic word wrap, backspace correct, and scrolling. Throw away your pen and paper!

To order your copy of LOGWRITE, complete with instruction manual, send $39.95 plus $1.50 sales tax to:
Aerospace Consulting
P.O. Box 56, Buchanan, PA 15712
(215) 345-7184

30 day money-back guarantee

Please specify 3.5 or 5.25 inch floppy.

CIRCLE 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RAISED PRINT QSL CARDS
From Dennis, WA5QMM
Offset Printed - High Quality
Nothing like it anywhere! You can actually FEEL the type! 17 beautiful designs including a Full-Color Eagle.
For Free samples & Info. call (318) 443-7261

Network QSL’s • P.O. Box 13200 • Alexandria, LA 71315-3200

CIRCLE 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1.2M-1.5M PARABOLIC DISH/FIELD/DOWN CONVERTER to 2 Meters

- RCP LCP, or Linear Polarization
- LNA - ~3.5dB, G-22dB
- Preselector Filter – Machined 4-Pole Combiner
- Microstrip Mixer on high dielectric alumina
- Local Oscillator – Heater Stabilized, >2ppm for CW/SSB

- 1.2 meter or 1.5 meter Parabolic Dish Antenna has mtg. hardware for 1.5" mast. Needs access to feed assembly for optimum performance

Frequencies available: 1729-1.691 GOES WX – 2.304-2.40 OSCAR Mode S – 3.456GHz
- Feed/Down Converter Assemblies are interchangeable in common feed mount.
- 1.2 meter or 1.5 meter Parabolic Dish Antenna has mtg. hardware for 1.5" mast.

Contact Your Local Ham Dealer Today!!!
To order direct call (508) 475-7831 or write
for our informational brochure on our other fine products:
Balun-Antenna KIt-Filter-Center Insulators-END Insulators™-Coaxial Relays
All products are covered with a 30 Day Warranty

- NOTICE -

We are the NEW manufacturers of the original
JAMES MILLEN™ Products
(508) 975-2711 9am-5pm EST M-F

PRODUCT PRICE LIST

RCP/LCP Feed Assembly, Type N connectors, Model WCFA-3 (Specify frequency, 1.691 kHz)...

CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Wilmanco
1923 BUSINESS CENTER DR. • NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060 U.S.A.
TELEX 915080 97012 • (413) 995-1001 • FAX (413) 995-5458
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$2495 00
THE COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE CENTER TONER WORKS HARDER FOR LESS.

Introducing COM-3...the new service monster designed by service technicians for service technicians. It works harder for less...giving you advanced feature capabilities at a very affordable price.

FEATURES

- Direct entry keyboard with programmable memory
- Audio & transmitters frequency counter
- 10 bar graph frequency/erru...
Never Say Die

continued from page 7

plans for ever using 99.83% of
your frequencies, yet you’re angry
when the FCC starts giving them
to people who have real needs for
them? Please explain this so I’ll
understand your reasoning.

Please don’t tell me about
Novice Enhancement and the
new League stance on no-code—
unless you can point to one single
published goal for amateur
growth that has been planned.
There are no goals because, as
far as I know, there are no plans
for generating any significant
amateur growth. I haven’t seen any
plans from anyone, have you?

Heck, I see very few amateurs
even thinking about it. I get many
of the ham club newsletters and
they’re almost 100% involved
with the day-to-day news of their
area. This repeater is having a
battle with that one. This net is
being jammed. That club had a
picnic. This one visited the local
FAA center. So-and-so worked a
couple of new countries.

I don’t see any grassroots con-
cern over our unused bands,
or any discussion of what to do about
it. No, I see the deck chairs on
the Titanic being rearranged, with
angry battles over which one goes
where and who will get to sit in it as
the ship sinks.

Publish Or Perish

Few ham clubs are able to
maintain their membership and
strength without a dedicated club
newsletter. It’s the glue that helps
hold a club together. It helps keep
enthusiasm high and bring mem-
bers to meetings—even if they
haven’t been covered properly in
the newsletter. Business kills clubs.

It’s inherently boring.

When you organize club events
use the newsletter to drum up
participation. You do this by em-
phasizing how much fun everyone
is going to have. Fun is the key to
participation. As soon as clubs
aren’t fun the attendance will
dwindle. When events aren’t fun
for everyone, they’ll blow away.

So you have to make sure the ben-
efits of participating in activities
are understood by the members.

Get the wives to make the cof-
fee, break goodies instead of buy-
ing el junko supermarket dough-
nuts. Try to remember a basic
of psychology: The more you
give people to do for you, the more
they’ll like you. The more you do
for them, the less they’ll like you.

So get members to work hard for
the club—involve their wives too.

Yes, it’s actually possible for a
ham wife to like a ham club. I real-
ize that my credibility has sunk to
a new low with that one, so give it a
try and see for yourself. Heh, heh!

Club presidents should make
sure the newsletter publisher gets
leaves and recognition: at me-
teams, in talking with other
members, during contacts over
the club repeater, and in the
monthly president’s message in
the newsletter. Lay it on thick.

Once you have a club newslet-
ter going use it as a recruitment
medium for new members. Put
‘em on the complimentary list for
six months or so before giving up.
If you have interesting speakers
or demonstrations at your meet-
ings you’ll get ‘em to come out.

But without the newsletter, how
will they know what fun they’re
missing?

Newsletter editors can get lots
of interesting information to fill
empty pages from Westlink, put
by Bill Pasternak WA6ITF.

This is an excellent source of fast-
breaking ham news and well
worth the cost. The amount of
work this chap puts into his news-
letter is incredible, I highly recom-
end it.

Selling Ads

A newsletter may be of tremen-
dous value in building a club and
keeping it strong, but it can be
expensive to support. Here’s
where selling some ads can make
a big difference—can actually
make a profit. Hey, didn’t you ever
wonder why there are so many
multimillionaire publishers? This
will at least cut down on the mem-
bership dues needed—and could
help buy a bigger and better re-
peater.

How do you sell ads? Well, you
have to do your homework. You
don’t just start calling and visiting
local merchants with an order
blank in hand. I suggest you start
with a demographic study of your
readers. What is their average
family income? How many own
homes? How many cars do they
have per family? How much do
they spend on ham gear per year?

You want to be able to show po-
tential advertisers that they’re
missing a good source of busi-
ness unless they advertise in your
newsletter.

Potential advertisers are go-
ing to want to know about what
readership you’ve got for them so
they can assess the advertising
potential of your newsletter. Write
this up in a one-page presen-
tation.

What should you charge for
ads? Well, how many copies are
you distributing? If you have 100
readers you might charge $10 for
a page, $6 for a half page and $4
for a third page. You don’t have
to go smaller than that.

Who are your best advertising
prospects? They’re all over the
place, and local ham dealers are
solid gold, of course if you have
any. Local ham manufactur-
ers are great, too. But the chances
are you’re going to have to de-
pend more on local merchants (re-
al estate, photo shops, liquor
stores, satellite dishes, car sales,
restaurants) and services (plumb-
ing, car repairs, TV repairs).

See that all ad prospects get a
brochure on the advantages of ad-
vertising in your newsletter. It’s a
great medium for a discount
coupon, by the way.

All this will be lost unless you
make sure the members patronize
your advertisers. Explain that this
is the main difference between
America and Russia—here our
small businesses are the strength
of our country. But small busi-
nesses need to have you buying
from them, so reward your adver-
tisers with business. With any
club cooperation you should be
ATV Transmitter from a Microwave Oven!

Low-cost high-power microwave operation has arrived.

by David Pacholok KA9BYI

WARNING

The following construction project is not intended for novice builders! If you are not qualified to work with 5000 volts and 500 Watts of microwave power, DO NOT attempt construction of this transmitter. The above power level in the microwave region can be lethal.

The author, David Pacholok, and 73 Magazine disclaim any responsibility from mishaps resulting from the construction and/or operation of this project.

The majority of the amateur spectrum allocation lies above 1300 MHz, yet when you scan those bands, you rarely hear anything but band noise. Hams have let these regions fallow because of the idea that microwave equipment is complex, expensive, or just unavailable.

To be sure, there are concepts unique to microwave design, but they are not necessarily harder to grasp than those in lower frequency RF design. And, as microwave applications find a larger place in society, as with ovens, and satellite TV, affordability and availability of surplus microwave equipment constantly increases.

Project Features

The goal for this project was to provide an inexpensive, relatively simple high power microwave transmitter using a microwave oven as the foundation. This project meets the following goals:

• Low cost—less than $200.
• High power output—250 Watts minimum.
• Parts readily available from consumer electronic supply houses.
• Emission type compatible with standard low-cost B/W television receivers.
• Frequency of emission in the 2390-2450 MHz amateur band, compatible with Multi-point Distribution System (MDS) TV downconverters. (Historically, these downconverters have been misused to "pirate" television movie distribution at 2156 and 2162 MHz. They have been widely sold through magazine advertisements and electronic flea markets, so there are tens of thousands of them in existence.)

Figure 1. Graph showing frequency versus Ik for the magnetron. This shows that output frequency is (non-linearly) related to current to the magnetron.

1. The 2M189A magnetron is a current-operated device. The anode-to-cathode voltage changes only about 1 percent, with a 2:1 change in cathode current Ik.
2. Power output is a linear function of Ik.
3. Output frequency is a non-linear (but monotonic) function of Ik, with increased current causing an operating frequency increase. The average frequency "pushing" coefficient is about 0.1 MHz/mA, with a useful frequency swing of about 20 MHz.

What Mode To Use?

The above conclusions ruled out AM double-sideband video, because of the large incidental FM that would result. On the other hand, an FM deviation of 2 MHz would cause incidental AM of only 15-20 percent, so I investigated wideband FM video transmission.

To check compatibility with existing TV receivers, I used an FM video-modulated signal generator as a signal source for an MDS downconverter and a 5-inch monochrome receiver. I got a fair quality picture with the television adjusted for IF slope detection, and with sync and vertical lock achieved at deviations of 700 kHz to 3.0 MHz. The best picture quality occurred at 2.2 MHz deviation.

Modulator Circuit Description

The modulator serves two purposes. First,
it is a high-voltage current source with high open-loop gain, setting the magnetron current to a known value, and establishing a frequency and power output. See Figure 2. U2, a 7805 5-volt regulator, establishes a 6.0 VAC reference voltage which determines the power output. See Figure 2. U1, a 7805 5-volt regulator, establishes a reference voltage adjusted by R5 and R6. This voltage is applied to the non-inverting input of high-speed op amp U1, which drives source follower Q1. The output of Q1, plus R9 and R7, provide negative feedback to U1 in the ratio 5.7:1. At equilibrium, Q1’s drain/source current produces a voltage drop across R11 that equals 5.7 times U1’s non-inverting voltage.

Temporarily ignoring screen grid current, plate current equals cathode current in V1 (a,b combined). Since V1’s cathode current equals Q1’s drain current, VP rises or falls until the V1 grid 1-to-cathode bias causes IP = IK = ID = IS. V1 is therefore a grounded-grid voltage amplifier with a current gain of unity, with enough voltage capability to drive the magnetron. However, to an input voltage at U1, a transconductance amplifier is formed, with transconductance given by:

$$\Delta V = \frac{(R9+R7)}{R7} \left( \frac{1}{R11} + \frac{1}{R9+R7} \right) = 220$$

Bandwidth of this amplifier must be sufficient for the modulator’s second purpose—latching modulation. This must be 4.5 MHz, if you want to include the audio subcarrier. If you want to include the audio subcarrier, you want to limit the current response measured with a current probe in the plate leads of V1 was down 4 dB at 4.5 MHz. Adding C6 (1200 pF) provides a pole for this frequency, flattening the response to beyond 6 MHz. C1 and R8 serve to couple an external 4.5 MHz subcarrier generator to the modulator.

A floating screen supply of about +100 volts is provided, with R28 included to limit screen dissipation. The floating supply allows only plate current (magnetron current) to be included in the control loop. Additional components with functions are:
- R3, R14, and R15, which prevent parasitic oscillation in U1 and V1.
- R12 and R13, which aid output sharing in V1a and V1b.
- D3, which protects Q1 in the case of V1 a-circuit.

Conventional power supply rectifiers, filters and bleeder.

Waveguide/Cavity Operation

The waveguide circuit is deceptively simple: The oven’s TE10 waveguide feed (from tube to cavity) is shorted with a copper plate.
**QRP POWER**

STRAD-PACK rechargeable NiCad 12v battery pack offers 3.5 amper-hour. Powers your portable radio or any other 12v device! Perfect for field excursions!

STRAD-PACK: $79.90
Charger: $59.90

**DOCTOR YOUR COMMODORE!**

Micro Doctor C-64 diagnoses Commodore 64 computer problems without the aid of monitor, drive or keyboard. Display tells you which chip needs attention. A Commodore owner's delight!

Micro Doctor C-64: $150.00

**ORDER FACTORY DIRECT!**
303/789-0424
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**PC HF FACSIMILE 4.0 $99**

Actual VGA Screen Photo

The best computer FAX system just got better!

A complete facsimile reception system for the IBM PC or Compatible. Receives up to 16 intensity levels.

Includes:
- Demodulator
- Software
- Frequency List

Features:
- Print on Epson, or HP Laser Jet
- Disk Save, Zooming, Image processing
- Unattended Image Capture and much more

Software Systems Consulting
1303 S. Ola Vista, San Clemente, CA. 92672
(714)-498-5784

---

**Hi Pro Repeater**

**ELCO**

MAGGIORE ELECTRONIC LAB.
Manufacturers of Quality Communications Equipment

• Repeaters
• Links
• Remote Base
• VHF, UHF
• Receivers
• Transmitters
• Antennas

**Hi Pro 'E'**

EXPANDABLE REPEATER SYSTEM

- A NEW CONCEPT IN REPEATER DESIGN, THE Hi Pro "E" IS AN EXPANDABLE REPEATER WITH THE FOLLOWING FEATURES: A BASIC REPEATER WHICH WOULD INCLUDE A COMPLETE RECEIVER, TRANSMITTER, COR, FRONT PANEL CONTROLS AND INDICATORS, LOCAL SPEAKER AND MIC JACK AND CAPABLE OF FUTURE EXPANSION. ALL HOUSED IN AN EXTREMELY RUGGED, ENCLOSED, 19-INCH RACK MOUNTABLE CABINET.

- THIS SYSTEM CAN BE EXPANDED AT TIME OF PURCHASE OR CAN BE AN AFTER-PURCHASE ADD ON. THE ADD ONS ARE—HIGHER POWER, 110/220 VAC POWER SUPPLY, IDENTIFIER, AUTO PATCH, OR COMPUTER CONTROLLERS. IN ADDITION TO THESE ADD ONS AN ADDITIONAL RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER CAN BE MOUNTED INTERNALLY FOR USE AS CONTROL LINKS, REMOTE BASE OR DUAL BAND OPERATION, ETC.

- AN EXTENSION PANEL IS AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL MONITORING OF THE REPEATER AND CONTAINS ALL NECESSARY METERING, STATUS LIGHTS AND INDICATORS. ALL ADD ONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE COMPANY AND ARE COMPLETE INCLUDING INSTRUCTIONS.

MAGGIORE ELECTRONIC LAB.
600 Westtown Rd.
West Chester, PA 19382
Phone (215) 436-6051
Telex 499 0741 MELCO

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG

---
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The HF5B "Butterfly™
A Compact 2 Element Beam
for 20-15-12-10 Meters
Operate As A Di-Pole on 17 Meters

**Butternut Verticals**

Butternut's HF verticals use highest-Q tuning circuits (not lossy traps) to outperform all multiband designs of comparable size!

**Model HF6V**
- 80, 40, 30, 20 15 and 10 meters automatic band switching
- Add-on kit for 17 and 12 meters available now.
- 36 ft. tall

**Model HF2V**
- Designed for the low-band DXer
- Automatic band switching on 80 and 40 meters
- Add-on units for 160 and 30 or 20 meters
- 32 feet tall - may be top loaded for additional bandwidth.

For more information see your dealer or write for a free brochure.

---

**RF POWER AMPLIFIERS**

- Lowest NF GaAs FET Preamp
- Finest Quality Military Construction
- Off-The-Shelf Dealer Delivery

**SPECIFICATIONS**

| Model | Freq. MHz | Input | Output | Preamp NF Gain +Vdc DC Power A RF Conn. |
|-------|-----------|-------|--------|-----------------|-----------------|-------------|---------|-------------|
| 0508G | 50-54     | 1 170 |        | .6 15 13.6 28 | UHF             |
| 0510G | 50-54     | 10 170 |        | .6 15 13.6 25 | UHF             |
| 1409G | 144-148   | 2 160 |        | .6 15 13.6 25 | UHF             |
| 1410G | 144-148   | 10 160 |        | .6 15 13.6 25 | UHF             |
| 1412G | 144-148   | 30 160 |        | .6 15 13.6 20 | UHF             |
| 2210G | 220-225   | 10 130 |        | .7 12 13.6 21 | UHF             |
| 2212G | 220-225   | 30 130 |        | .7 12 13.6 16 | UHF             |
| 4410G | 420-450   | 10 100 |        | 1.1 12 13.6 19 | N               |
| 4412G | 420-450   | 30 100 |        | 1.1 12 13.6 19 | N               |

Models also available without GaAs FET preamp (delete G suffix on model #). All units cover full amateur band - specify 10 MHz bandwidth for 420-450 MHz amplifier.

Amplifier capabilities: 100-200 MHz, 225-400 MHz, 1-2 GHz, Military (28V), Commercial, etc. also available - consult factory.

---

**EVERY ISSUE of 73 on microfiche!**

The entire run of 73 from September, 1969 through last year is available.

You can have access to the treasures of 73 without several hundred pounds of bulky back issues. Our 24x fiche have 98 pages each and will fit in a card file on your desk.

We offer a battery operated hand held viewer for $75, and a desk model for $200. Libraries have these readers.

The collection of over 600 microfiche, is available as an entire set, (no partial sets) for $180 plus $5 for shipping (USA). Annual updates available for $10.

Your full satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back. Visa/MC accepted.

**BUCKMASTER PUBLISHING**

"Whitehall"
Route 3, Route 56
Mineral, Virginia 23117
703-994-5777
800-282-5628

---

**TE SYSTEMS**

For the past five years, Amateurs worldwide have sought quality amplifier products from TE Systems. Renowned for the incorporation of high quality, low-noise GaAs FET preamplifiers in RF power amplifiers, TE Systems offers our fine line of products through select national distributors.

All amplifiers are linear (all-mode), automatic T/R switching with adjustable delay and usable with drive levels as low as 1/2 Watt. We incorporate thermal shutdown protection and have remote control capability. All units are designed to ICAS ratings and meet FCC part 97 regulations. Approx. size is 2.8 x 5.8 x 10.5" and weight is 5 lbs.

Consult your local dealer or send directly for further product information.

**TE SYSTEMS**

P.O. Box 25845
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 478-0591
(See Photo A). This is analogous to a coaxial or microstrip short, where wavefronts are reflected back with a 180 degree phase inversion. At a quarter guide wavelength from the short:

\[ \lambda_g = \frac{\lambda}{\sqrt{(\lambda/\lambda_c)^2 - 1}} \]

where \( \lambda_c = 2X \) guide broadwall dimension.

The reflection is in phase with the incident wave from the magnetron, and an E-field probe (see Photo B) is inserted at this voltage maximum. Ordinarily, maximum power transfer occurs when this probe is \( \lambda/4 \) in length. Deliberately shortening the probe introduces a reactive mismatch at the magnetron output port. After an unknown number of degrees rotation within the feed structure (Matsushita would not provide tube data), this causes the magnetron to be pulled lower in frequency by some 25 MHz from its design frequency, ensuring legal amateur band operation.

**Floating Operation**

One important feature of this conversion is the modification of the high voltage power supply for floating operation. The original power transformer had one end of the secondary grounded to the frame. I lifted this end and attached it to a high-voltage lead wire. This modification eliminates the need to float the entire modulator above ground, which also requires video-bandwidth opto-isolators. Hi-pot tests at twice the rated voltage confirmed that the modification was reliable.

**EME Anyone?**

Narrow band FM (±5 kHz deviation) requires a clean RF source low in noise and incidental FM. You can use the phase-lock or frequency-lock loop, as shown in Figure 3, with the non-inverting input of U1 equivalent to the varactor control voltage in a conventional VCO.

The following notes discuss sections of the phase-lock circuit, and tell how to wire this circuit into the transmitter unit. Refer to Section A on the schematic—the overtone VXO circuit. The entire unit should be temperature controlled at \( 70^\circ \)C by "crystal ovens," or something similar. The oscillator drifts around 100 Hz per degree, causing about 1.6 kHz per degree for the frequency out drift. Stability is traded off for simplicity in this design.

Refer to the 151.85 MHz crystal in the VXO circuit. Choose this crystal after you build the oven video transmitter and measure the stable operating frequency range using one UBPS85 and a 600 MHz counter. Now refer to the crystal oscillator tank coils, to the upper right of the crystal on the schematic. You fabricate this by winding six turns of #24 wire on a 3.3 \( \frac{1}{2} \)W carbon resistor. Then, wind one turn of feedback winding, tightly coupled, and one turn of output winding, loosely coupled.

Now look at Section B, the connection between the VXO and the IOC. There is about 0.6V PEP for 300 Hz VXO deviation, which results in about 5 kHz of magnetron deviation. The VXO deviation is linear up to about \( \pm 10 \) kHz output (magnetron) deviation.

In Section C, the IOC is cheap 'n' dirty, but plenty effective. The *Handbook* has a better—and more complicated—version of this. Finally, at Section D, find the two-foot lead of RG-174 that comes off pin 6 of the LF357 IC. Attach this to pin 2 of U1 in the transmitter circuit (Figure 2). Before doing this, however, be sure to remove the 4.5 MHz audio subcarrier at R8, and the video input.

You have now converted the microwave oven transmitter to use with NBFM (±5 kHz) voice mode! Now adjust the magnetron cavity probe length and R6 until the magnetron locks up at all times during the magnetron anode warmup (5–7 minutes).

**Transmitter Improvements for NBFM**

- Bypass D5 and D6–D17 with 0.0005 to 0.001 \( \mu F \) 3 kV minimum caps. This reduces "hum bars" in the picture and low-level audio buzz in the NBFM mode.
- Isolate the metal case of the 0.74 \( \mu F \) (on T1) capacitor from ground with plastic blocks, nylon screws, or other means. This will also reduce hum bars and buzz.
- Using insulated standoffs, isolate T1 laminations, and frame from ground. This will further reduce hum bars and buzz, and will result in better insulation in T1 after mods.
- Disconnect the magnetron filament feedthrough from ground! Otherwise you won't get full video bandwidth, and the NBFM mode PLL filter won't work (no phase margin). See Photos C and D.

**Performance**

Spectrum analysis indicated the performance of the transmitter. The 1st Bessel null display \( (I_k = 160 \) mA, \( V_p = 3500 \) V, Mod. index = 2.4, Mod. freq. = 1 MHz, and center freq. of 2.431 GHz) shows that the modulation is primarily FM.

**Additional Comments and Observations**

The following notes may or may not apply to the system if the NBFM phase-lock system is installed. Warm-up drift is significant over the first ten minutes of operation, representing about
The complete unit. except the phase-lock SJS and up to 10 dB. Also, TYRO receivers use Elevation handling Telephone: design.

Small “hum bars” are visible in the picture, due to the floating high voltage power supply. This effect is caused by the 60 Hz switching of the diodes, varying the capacitance to ground at the magnetron cathode. These transients are out of the control loop. Grounding the power supply and floating the modulator at high voltage is a solution, as is floating the magnetron and cavity. Either would increase circuit complexity and increase exposure to hazardous voltages.

As with any non-locked oscillator, a change in system load impedance will change the frequency of operation. A high power isolator is one solution, albeit an expensive one. I used a stretch line to measure the load pulling effects of a 1.5:1 VSWR over all phase angles. The frequency changed ±6 MHz as the phase angle varied. At the design frequency of 2430 MHz, all modulating products should remain within the amateur band. This is not a trivial problem, and may require line trimming or line stretchers to place the phase angle in a stable region. The lowest possible antenna VSWR is the best solution to the line-pulling problem.

Beware!

Remember, for this project, SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT! This transmitter has 4 kV DC and high power microwave energy present. Use a microwave leakage detector to check the integrity of the modified unit (see Photo E). You can buy an inexpensive detector suitable for the job. Also, retain the door interlocks (I installed the modulator in the now-unused cooking cavity.) Antennas can easily have high gain at this frequency—DO NOT POINT THEM AT PEOPLE OR OTHER LIVING BEINGS!

Although this is not a “high performance” television transmitter, it represents a low-cost effort to achieve significant power output at microwave frequencies.

Readers interested in finding out more about this project can contact the author for details, at Creative Electronics Consultants, 1815 W. Higgins Road, Sleepy Hollow, IL 60118, Telephone: (312) 428-5676.

Article materials, except the phase-lock system, were drawn from the March 1989 issue of RF Design.

Photo E. Microwave leakage detector—a must for this project!

Photo F. The complete microwave oven ATV transmitter unit. The transmitter circuit is located in the oven’s cooking chamber.

Heavy Duty switch for true 1 Kw POWER – 2 Kw P.E.P.

Ceramic with Coin Silver

Switch Contacts

Single Pole, 3 Position.

Desk or wall mount

All unused positions grounded

#CS-3G - UHF connection / $36.50*

#CS-3G-BNC - BNC connection / $43.95*

Single Pole, 5 Position.

All unused positions grounded

#CS-5G - UHF connection / $46.50*

#CS-5G-BNC - BNC connection / $59.50*

*Shipping and handling for any item add $2 each.

B-W BARKER & WILLIAMSON

Quality Communication Products Since 1932

At your Distributor or call

10 Canal Street, Bristol PA 19007
(215) 788-5584

CIRCLE 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 375 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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**IRON POWDER and FERRITE PRODUCTS**

**AMIDON Associates**

Fast, Reliable Service Since 1963

Small Orders Welcome  Free 'Tech-Data' Flyer

Toroidal Cores, Shielding Beads, Shielded Coil Forms, Ferrite Rods, Pot Cores, Baluns, Etc.

12033 OTSEGO STREET, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91607

**CATALOGS**

**HAM**
- Transceivers
- HF-VHF-UHF
- Antennas
- RTTY-Packet
- Receivers
- Books & Accs.
- Books & Accs.
- HAM 50 page
- With prices!

**SWL**
- Receivers
- Antennas
- Headphones
- RTTY-FAX

**Send to:**
- 1280 Aida Drive, Dept. 73
- Reynoldsburg, OH 43068

**Serving Amateur Radio Since 1942**
Mobile HF Antenna Modification

This month's column describes a simple, easily-reversible modification to the standard Hustler mobile antenna that will yield a substantial (2 to 3 dB) improvement in its performance. HF mobile operators using other brands of antennas may be able to realize similar gains, depending on their design, by using the methods discussed here.

Mobile Antenna Limitations

By far the majority of HF mobile antennas are short vertical whips. The mobile environment places severe restrictions on antennas, foremost of those restrictions being a limitation in antenna size. To understand why short antennas are a handicap in mobile operation, you must first recall that the radiation resistance of a vertical antenna is proportional to its length. The shorter the antenna, the lower the radiation resistance. A low value of radiation resistance in itself is not bad, but for any antenna to radiate efficiently, most of the applied power must be "dissipated" in the radiation resistance. An antenna with low radiation resistance will operate efficiently only if other losses are kept very low. Those other sources of loss include power lost in any loading coils, and power lost in the ground. Therefore, to radiate the strongest signal possible, the radiation resistance needs to be maximized while the coil and ground losses are held to a minimum.

At a home station, it is possible to build an efficient short vertical antenna by using a large number of ground wires to minimize ground losses, and using well-designed coils in order to keep coil losses at a minimum. In the mobile setting, however, coil size is limited by wind-loading, and there would seem to be little control of ground losses, which tend to be relatively high. Since the antennas used on vehicles tend to be quite short (in terms of wavelength) while ground and coil losses are fairly high, mobile antenna efficiency on the lower HF bands tends to be dismal. By dismal, I mean feeding 100 Watts of your 3.9 MHz signal into the antenna, but having only 5 (I) Watts radiated; the other 95 Watts heat the loading coil and the ground. What can we do to improve on that low efficiency? I'm glad you asked.

Making the Best of It

A few years ago, the ARRL published a book entitled The ARRL Antenna Compendium, Vol. 1. One of the articles in that book was "Optimum Design of Short Coax-Loaded High-Sensitivity Mobile Antennas," by Bruce Brown W6TWW. That article contained much good advice on mobile antenna installations (most of the information also occurs in the latest [15th] edition of The ARRL Antenna Book). His advice, in short, was to maximize radiation resistance and minimize coil and ground losses. He also provided some suggestions on how to carry out these recommendations.

Offhand, there would seem to be little a mobile operator could do to minimize ground losses short of driving his car into the surf on his next visit to the beach. Some experimentation by Mr. Brown, though, indicated that ground losses could be markedly reduced by mounting the antenna as high above ground as possible. That means, all else being equal, that mounting your antenna near the top of your vehicle will give better signal strength than if it's bumper-mounted.

As an example of the magnitude of that effect, he reported a ground resistance of 2.5Ω with the antenna mounted near the roof of a station wagon, but 0Ω when bumper-mounted on a mid-sized sedan. This change in ground resistance is further compounded by the lower radiation resistance of base-loaded antennas, compared to center-loaded verticals. Base-loading a bumper-mounted mobile antenna therefore results in reduced efficiency because losses are increased while radiation is simultaneously decreased.

Now consider coil losses. Here, the base-loaded antenna would seem to have an advantage over the center-loaded whip because it requires only half the value of coil inductance to attain system resonance than the center-loaded coil. However, if that coil is mounted near metallic surfaces, it is likely to have losses greater than anticipated. That is important to consider if you plan on bumper-mounting a base-loaded antenna.

It may come as a surprise to some, but loading coils manufactured for commercial antennas are not of optimum design. For greatest Q, and lowest losses, a loading coil's diameter should be twice its length. I doubt you've seen many mobile antennas with that shape. The problem with optimally designed coils, of course, is wind-loading. It doesn't do much good to have an ultra-low loss coil for 75 meters when the thing won't stay in one piece on the road.

Another problem for those of us who try to make our own, more efficient, loading coils is that they can be difficult to protect from the weather. I have had commercially manufactured coils that were so severely detuned after driving all day in torrential rains that they were completely useless until brought in and dried out.

The same can happen, and often does, with coils you manufacture yourself. And, of course, there is also the mechanical problems associated with building your own coils and integrating them with other components. Therefore, all things considered, I decided to use stock Hustler coils (kW version) when attempting to modify the Hustler system.

Of the losses I mentioned earlier in this article, the one yet to be discussed is the power lost in the radiation resistance. Of course, this loss is desirable, since it represents radiated power. To maximize the transmitted (or received) signal, the radiation resistance needs to be maximized. The radiation resistance is proportional to the frequency and the length of the antenna, so we can increase our mobile antenna's efficiency by either going higher in frequency and/or making the antenna longer.

Longer is Better

 Naturally, there are some limits as to just how long an antenna you can have while operating mobile, particularly if you mount the antenna high on your vehicle, but I felt that I could safely extend the length of my Hustler antenna and perhaps reap an increase in signal strength.

From a study of W6TWW's data and other information available in The ARRL Antenna Book, I estimated that by lengthening the mast section of the Hustler system by 36 inches, I would be able to obtain approximately 3 dB in increased signal strength. I arrived at those figures by first finding the loading coil reactance of an 8-foot antenna tuned to 3.9 MHz with the loading coil placed 4.5 feet above the base. True, although the Hustler resonator is mounted 4.5 feet above its base, the overall length is somewhat over 8 feet. Nevertheless, I assumed the tuned mount would be somewhere in the ballpark, and proceeded with the analysis.

Alongside the data for the loading coil reactance for an 8-foot whip, was similar information for a 11-foot antenna. Since I planned to use the same coil (and therefore the same inductive loading reactance) for my modified antenna, I simply read from Brown's graph what height the loading coil should be above the base of an 11-foot antenna—approximately 7.5 feet, or 3 feet higher that the coil's original position.

The next step was to estimate what 3 extra feet in mast length would buy me. Mr. Brown provided some radiation efficiency data in his article that compared the efficiencies of 8- and 11-foot whips with various combinations of ground losses and coil Q. Study of those curves indicated that it should be possible to gain as much as 3 dB on the 75 meter band by going from an 8-foot to an 11-foot antenna, other factors being equal.

That value could also be obtained by comparing the differences in radiation resistance between 8- and 11-foot antennas (RR = h/362, where RR is radiation resistance in ohms, h is height in electrical degrees, and 312 is a constant). Three dB gain for the price of 3 feet of aluminum sounded good to me, so I found a section of tubing with the appropriate diameter and fitted it over the upper end of the Hustler mast with ample overlap for mechanical support. The extension tubing had a short lengthwise slit cut in the bottom end so that compression clamps could hold it in place. The clamp was placed lengthwise in the tubing with threads exposed; it provided the feed point. The continued on p. 63
Microwaves and Satellites

Hamsats complement this month's microwave topic. AMSAT-Oscar-13 provides two modes for microwave Earth stations.

Mode L operates with an uplink centered on 1269.5 MHz and a downlink of 435.86 MHz. (A complete frequency chart is shown in the December 1988 Hamsats column.) The transponder, nearly 300 kHz wide, is activated for two hours per orbit whenever the satellite's antennas are aimed at the Earth's center. Stations running as little as 300 Watts effective radiated power (ERP) have made consistent CW contacts. Five Watts into a yagi with 18 dB gain works, but reliable SSB operation requires more power or a better uplink antenna.

Mode S, our newest satellite mode, uses 70 cm for the uplink and 13 cm for the downlink. The system was designed to perform successfully with 2.5 kW ERP on the uplink. Downlink signals were to be strong and equal to the telemetry beacon. Unfortunately, it hasn't been working out that way. In late April, Bill McCaa KB9RZ offered an explanation of what is happening with the Mode S transponder.

The system was designed for two possible operational states. One is telemetry beacon ON and passband OFF, and the other is beacon OFF and passband ON. Due to what appears to be a component failure or wiring error, the command to activate the passband and turn off the beacon is not getting through from the main computer.

Contacts made via the S transponder are driving through a transistor switch that is biased off. During bench tests prior to launch, Bill discovered that signals could be forced through the passband while the beacon was on only when signal levels were increased by 20 dB. This uplink penalty means that to get a beacon-level downlink signal, an Earth station now needs over 200 kW ERP. This is a far cry from the 2.5 kW level originally anticipated, but all is not lost.

In the October 1988 Hamsats column, I described my Mode L uplink system. It included eight Watts through 65 feet of Belden 9913 coax to a single 45-element loop yagi. My returns were weak and SSB contacts few, but it worked.

I wanted to improve this. I replaced the feedline with Andrews 1/2" Heliax and added a solid-state amplifier from Down East Microwave. The 65 foot run of 9913 had about 3.5 dB loss at 1269 MHz while the Heliax showed less than one dB loss. My net gain was 2.5 dB. The amplifier provided 33 Watts output for eight Watts in. Net gain was just over 6 dB. The total 8.5 dB increase in ERP has made CW contacts easy, and SSB contacts reliable most of the time. Since my legal deed restrictions do not allow dishes or large uplink arrays, I needed more power for further improvements.

Back to Tubes

In the October 1987 issue of 73, Pete Putman K7TB2 described a commercial tube-type power amplifier suitable for 1296 MHz. (73 sells back issues if you don't have October 1987 in your collection.) If you have one of these Adler amplifiers, congratulations! They are hard to come by, but occasionally they show up at swap meets.

The article, "Everyman's Microwave Amp," explained some very simple modifications to the cavity-style unit which would provide nearly 100 Watts output for 10 Watts in. Performance is excellent in the high end of our 23 cm band, but it drops dramatically at lower frequencies. At 1269.5 MHz (the Mode L uplink) the output is less than the input. The following modifications, forcing the unit to tune lower, solve the problem.

The first step is to remove the shims used in the original modification to increase the output cavity's size. The reason for this is that the amount of shimming necessary to get to 1269.5 MHz will make it impossible to hook up the input connector.

There are two rods that position the cavity plunger when tuning the output section. They need to be about one-half inch shorter. Remove the mechanical tuning assembly and unscrew the plunger rods. They are threaded on one end and accept screws on the other. Carefully cut off one-half inch from each rod at the female end. Re-drill the screw holes and re-thread for 6-32 screws. The shorter rods allow the cavity plunger to bottom out before the tuning assembly has reached its end. Install the shortened plunger rods, but do not put the mechanical unit back in place yet.

The input circuit was originally

Continued on page 70
ALL MODELS HAVE 1 YEAR WARRANTY
Optional factory installed rechargeable battery pack available

**DigiMax instruments corp.**

| MODEL | PRICE | FREQUENCY RANGE | ACCURACY OVER TEMPERATURE | READOUTS | SENSITIVITY TYP | POWER Req.
|-------|-------|-----------------|---------------------------|----------|----------------|----------------
| D900  | $149.95 | 50 Hz-12 MHz | 1 ppm 17.5°C TCXO | 8 | 15 to 50 MV | 8-15 VDC 100 MA
| D510  | $179.95 | 50 Hz-1.5 GHz | 0.1 ppm 10°-40°C | 10 | 15 to 50 MV | 8-15 VDC 100 MA
| D612  | $259.95 | 50 Hz-2 kHz | 1 ppm 10°-40°C | 9 | 15 to 50 MV | 8-15 VDC 100 MA
| D1200 | $299.95 | 10 Hz-2 kHz | 1 ppm 10°-40°C | 10 | 15 to 50 MV | 8-15 VDC 100 MA

AC-12 AC-ADAPTER $8.95 T-1200 BNC-BCA 21" ANT. $8.95

**SUPER PERFORMANCE BATTERIES**

**SUPER ICOM**

SUPER ICOM BP-7S, 13.2 volts, 900 ma, double the capacity of the Icom BP-7. $89.95

SUPER ICOM BP-8S, 9.6 volts, 1200 ma, 50% more capacity than the Icom BP-8. $89.95

**SUPER KENWOOD**

SUPER KENWOOD PB-255/PB-265, 8.4 volts, 900 ma, double the capacity of the PB-25/PB-26 for the PB-250, 2600/3500/3600. Charge with either the standard wall charger or drop in charger, 3 inches high. $65.00

**SUPER YAESU**

SUPER YAESU FNB-4SH, 12 volts, 1000 ma, double the capacity of the Yaesu FNB-4. $89.95

SUPER YAESU FNB-3S, 9.6 volts, 1200 ma, triple the capacity of the Yaesu FNB-3. $89.95

Field Day All-Band Antenna

Ready to Use
Fastest Install
Cost Effect
Flexible
3000 V Insul
Kink-Proof
Full Legal Power
No Loopy Traps
Low Noise
Never Corrodes

ORV. $49.95 250-10 Includes 40-page soft manual

ORV, $59.95 250-10 D version

In stock now at

Infotag 51
Box 50625, Provo, UT 84605
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NEW ONLINE CALL DIRECTORY

Our new HAMCALL service gives you 494,114 + Hams, via your computer. $29.95 per year — unlimited use!

BUCKMASTER PUBLISHING

Mineral, Virginia 23117

703: 894-5777 800: 282-5628

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SUPERIOR PACKS AVAILABLE FOR ALL YOUR BATTERY NEEDS, WRITE OR CALL TODAY FOR A COMPLETE CATALOG. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Made by Hams for Hams

**VIDEO I.D. BOARD**

- Custom Graphics with your Call Sign
- 4 Screens (2 Hi-res/2 color bar)
- 12 VDC Operation
- Instant Video ID
- Video Relay for switching in Live Camera Video
- Built-in Automatic Sequencer-Timer (steps through all four screens)

VDG-1 with pre-programmed calls: $99

Call or write for catalog of available graphics

**ELKTRONICS**

12536 T.R. 77, Findlay, OH 45840
(419) 422-8206

12536 T.R. 77
Fairfield, NJ 07004
(201) 222-6020

ELKTRONICS

149 Palmer Road • Southbury, CT 06488
(800) 634-8132 in CT (203) 264-3985

CIRCLE 68 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SUPERIOR PACKS AVAILABLE FOR ALL YOUR BATTERY NEEDS, WRITE OR CALL TODAY FOR A COMPLETE CATALOG. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Made by Hams for Hams
Microwave hilltoppers understand the importance of knowing EXACTLY where they are. With their antennas positioned just a few degrees off, they will never be able to contact each other. For microwave work, you not only need your exact position, but also an ultra-accurate way to determine bearing (magnetic or true) to that distant station. How many times have you been hilltopping and discovered you really didn't know where you were, and had absolutely no way of figuring out where that dirt road was where you parked your car?

Enter Fluxgate

One of a new breed of portable Loran-C receivers, and a fluxgate digital compass (see photo), solve these problems instantly. This whole affair weighs less than three pounds, and runs nicely from a flexible solar panel! (See sidebar for an explanation of Loran-C.)

How They Work

Hand-held and portable digital fluxgate compasses are the latest rage among mariners and pilots. These electronic compasses do not use a conventional floating magnetic card. Rather, they sample the Earth's magnetic field referenced to a tiny ferrite bar inside the electronic compass assembly. A built-in computer then analyzes the phase differences between the magnetic variations, and gives you a magnetic readout accurate to better than one degree! Mount this on your 10 GHz horn, or microwave dish antenna system, and there's no question about the magnetic or true bearing you have your system aimed at! The digital readout is easy to see at a distance, and it's rock steady. It's back-lit for night viewing, and the entire assembly only draws about 150 mA.

Easy System Powering

Your hilltop portable radio position determination station would start with a small 12 volt power source. I use a Yuasa gel-cell that gives me 12 volts at 6 ampere hours. This can run my NAV station the better part of a day. Hooked to that battery is a Sovonics "Sun Pal" Model 110 solar panel system. The panel

About Loran-C

"Loran" stands for Long Range Navigation. Our country and coastal waters are blanketed by 100 kHz radio signals from US government megawatt stations. You can easily hear the transmitting characteristics of your local Loran-C stations by tuning your general coverage ham receiver down to 100 kHz. The signal sounds like the drone of an airplane.

Loran-C stations are usually set out in groups called "stars," with one master station set in the center of the star, and two or more secondary stations arranged around the master, as points on the star.

Refer to Figure 1. The curve of all points having the same difference in distance to a pair of stations is called a Line Of Position (LOP). The intersection of two or more LOPs, shown in the figure by dashed and dotted lines, fixes receiver position.

A master station broadcasts a series of nine pulses, coded so the receiver can identify it as the master. Secondary station S1 waits a precise interval, and then broadcasts eight pulses. The difference in the time of arrival of these two groups of pulses—TD1—at any Loran receiver in the area determines which LOP the receiver lies along, as shown in Figure 1.1

S2, after a longer delay than S1, broadcasts its own eight pulses. The difference in arrival time between the Master and S2 signals—TD2—locates the receiver along a second LOP oriented in a different direction, as shown in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.3 shows the intersection of the two LOP curves. The intersection point is the receiver "fix." In many current Loran receivers, a computer calculates the fix and reads your location in latitude and longitude, or in time delay numbers superimposed on marine and aeronautical navigational charts.

Each group of Loran stations is identified by its Group Repetition Interval (GRI). The GRI is a four-digit number that is entered by the navigator when you wish to manually select chains.

There are enough Loran-C chains throughout the United States to provide you with excellent Loran-C radio-location capabilities. All you need is a simple receiver with base-loaded whip antenna.

A high quality Loran receiver will track the Loran signals with a random error of about 1/10th of 1 microsecond (0.000001 second). The effect of this error of position accuracy depends on where the set is with respect to the Loran station it is receiving signals from. Signal tracking error generally causes short-term random position errors from one hundred to five hundred feet. Loran accuracy using latitude and longitude is usually better than one-quarter mile! Loran accuracy using charted TDs (Time Difference) is usually better than a few hundred feet. Position repeatability, using ground wave signals during daylight hours, is usually better than an incredible fifty feet!

Loran Users

Most Loran use is from commercial and recreational mariners that ply our coastal waterways. Many mariners are extremely untechnical, yet they adapt easily to calculating their location using Loran TD readouts and their local nautical chart. Aviation Loran receivers are now quite popular, and many pilots, as well as mariners, navigate from one point to another using the Loran's "waypoint" feature.

You simply key in the distant waypoint, and the Loran computer determines the line-of-sight bearing to that distant waypoint, either magnetic or true. Pilots and mariners head for that distant waypoint and let the Loran update them for their estimated time of arrival, their speed over land, and the amount of error off the desired heading course.

If you have questions on Loran-C, write or phone the Chief Aids to Navigation Branch, at the district office near you, or at Loran-C Education and Information Project, US Coast Guard Headquarters (G-NNR/TP14), Washington DC 20593. Tel. (202) 472-5857.
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measures 18 1/4" x 12 1/4" x 3.3" when folded, and generates almost an amp of power on a clear, bright day. It's flexible and fits nicely in a backpack. It will actually run my ICOM 02AT full power out, on transmit, with no battery connected!

**Loran Receivers**

A Loran receiver draws approximately 1 amp at 12 volts DC. Loran receivers are easy to buy by mail order. All mail order marine electronic companies sell inexpensive Loran sets. (See address above.)

Don't spend more than $600 for a Loran set unless you have a boat or an airplane, and you plan to use all of the advanced waypoint features these more expensive sets offer. Many West Coast hams, getting into Loran for the first time, start out with the E&B "ASB 2001 Sea Ranger" Loran, a good performer. It comes with a base-loaded preamplifier, antenna assembly using coax as the feed. Simply screw any type of whip into the 1/4" twenty-four threads and you have a terrific antenna system. Even twenty feet of wire works well.

Good grounding techniques lower the DC noise floor and allow your unit to pick up more distant Loran chains. Experiment with the whip to come up with the best combination for a good signal. All Loran sets offer a signal-to-noise ratio display that allows you to play around with the antenna and ground connections. All indicators on a Loran unit are visual.

---

**New from AOR**

**2000 Channels**

5MHz to 1500MHz

- Covers 5MHz to 1500MHz in AM/FM/Wide FM modes.
- Continuous coverage.
- 2000 Channel Memory.
- 1984 Scan Frequencies & 19 Search Groups.
- ScanSpeed speeds up to 36 channels of information per second.
- Built in RS-232 computer interface.
- 25 Day Satisfaction Guarantee. Full Refund if not satisfied.
- Size: 3 1/4 x 11 3/4 W x 10 3/4 D. Wh. 2 lb. 10 oz.
- Supplied with AC & DC power cords.
- Telescopic antenna.

$695.00

---

**Figure 1. Diagrams of a Loran "star" group, that supplement the description in the sidebar.**

The digital fluxgate compasses may also be hand-held, and they are available for approximately $125, manufactured by Autohelm (also found in the E&B catalog). I prefer a larger fluxgate compass, and I use the Kvh Industries' Azimuth 100 compass that mounts directly on my 4-foot 10 GHz dish antenna set. It has a memory function that also allows me to recall previous dish headings.

Portable and Fast

All of this equipment fits nicely in a backpack. You can trudge to the mountaintop with your hands free to carry the rig and your antenna assembly. It takes the typical Loran set approximately five minutes to acquire the signals, analyze the time delays, and begin reading out your position. Once the Loran set is locked onto your local chain, position updates take place several times a second. Your digital compass is an instant-on affair—turn it on, swing to the desired magnetic direction, and rest assured that that's the way to the other station!

Bring along some topographic charts. Find a marine or aeronautical chart with the printed Loran lines of position to further verify time delay readings. Calculate ahead of time the intersection of grid squares to find a hilltop that allows you to go from one grid to another.

The Loran system of today (Loran-C) is a dramatic improvement over the old Loran-A system of years ago. Loran is designated in the official navigational plan and is listed as one of the most accurate systems available for mariners, aviators, trackers, and hikers. There's no reason we shouldn't be using it, too, thanks to the low cost and availability of some very small Loran sets and digital compasses. This gear will definitely give you a new "direction" on hilltopping.
Radio Direction Finding

Joe Moell PE K8OV
PO Box 2508
Fullerton CA 92633

High-class T-Hunting

Come to the starting point of a transmitter hunt any weekend in southern California, and you'll see a line-up of eager contestants. Most of them have vans, trucks, or 4-wheel drive runabouts, with a beam or quad on a mast sticking up through a hole in the roof.

Active T-hunters are just like other hams who are serious about their special interests. We all know that serious DX chasers go to great pains to assemble their stations with state of the art rigs and ambitious antenna arrays. The contestants take care to lay out their equipment for efficient, easy-to-use operation. Likewise, successful T-hunters equip themselves with an array of well-functioning gear that gives reliable performance, set up to minimize errors and lost time in the heat of battle.

Outfitting for Mobility

Our "All Day" hunts, held several times a year, are the ultimate test for DFers, who may spend all day and then all night looking for a hidden T that could be 200 or more air miles from the starting point. Many All-Day hunt devotees prefer 4-wheel drive vehicles, such as Broncos and Blazers for their mountain-goat traction. Others are partial to trucks, big or small, because of their power and ruggedness.

Trucks and 4X4s are nimble, but certainly not roomy. That's a problem for those who have lots of radios to mount and hunting gear to carry, especially if there are two or more persons on the team. More and more hunters are finding that a good solution to the space problem is a van. Full-size vans and mini-vans built on a truck chassis (such as the GM Astro and Safari) are plenty rugged. They take to the boonies well because of their high ground clearance. Be sure to get the nonslip differential, heavy duty electrical system, and extra large gas tank options!

When April WA60PS and I got an 8-passenger van for T-hunting (we sometimes have lots of ride-alongs), it was easy to decide how to swing the various rotatable antennas. For us, a through-the-roof mount was the only way to go. The driver, the front-seat navigator, and even a mid-seat passenger can turn the mast. No one gets wet or cold reaching out an open window in the rain. There are no worries about getting ticketed for excessive antenna overhang. The 5 X 8½ foot roof provides a large enough platform for simultaneous operation of a Doppler DF and a quad.

Just like every ham shack, every hunter's setup is unique in some way. We carefully planned our T-hunt setup to meet our needs, but it would certainly work well for any active VHF T-hunter. Take a "systems approach" as you plan your own installation. Look at all the types of hunts you may want to tackle and all the equipment you may want to add. Then plan ahead.

Turning the Antenna

Once you set aside the natural reluctance to drill a big hole in your shiny rooftop, the rest is easy. The bushing (see Photo A) is two PVC plumbing fittings, a 1¼- to 1½-inch threaded reducer on top, and a 1¼-inch threaded-to-slip adapter screwed into it from the bottom through a 1-1/16-inch roof hole. Grind down any fillet on the shoulder of the lower piece so it seats properly.

PVC fittings have pipe threads, so they aren't designed to screw all the way into one another. You'll have to shave down the thread of the lower piece with a triangular file until it goes all the way into the top piece and the assembly doesn't rotate inside the roof hole. Don't force the fittings, or they'll crack.

Put some silicone seal around the roof hole and use a homemade gasket of tire patch rubber to waterproof the bushing installation. When not hunting, cover the hole with a 1½-inch pipe cap. You could mount an extra whip antenna on it, like the scanner antenna in the photo. When hunting, a bathroom plunger, which friction fits on the antenna mast, keeps rain from running down inside (see Photo B).

Photo C shows the mast coming down into the van interior through the roof console. When you close the trap door after the hunt is over and the mast is removed, the bushing is out of sight. Unfortunately, the GM roof console includes a factory-installed corrugated steel support member that is difficult to drift through. It took a 2½-inch rotary hole saw and lots of patience.

Also visible in Photo C is an aircraft compass, mounted to the roof console and turned toward the driver at an exact 14.7 degree angle. That makes it easier to read, but more important, it automatically corrects for the magnetic declination in southern California. The canted compass indicates vehicle heading relative to true north instead of magnetic north, saving valuable plotting time.

The upper section of the antenna mast is ¾-inch Schedule 40 PVC pipe, slotted for exit of the coax where it joins the tee handle.

![Figure 1. Driver's side view of the console box. Wood screws (#8 X 1½ inches) hold the top, bottom, back, and sloping front into the two trapezoidal pieces.](image)
PLUG INTO PACKET!

Simple and Easy.

Here’s the easiest packet radio yet, you don’t even have to buy a TNC to join the digital revolution. Just let your PC do the work. Plug a PC Packet Adapter into any expansion slot and get on the air in minutes, just like an expert. And you’ll still be able to use the PC for other work! The complete VHF system is only $139.95!

Sophisticated, Too.

When you’ve mastered the basics, use the PC*Packet Adapter for simultaneous dual-band HF/VHF, multic和平, DDS/ TCP/IP, DXer’s PacketCluster, 2400 baud (and higher). Even use the Developer’s Package to write your own packet application.

Software Included.

Unlike others, DRSI includes all the software you need. The THS terminal package has split screen, file save/send, binary file transfer, print, scroll, review and more.

2400 BAUD

Many areas are upgrading their packet nets to this higher speed. DRSI’s M-24 modem for 2400 baud connects simply with no modifications to your rig and lets you operate both 1200 and 2400 simultaneously with your present radio. Step up to this new speed for just $79.95, today!

Call or Write for complete Product Catalog

AMATEUR TELEVISION

SURVIVES 100,000 FT. FALL

KPA5 1 WATT ATV XMTR ON 434 MHZ WORKED PERFECTLY IN WB8ELK LIVE CAMERA BALLOON THROUGH 100,000 FT AND BACK TO CONTINUE RUNNING EVEN AFTER FREE FALL IMPACT IN THE MOJAVE DESERT! VIDEO SEEN FOR 300 MILES.

KPA5-E board $169

Shouldn’t your ATV transmitter be as reliable? Weather you want to put one in a balloon, R/C model, Robot, use as portable ATV xmr, or get one in our ready to go TX70-1 for the shack, with P.C. Electronics you see the best! Companion receiving downconverter board TVC-2G $49, or ready to go in a cabinet - TVC-4G $89.

TX70-1 XMTR $259

TVC-4G RECV CONV. $89

THE ATV TWINS

Hams, Call or Write for our latest catalog of ATV gear! Transmitters sold only toTech or higher licensed amateurs verified in latest Callbook or copy of new license. 5/89

(818) 447-4565 m-f 8am-5:30pm pst. Visa, MasterCard

P.C. ELECTRONICS

2522 Paxson Ln Arcadia CA 91006

Tom (W6ORG) Maryann (WB6YSS)

N6KW QSL Cards

The finest QSL Cards at reasonable prices. Basic Cards, map cards, cartoon cards, photo cards and more. Your idea converted to ink or use standard designs. 747 Ink colors, any card stock. Photos b/w or beautiful color. Have cards that fit your style. FREE SAMPLES - postage appreciated.

KW Litho - Dept. 73
P.O. Box 17390
Ft. Worth, TX 76102

WHERE’S THE BEAM?

Unbelievable DX Gain Antenna for 80 thru 10
• Easily hidden • Install Fast • Fixed or Portable 
There’s a 20 meter antenna with real DX Power hidden in this picture. You can’t see it, and your neighbors can’t either. But it works DX harden! 

KPA5-C board $239

FREE SAMPLES - please send for complete catalog.

Call or Write

73 in 1988

How often have you asked yourself, “Where did I see that article/review on that rig?” Or wanted to locate a fabulous article but could remember only the name of the author and/or calling? Now you have an excellent resource - 73’s compiled Index for 1988. This is a complete listing of all of our reviews, features, and columns, and a complete keyword listing for every issue from January through December 1988.

The index is available in a printed format, on an MS-DOS 3½" floppy disk (ASCII format), or by direct upload (have your credit card number ready). The hard-copy is two dollars, and the floppy costs five. Uploading costs five dollars at 1200 baud, and the floppy costs five dollars at 2400 baud.

Call or Write for our latest catalog of ATV gear! Transmitters sold only toTech or higher licensed amateurs verified in latest Callbook or copy of new license. 5/89

THE ATV TWINS

Hams, Call or Write for our latest catalog of ATV gear! Transmitters sold only toTech or higher licensed amateurs verified in latest Callbook or copy of new license. 5/89

(818) 447-4565 m-f 8am-5:30pm pst. Visa, MasterCard

P.C. ELECTRONICS

2522 Paxson Ln Arcadia CA 91006

Tom (W6ORG) Maryann (WB6YSS)
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I have built several rotary antennas, including quads and yagis for various VHF bands, each with its own upper section. It’s easy to take a piece of PVC pipe, cut it, slot it, and drill it to make an upper mast for any new experimental antenna.

The lower mast section, including the tee handle for easy turning, is used with all rotary antennas. It’s made with thin wall (Class 125) ¾-inch PVC pipe with a broom handle inside for strength and rigidity. A pair of 8-32 X 2 inch bolts and wing nuts securely fasten the two mast sections together, making it easy to set up and take down. The rounded bottom end of the broom handle turns freely inside a cup made from a 1-inch PVC pipe cap and 1-inch slip fitting glued together with PVC glue. The receptacle mounts flush inside the console box (see Photo D).

For accurate bearings, there’s a 360-degree protractor around the hole and a pointer on the mast. I cut the head off a size 8d box nail, mounted it into the electric drill chuck, and drove it into a 7/64-inch hole in the mast (pointed end out) for a tight fit. A small light bulb attached to the attenuator shines on the protractor for night hunting. To get a beam heading on the fly, read the pointer indication and the compass indication in degrees, then add them. Subtract 360 degrees if the result is over 360. The result is a ‘true bearing,’” that is, a bearing relative to True North.

The Custom Console

I’m no woodworking expert, but the console box is simple enough to be within even my limited carpentry abilities. I made it from a single eight-foot plank of ¾-inch thick particle board shelving, 11½ inches wide. There are two trapezoidal pieces, cut as shown in Figure 1 to form the left and right sides. The remainder of the plank is cut to form the top, bottom, back, and sloping front, all of which bolted into the edges of the side panels.

The rear panel goes only part way up, to give access to the interior. A heavy duty fabric belt holds just about any large or small transceiver securely in place on the front. Photo D shows 2 meter and 1½ meter transceivers stacked. You can swap rigs for hunting on other bands in just seconds.

The console top holds important accessories, such as the attenuator and low-noise RF preamp, all of which use type BNC RF connectors for rapid reconfigurations. All items are secured with Velcro™ strips. Hidden behind the seat back in the photo are holsters for handi-talkies, made from plastic shrink tubes. There’s even a charger to keep the HT batteries topped off. The inside of the console box has lots of room to store miscellaneous hunting necessities, such as transceiver, compass, HT batteries, and maps.

I thought I’d have to bolt the console box to the floor or the seats to keep it from sliding around, but it hugs the carpet so well that it wasn’t necessary. Not having to unbolt it makes it easy to move it out of the way for engine servicing. If yours slips, drive nails through the bottom board so that they protrude a quarter inch or so into the carpet.

Thanks to everyone who has written with their comments on “Homing In.” I’m eager to hear more about your area’s T-hunts. Next month we’ll have a noise meter project for hunting very weak signals.

HAMSATs, Continued from page 64

![Figure 2. 1269 MHz amplifier input tuning box connection.](image)

designed for frequencies above 1.3 GHz. This circuit will do fine at 1296, but it doesn’t even come close at 1269.5 MHz. It includes a capacitor wrapped with a coil, and a resistor. Remove them and replace the capacitor/coil combination with a piece of wire. Be careful not to damage the socket assembly or the RFC chokes (the three to six loops of wire on the filament lines).

Reinstall the mechanical tuning assembly. The basic amplifier modifications are now complete. Pete’s article mentioned a ‘line stretcher’ that he used to match the 50Ω output of his exciter to the tube’s input. If you have one of these, you are ready for microwave DX via satellite. If you don’t, here are instructions for a simple matching network which can be built with only a few parts.

**Constructing a Matching Network**

Photo A shows an input matcher mounted via the TNC jack on the amplifier. Photo B shows its internal wiring, while Figures 1 and 2 define construction dimensions and parts placement. The design was derived from the 1.2 GHz amplifier project in The ARRL Handbook.

**When using a strong 3CX100A or 2C39WA, output will be between 70 and 80 Watts. The output cavity is at its maximum possible dimension with no room for further tweaking. This precludes any operation in the lowest portion of the 23 cm band, but this cost-effective amplifier can add several dB to your uplink signal and provide easy SSB and CW contacts in all situations. Remember to tune it first at low power levels.**

**Dish Notes**

For those of you who can install a dish antenna without antagonizing anyone, the "Inexpensive Mode-L Dish Antenna," an article by Keith Berglund W6GZDP in the May 1989 issue of 73 can provide a fast way to a better uplink.

When building the dish from the article, note that Figure 2 of that article on page 18 calls for a one-inch floor flange on both sides of the antenna hub. The flange going to the feed assembly should be 0.75 inch or even 0.5 inch. It doesn’t take much to support the can-type feedhorn.

The feedhorn drawing in Figure 4 of Keith’s article does not show the distance from the back of the can to the center of the N-type panel connectors. Set this distance to 3.2 inches. Refer to the cover photo of the May issue for feedhorn mounting details and enjoy a fine home-brew dish antenna.
As right, a’ready! NOW, the popular electronics and amateur radio books you’ve been hounding poor old Uncle Wayne for are here! Now you can build up your hamshack library with these soft-cover favorites.

- **The Packet Radio Handbook** by Jonathan L. Mayo KR1RT "...an excellent piece of work. Well worth reading for both the experienced and the new packeteer...the definitive guide to amateur packet operation." - Gwyn Reedy WI6EL Only $14.95.


- **DX Power: Effective Techniques for Portable Amateurs** by Eugene B. Tillot K3RSG 250 pages, 10 illustrations $10.00.

- **The World Ham Net Directory** by Mike Witsik New—second edition now over 650 net listings. This book introduces the special interest ham radio networks and shows you when and where you can tune in. $9.95.

- **Transmitter Hunting: Radio Direction Finding Knowledged** by Joseph D. MoeII K0IV and Thomas N. Court W4U1Z 336 pages, 248 illustrations $17.95.

- **The Digital Novice** by Jim Grubbs K9EI Your guide to the fascinating world of communication that has just opened up for thousands of amateurs. Now you can learn about everything from Morse code to the latest in packet radio technology. $8.95.

- **RTTY Today** by Dave Ingram KAT1W The new and only up-to-date RTTY book in existence. Covers all facets of RTTY—RTTY and Home Computers—most comprehensive RTTY guide ever published. Fully illustrated. A must for RTTY fans. 112 pages. $8.95


- **1989 Passport to World Band Radio by International Broadcasting Services, Ltd.** You can have the world at your fingertips. You’ll get the latest station and time grids, the 1989 Guide’s and more. 240 pages. $14.95.

- **Shortwave Directory** by Frank Bailey A complete directory listing all domestic and foreign station frequencies data from 1.6 MHz to 30 MHz. Over 6,000 listings of Air Forces, Navies, Army, energy, spy, smugglers, pirates/clandestines, aero federal space, interpreted on many man小事。 Covers all transmision types of modes. SSB, RTTY, FAX, CW and AM. $17.95.

- **The Hidden Signals on Satellite TV** by Thomas F. Harrington and Bob Cooper Jr. New book shows and tells how to tune in to the thousands of Telephones, Data, Tele, Teletype, Facsimile Signals on the new 1.2 GHz TV satellites, covers equipment, hook-ups, where to tune. Only book covering these secret signals on the satellites, plus 128 subcarriers. 224 pages. $19.95.

- **QGTE Morse Tutor** Flyflop disk for IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles. Learn the International Morse code or improve your capabilities. One diskette will take you from beginner through extra class in easy self-paced lessons. Sun

### UNCLE WAYNE’S CODE TAPES

We’ve had so many phone calls from people wanting our famous 73 code tapes that we’ve decided to bring them back!

#### "Genius"
5 wpm This is the beginning tape, taking you through the 36 letters, 10 numbers and necessary punctuation, complete with practice every step of the way. The ease of learning gives confidence even to the faint of heart. $5.95.

#### "The Sticker"
6+ wpm This is the practice tape for those who survived the 5 wpm tape, and it’s also the tape for the Novice and Technician licenses. It is comprised of one solid hour of code. Characters are sent at 15 wpm and spaced at 5 wpm. Code groups are entirely random characters sent in groups of five—definitely not memorizable! $5.95.

#### "Back Breaker"
13 wpm Code groups again, at a brisk 13+ wpm so you’ll be really at ease when you sit down in front of a steel-eyed volunteer examiner who starts sending you plain language. You’ll need this extra margin to overcome the sheer panic universal in most test situations. You’ve come this far, so don’t get code shy now! $9.95.

#### Courageous"
20 wpm Congratulations! Okay, the challenge of code is what’s gotten you this far, so don’t quit now. Go for the Extra class license. We send the code faster than 20 wpm. It’s like wearing lead weights on your feet when you run; you’ll wonder why the examiner is sending so slowly! $9.95.
Uncle Wayne's Bookshelf

First Book

The Basic Guide to VHF/UHF Ham Radio
by Edward M. Noll
This book provides a first rate introduction to life on the 2.6 and 1.25 meter bands as well as 23, 33, and 70CM. $6.95

Crash Course in Electronics Technology by Louis E. Frenz Jr.
With a proven format of programmed instruction, this book teaches you the basics of electricity and electronics in a step-by-step, easy-to-understand fashion. $21.95

Shortwave Radio Listening with the Experts by Gerry L. Dexter
Do you sit for long hours in front of a radio receiver listening to faint sounds and noises? Then you’re a SWL or DX er, and you can probably use some help. $22.95

Mastering Packet Radio: The Hands-on Guide by Dave Ingraham
Packet radio is the hottest, most rapidly expanding area of amateur communications. Written for the amateur enthusiast, mastering Packet Radio will put you on the cutting edge of this digital communications revolution $12.95

ABC’s of Electronics by Earl Jacob Waters
Written for anyone wanting to learn the basics of electronics, this is a comprehensive, well illustrated look at the fundamentals of electronics and electronic applications. $12.95

The World Is Yours for Only $4.00

Yes, places you’ve never even heard of! Nearly 400 DX countries gleaned from the Awards List of dozens of IARU members—more countries than any other map available anywhere! ARRL’s DXCC map doesn’t even come close!

Uncle Wayne's Bookshelf Order Form

☐ The Packet Radio Handbook $14.95
☐ The Beginner’s Handbook $16.95
☐ DX Power: Effective Techniques $10.00
☐ Transmitter Hunting: Radio Direction $17.95
☐ The Digital Novice $9.95
☐ The Commodore Ham’s Companion $9.95
☐ Master Handbook of 1001 Circuits $19.95
☐ World Press Services $8.95
☐ RTTY Today $8.95
☐ Shortwave Clandestine Confidential $8.95
☐ Shortwave Directory $17.95
☐ The Hidden Signals on Satellite TV $19.95
☐ GGTE Morse Tutor floppy disk $20.00
☐ Radio Handbook $29.95
☐ Basic AC Circuits $24.95
☐ Easy-Up Antennas $16.95
☐ First Book of Modern Electronics $12.95
☐ Commodore 64 Troubleshooting $19.95
☐ C64/128 Programs For Amateur Radio $14.95
☐ Fun Way into Electronics Vol. 1 $9.95
☐ Fun Way into Electronics Vol. 3 $9.95
☐ Basic Electricity & Electronics - Vol. 1 $11.95
☐ Shortwave Electricity & Electronics - Vol. 2 $11.95
☐ Solid State Projects You Can Build $10.95
☐ 555 Timer Applications Sourcebook $9.95
☐ 178 IC Designs & Applications $12.95
☐ Forest Mims’ Circuit Scrapbook II $19.95
☐ Crash Course in Electronics $21.95
☐ Shortwave Radio Listening with $22.95
☐ Mastering Packet Radio $12.95
☐ ABC’s of Electronics $12.95

☐ Magic of Ham Radio $3.95
☐ 1999 Passport to World Band $14.95
☐ Genius Code Tape $5.95
☐ Stickler Code Tape $5.95
☐ Back Breaker Code Tape $5.95
☐ Courageous Code Tape $5.95
☐ DX World Map $4.00
☐ Weather Satellite Handbook $16.95
☐ One Evening Electronics Projects $8.75
☐ The Basic Guide to VHF/UHF Ham Radio $6.95
☐ World Ham Net Dir. $9.95
☐ FCC Rule Book $5.00
☐ ARRL Data Book $12.00
☐ Interference Handbook $12.00
☐ ARRL 1989 Handbook $21.00
☐ Solid State Design $12.00
☐ ARRL Antenna Book $18.00
☐ ARRL Operating Manual $15.00
☐ Technician/General Class $5.00
☐ Advance Class $5.00
☐ Extra Class $8.00
☐ Novice Antenna Notebook $8.00
☐ ARRL Repeater Directory $5.00
☐ Satellite Anthology $5.00
☐ Low Band DXing $10.00
☐ Satellite Experimenters $10.00
☐ Gateway to Packet Radio $10.00
☐ Tune in the World Kit $15.00
☐ Tune in (book only) $12.00

You may order by mail, telephone, or fax. All payments are to be in US funds. Please add $2.50 for shipping and handling for all orders. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

Name:

Street:

City State Zip

TOTAL $

☐ AE ☐ JMC ☐ VISA ☐ Check/Money Order
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ABOVE AND BEYOND

VHF and UHF Operation

Chuck Houghton WB6IGP
San Diego Microwave Group
6345 Badger Lake
San Diego CA 92119

Coaxial Connectors

There are many different types of connectors in use today for amateur applications, plus various military and space applications. Hams use different frequency spectrums, so they need several types of connectors. Choosing the correct connector can be confusing.

PL-259 (UHF)

The most common type of connector used today is the UHF or PL-259 connector, intended for larger cables such as RG-8. You will find it on high frequency transceivers, and on a lot of the VHF/UHF commercial transceivers in production. This connector was used in a lot of military equipment until it was dropped during the early 1960s. It’s still used in amateur radio equipment, mainly because it’s relatively inexpensive: about $1 each for the chassis or cable connector.

The UHF connector is not weatherproof and does not exhibit a normalized impedance through the connector. By “normalized impedance,” I mean that the ratio of the inner pin to the outer shell size is constant and conforms to a standard design impedance, producing a low SWR through the connector. At frequencies up to about 200 MHz this is of little concern, if you’re not fussy. You can use it at slightly higher frequencies, but I don’t recommend this. The maximum peak voltage rating for the UHF connector is 500 volts.

You can use the UHF connector with RG-58 and RG-59 cables if you screw an adapter for the smaller coaxial cables into the rear of the PL-259. Without this adapter, the PL-259 (UHF) connector must be used with RG-8 cables directly. The UHF connector is a versatile connector, but keep in mind that it is not a good performer at VHF/UHF frequencies. It’s ironic that it’s called a UHF connector but really can’t be used there! The UHF connector goes in the same category as the RCA phono and similar connectors: They connect cable ends together but give attention to little else. At high frequencies (30 MHz) this is just a small problem, but at 300 to 500 MHz the UHF connector’s performance is marginal.

BNC/TNC

The next most widely used connector in amateur applications is the BNC connector, most familiar on 2 meter HTs. This connector is one of the early designs that’s good to 10,000 MHz. Currently, it’s not really used above 3 GHz in most applications, but this is due to operator preference rather than to connector limitations. The BNC connector shields the inner conductor well, using beryllium copper fingers that make good contact between the mating connector shields. This advantage, combined with its quick-disconnect snap-on twist operation, makes the BNC a very good connector.

The BNC is rated for a standard impedance of 50Ω and 500 RMS volts peak.

There is also a screw-in type that is very similar to the BNC, called TNC for “threaded type connector,” that is useful where there’s high vibration. The BNC and its cousin the TNC are identical in almost all respects, keeping in mind that the BNC is twist-on and the TNC is threaded on. (The BNC and the TNC will not mate with each other). Most of the military surplus equipment available has BNC rather than TNC fittings.

The BNC type of connectors make up the bulk of medium coaxial cable connectors in amateur use. BNC connectors are used on RG-58 (50Ω), RG-59 (75Ω), and similar size cables. Loss factors on either of the two cables aren’t very good on frequencies above 50 MHz. I use the BNC connectors at 10 GHz but adapt them to use 0.141" hardline or semi-rigid coax to keep loss very low. Most applications with RG-58 or 59 is restricted to short lengths of cable where cable loss is not too important. Short runs in mobile applications are where these cables shine as they can be routed in small channels to hide the cable run.

Type N-Type C

A very popular connector favored by the UHF operator is the type “N” connector. The type N connector is truly a weatherproof connector and may be used outside. (Weatherproof or not, it’s a good idea to wrap outside connections with a layer of rubber tape, and cover them with a layer of good electrical tape.) The N connector features a high peak voltage rating of 1500 volts and provides a true constant impedance through the connector.

The N connector is a threaded connector and is intended for use with larger coax cables like RG-8. There is a type “C” connector which is identical in all respects to the N connector, except that it is a twist snap-on. The C connector is made for the larger coax cables like RG-8. Both the N and C versions are weatherproof and are specified to 12.4 GHz. The two types are equal in performance, but the type N has found its way into more equipment and is far more popular than the type C. The type N is found on a lot of commercial test equipment, attesting to its excellent use at microwave frequencies. N and C connectors cost new about $4–7 each; the chassis mating connector is $2.75. The N connector is easily available in the surplus market and at swap meets.

Please note that with these connectors you can specify a type N connector in either 50Ω or 75Ω. (There is no such specification with the PL-259 connector; one size fits all types.) This can cause a problem if you’re buying surplus parts: The 50Ω N connectors will not mate with the 75Ω N connectors. You won’t notice the difference at first glance, but look closer. The 50Ω connectors have a slightly larger center pin diameter than the 75Ω N connector. Look carefully and be sure of what you have!

I have more equipment in my ham shack that uses the N connector than I can count. Almost all test equipment has the 50Ω connector (unless it’s intended for the TV industry, which specifies 75Ω).

Almost all of the products in recent publications using larger connectors have selected the type N connector. This popularity stems from the constant impedance and applications with larger low loss coaxial cables in use at frequencies from 450 MHz and up. The N connector really shines in use with preamplifiers and such. Most of the newer GaAsFET designs have been shown using the N type connector in frequencies below 5 GHz.

N connectors cost more, but they’re worth it. When you are...
PORTA-BEAM Model DL-146
At last! A completely portable 2 meter three element Delta loop beam. Easy to set up with no small parts to lose. Low VSOW over entire 2 meter band. Gain equivalent to a 4 element Yagi. All elements and feed line with BNC connector store inside a 3 ft boom. An ideal emergency antenna, backpackable (18 oz.), general field use with accessory mast. Money back if not fully satisfied.
P.O. Box 520011-S
Salt Lake City, UT 84152 AM (801) 277-4205
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REPEATER AUDIO INTERFACE MODULE

- INPUT AND OUTPUT AUDIO MUTE LOGIC CONTROLS

- PLUG-INS CONNECTORS SUPPLIED

- 12VDC

- ON-BOARD AMP FOR EXTERNAL SPEAKER

THE SYSPAC AUDIO INTERFACE VARIABLE FREQUENCY SHAPING MODULE PROVIDES REPEATER OPERATORS WITH THE ULTIMATE AUDIO CONTROL. THE 2T, 2U, 2V, 2W, 2X, 2Y PLUS THE 2Z, YOU CAN DEVELOP YOUR OWN "ON/AMP" SIGNAL TO USE SEPARATE BASIC AND TIGHT CONTROLS FOR EACH OF 3 MIXED INPUTS. INDEPENDENT GAIN LEVELS OF ALL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS IS PRODUCED TO FACILITATE SYSTEM SETUP OF MANY REPEATER AUDIO LINK. AIN, ETC., NO MORE COMPLAINTS OF MULTIMODER OR HOLLOW AUDIO!

SYSPAC INC
PO BOX 2546, SYRACUSE, N Y 13220 (315) 699-7513
ORDER FACTORY DIRECT - COD'S WELCOME - $89.00 FREE SHIPPING
NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD 7% TAX
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IRON SLEEVE

Only $19.95
Place a hot soldering iron in your toolkit without having to wait for it to cool! Saves wasted time!
Insulated center post; won't melt the hot tip. Fits most popular soldering irons. 12" long, 1/2" in diameter.
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NEW PRODUCTS!!

VAK-TENNA

IDEAL FOR APARTMENTS!
For 2m/6 & 2m or更高的モニター接続同様にTP. With "T" case and choice of BNC, PL-259 or other connectors. $99.95. MORE MODELS AVAILABLE.

WINDOW COUPLER

Rein your coax from inside to outside through the glass! No Holes! No Plished Coax! No Drafts! 2MTR & 440 V.H.F., with leads 8 ft and 1000 sf, hundreds and now for 2" walls. Resists moisture with tin coated tape. Specify BNC or UHF/750/50 Ohm coax.
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SIGNAL INTENSIFIER

Receiver Preamps/Linearizers

Announce the latest reception. MANY MODELS AVAILABLE, including the following:

RPF-40 1-1500MHz 10/16th 1440 $99.95
RPF-40 1-1500MHz 10/16th or 1440 (Generic) 1440 $99.95
RPF-5R 10/16th & CB 15/16th gain. (16-4) wired for use with transmitters under 40 watts. $149.95

ELECTRONIC PROCESSING, INC
PO BOX 708
MESFORD, NY 11793
(516) 764-9178

TAPE SAVER

Interfacing switch Voice monitoring and castless recording on and off in record during ETL/RX, RX/FS to add video tax.
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...at last... your shack organized!

A beautiful piece of furniture—your XYL will love it!

$199.50 S-F RADIO DESK Deluxe - Ready to Assemble

Designed with angled rear shelf for your viewing comfort and ease of operation.

FINISHES: Walnut or Teak Stain. Floor Space: 38" Wide by 30" Deep

Addtional Information on Request.

Checks, Money Orders, BankAmericard and Master Charge Accepted.

P.O. Box 6230 — PHONE (213) 837-4870

$219.95
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NEW ETCHED COFFEE CUPS!!

$7.95 Each BLACK or BLUE

A R L L. LOGO Add $1.00

13 OZ. GLASS MUG AVAILABLE

Checks Payable To:

TAO SKOGEN
P.O. Box 3205
Fox Valley Station
Aurora, IL 60504
(312) 805-5972

Company LOGO's and Custom Orders Welcome. Add $2.50 Shp. & Hand.
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This connector shines in small receiving preamplifier and filter applications. Without a connector that will give constant impedance through its connection, you would get an impedance bump causing SWR discontinuity. This discontinuity is very pronounced at microwave frequencies because the size of the connector begins to become a sizable fraction of a wavelength. The SMC connector is quite small, less than ¼ inch in diameter, and is intended for use with miniature coaxial cables as well as with miniature rigid-type cables.

"Consider that most amateurs keep a feedline and antenna system ten years or more... Spend a little extra and your connectors and feedline won't let you down."

Most microwave applications specify use with rigid coaxial cables because loss is minimal when using short lengths: You are not concerned with 10 inches or 10 feet of cable at 30 MHz as loss is relatively unimportant in such a short length. As you increase frequency, the length and distributed capacitance and other factors also increase the loss of the cable. For instance, at 10,000 MHz (10 GHz) a 10-inch piece of braided Teflon" cable showed a loss of 0.3 dB.

Replacing the braided Teflon cable (using SMA connectors) with a 10-inch piece of semi-rigid (hardline) cable 0.141 inches in diameter reduced the loss to something under 0.3 dB. You wouldn’t use this type of cable to make long runs at microwave frequencies, but it’s ideal for tying all parts of our microwave projects together. The heavy use of the SMA connector in both industry and with the microwave amateur make this SMA connector very versatile indeed.
MFJ, Benchers and Curtis team up to bring you America's most popular keyer in a compact package for smooth easy CW

The best of all CW worlds - a deluxe MFJ Keuyer using a Curtis 8044ABM chip in a compact package that fits right on the Benchers iambic paddle!

This MFJ Keyer is small in size but big in features. You get iambic keying, adjustable weight and tone and front panel volume and speed controls (8-56 WPM), dot/dash memories, speaker, sidetone, 2.5Kw PEP, and push button selection of automatic or hand keying/tone

mode. It's also totally RF proof so that tube and solid state rigs. Use 9V battery or 110V AC with MFJ-1305, $9.95.

The keyer mounts on a Benchers paddle to form a small (4 1/8 x 2 5/8 x 5 1/2 inches) attractive combination that is a pleasure to look at and use.

America's favorite paddle, the Bench, has adjustable plaid plaid plaid contacts, lucite paddles, chrome plated brass, and a heavy steel base with non-skid feet. You can buy just the keyer assembly, MFJ-4228X, for only $79.95 to mount on your Benchers paddle.

Artificial RF Ground

MFJ-931 $79.95
You can create an artificial RF ground and eliminate RF "bites" feedback, TVI and RFI when you let the MFJ-931 resonate a random length of wire and turn it into a tuned counterpoise.

MFJ-931 also lets you electrically place a far away RF ground directly at your rig. No matter how far away it is -by tuning out the reactance of your ground connection wire. 7'x2x2/3 x 2 in.

Antenna Bridge

MFJ-2048 $79.95
Now you can quickly optimize your antenna for peak performance with this portable, totally self-contained antenna bridge.

No other equipment needed - take it to your antenna site. Determine if your antenna is too long or too short, measure its resonant frequency and antenna resistance to 500 ohms. It's the easiest, most convenient way to determine antenna performance. Built-in resistance bridge, null meter, tunable oscillator-drivers (1.8-30 MHz). Use 9V battery or 110 VAC with AC adapter, $9.95.

Super Active Antenna

"World Radio TV Handbook" says MFJ-1024 is "a first rate easy to operate active antenna ... quiet ... excellent dynamic range ... good gain ... very low noise factor ... broad frequency coverage ... excellent choice."

Mount it outdoors away from electrical noise for maximum signal, minimum noise. MFJ-1024 covers 50KHz to 30 MHz. Receives strong signals from around the world. 20 dB attenuator, gain control. ON LED Switch two receivers and aux. or active antenna. 6x23x5 in. Remote unit has 54-inch whip, 50 ft. coax and connector. 3x2x4 in. 12 VDC or 110 VAC with MFJ-1121, $9.95.

MFJ Coax Antenna Switches

MFJ-1701 $34.95 MFJ-1702 $21.95 MFJ-1704 $59.95
Select any of several antennas from your operating desk with these MFJ Coax Switches. They feature mounting holes and automatic grounding of unused terminals. They come with MFJ's one year unconditional guarantee.

MFJ-1701, $34.95. Six position antenna switch. SO-239 connectors. 50-75 ohm loads. 2 K SW, 1 KW PEP, 1 KW CW. Black aluminum 10x3x11/2 inch cabinet. MFJ-1702, $21.95. 2 positions. Cavity construction. 2.5 KW PEP, 1 KW CW. Insertion loss below .2 db. 50 dB isolation at 450 MHz. 50 ohm. 3x2x2 in. MFJ-1704, $59.95. 4 position Cavity Switch with Lightning/Surge protection device. Center ground position. 2.5 KW PEP, 1 KW CW. Extremely low SWR. Isolation better than 50 dB 500 MHz. Negligible loss. 50 ohm. 4x4x1/2 in.

"Dry" Dummy Loads for HF/VHF/UHF

MFJ-1700 $29.95 MFJ-1701 $69.95 MFJ-1702 $109.95
MFJ has a full line of dummy loads to suit your needs. Use a dummy load for tuning to reduce needless (and illegal) CRM and save your finals. MFJ-260, $29.95. Air cooled, non-inductive 50 ohm resistor. SO-239 connector. Handles full load for 30 seconds, derating curve to 5 minutes. SWR less than 1.3:1 to 30 MHz. 1.5:1 to 60 MHz. 2V/2V/3x7 in. MFJ-262, $69.95. Handles 1 KW. SWR less than 1.5:1 to 30 MHz. 3x3x13 in. MFJ-264, $109.95. Variable VHF/UHF Dummy Load. An MFJ first. MFJ-268, $109.95. 0.25 W dummy load. MFJ-268, $249.95. 1 KW dummy load. MFJ-268, $249.95. MFJ-268, $249.95.

12/24 Hour LCD Clocks

MFJ-1008 $9.95 MFJ-1078 $19.95
Huge 5/8 inch bold LCD digits let you see the correct time from anywhere in your shack. Choose the dual clock that has separate UTC/local time display or the simple 24 hour cam h clock.

Lighted Cross/Needle SWR/Wattmeter

MFJ-815 $99.95

Deluxe Code Practice Oscillator

MFJ-557 $249.95
Deluxe Code Practice Oscillator has a Morse key and oscillator unit mounted together on a heavy steel base so it stays put on your table. Also portable because it runs off a 9 volt battery (not included) or an AC adapter (9.95) that plugs into the side.

Earphone jack for private practice. Tone and volume controls for a wide range of sound. Speaker. The key has adjustable controls and can be hooked to your transmitter. Sturdy, 8½x2½x3¾ in. One year unconditional guarantee

MFJ AC Voltage Monitor

MFJ-4230 $19.95 MFJ-850 $29.95
Prevent damage to rig, computer or other gear. Monitor AC line voltage for potentially damaging high or low voltages. Single black out conditions on 2-color expanded 95-135 volt scale. Plugs into any AC outlet. 2% accuracy. 2½x2½x1½ in.

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC.
P.O. Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 329-5686; FAX: 53490 MFJSTK
Nearest Dealer or Orders only: 800-644-1800
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Coaxial Cables

The “Coaxial Cable Loss: Quality Comparisons” table shows the commonly used coaxial cables and provides some loss figures comparing the various types. These coaxial cables are what is normally stocked at amateur retailer stores. For the microwave frequencies, the cables used are mostly a variety of the RG-8U types. I have used several pieces of RG-9BU, which is very similar to RG-8, except that it is a double-shielded braid. This makes it more difficult to assemble the connectors, but the effort is worth it. The double shield allows less leakage than its single-braided counterparts. I did not find RG-9 available from retailers so I did not list it. RG-213 is useful at frequencies up to 10 GHz in short lengths to connect test equipment together. I think most of us have obtained similar cables in microwave test sets from surplus deals.

At frequencies above 1 GHz you should try to minimize feedline loss. One method to lower feedline loss is to mount the equipment near the antenna so that the IF signals at a lower frequency will be cabled to the operating position, allowing you to locate the microwave transmitter and receiver at the antenna.

This is by no means a complete list of cables and connectors—the list was prepared to give you some idea of what is available. As you can see, the loss factors in comparison to the #318 Heliax® cable look dismal at best. The cost is high, but it’s well worth it. That’s why most commercial installations use Heliax for the very low loss. Remember that three dB of loss means that one-half of your power into the cable is absorbed by the cable. That means that if you select RG-174 and use a 100-foot length at 30 MHz, you will have a 6 dB loss with a transmitter that has 50 Watts output. The antenna will receive 12.5 Watts on the other end of the coax.

That’s just one reason why 9913 costs 50% more a foot than RG-174. The 9913 is a poor man’s Heliax cable, and cost versus performance is very good. The 9913 is a very good cable. It will never be equal to a true Heliax cable like 318, but the price difference makes up for that. Beware of bargain priced cables and connectors. Many of these “No Name” connectors are junk! They don’t solder well, and the center insulation of the PL-259 melts when you solder the braid. You can recognize them by the shiny, almost plastic, finish and by the “No Name” printed on them. The good ones are all stamped with identifying companies’ names and types.

Even if price is your only objective, consider that most amateurs keep a feedline and antenna system ten years or more. Spend a little extra and your connectors and feedline won’t let you down!

Hodgepodge

The Ventura Amateur Radio Club was presented with a 50-year affiliation certificate from ARRL section manager Tom Geiger. Congratulations for 50 years of club activity! The club is presently putting together plans for a group 10 GHz construction project.

The QST “‘New Frontier’” column in March 1989 described two 10 GHz Gunn oscillators connected through a “Magic T” to lock the two oscillators to each other, providing more output than the two oscillators combined normally do. I tried it, and my spectrum analyzer display went nuts. I tried this after Kent WASVJB stated that he’d had the same result. The oscillators locked over a very narrow adjustment, but did not obtain the higher power output. On a spectrum analyzer, the output locked very dirty. Is there anyone that has made this work? Possibly Kent and I have done something wrong. All this in the pursuit of 10 GHz power!

The North Texas Microwave Society is hosting the 1989 Microwave conference. Ever since its conception in 1985 by Don Hillard W8FW, it has been held in the Estes Park, Colorado area. Don is taking a break and has allowed the North Texas Microwave Group to move the conference south for a year. This year the conference will be held at the Flagship Inn in Arlington, Texas, October 5, 6, 7 and 8th. October 9th is Columbus Day and may be a holiday for some of you. The location is very near the site where the 1987 Central States VHF Society Conference was held. The ARRL has again agreed to publish the proceedings.

The Flagship Inn is located half way between Dallas and Ft. Worth, minutes away from the DFW airport, and very near “Six Flags Over Texas.” Room rates are $50 per night, and a block of rooms has been reserved. Technical sessions will take place both Friday and Saturday. There will be swaptests, noise figure contests, and a surplus tour of the area. These are only part of the events planned in addition to the series of technical sessions. Contact Al Ward WB5LUA at (214) 542-6817, or Wes Atchison WASTKU at (817) 482-3814 for information.

---
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**Figure 2. Bargraph of effective frequency limits for popular connectors.**

- **Coaxial Cable Loss: Quality Comparisons**
  - **TYPE**
    - RG-8
    - RG-9
    - RG-174
    - RG-213
  - **OMS**
    - SMA
    - TNC
    - C
    - N
  - **FREQ**
    - 0.5
    - 1
    - 2
    - 4
    - 12.4
    - 15
    - 18
    - 26
  - **LOSS dB/100 FT.**
    - 30 MHz
    - 150 MHz
    - 450 MHz
    - 1 GHz
    - 5 GHz
  - **COST/FT.**
    - HRO
    - TEXAS T
    - AES
  - **NR**
    - Not Recommended

**Suppliers:**
- Ham Radio Outlet
- Texas Towers
- Amateur Electronic Supply
- 5375 Kearny Villa Rd.
- 1108 Summit Ave. Ste.#4
- 4826 W. Fond du Lac
- San Diego CA 92123
- Plano TX 75074
- Milwaukee WI 53216
- (214) 442-7306
- (414) 442-4200

---
antenneX

"The mini-magazine for antenna experimenters"

DO YOU —

• Have a busy mobile signal on all bands?
• Need an inexpensive directional antenna for 16 meters?
• Can’t choose between a vertical or horizontal antenna?
• Need a low noise antenna for 12 meters?
• Want to design an antenna but don’t want to redo the Welfare?
• Need a program for antenna design and antenna mapping?
• Want to find out if someone else has solved your problem?
• Don’t know what antenna is best for hams or others?
• Need a quick mobile antenna for the car?
• Want a cheap automatic antenna controller for any type rig?
• Just want to learn more about antennas?

THEN YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE TO - antenneX

antenneX is a mini-magazine for antenna experimenters from the new ham to the oldtimer. There is something for everyone. From computer-aided design to reference tables of dipole measurements to a question and answer column. Everyone will find something of interest.

A one year subscription is only $11.97 for Continental USA and possessions. $17.00 for foreign surface mail.

Send your subscription to:

P.O. Box 8995 Dept. 19 Corpus Christi, TX 78412
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UAI-10 AND UAI-20
UNIVERSAL REPEATER/LINK
AUDIO INTERFACE

Detailed application manual
Low power operation, 15ma @ 12v
CTCSS decoder on the UAI-20 only
Assembled, tested, one year warranty
Link monitor-mix/mute/mute control
Adjustable repeater/link/DTMF audio outputs
Selectable DTMF mute on repeater and link audio
Repeater, link, auxiliary and control audio inputs

UAI-10 — $44.00
UAI-20 — $89.00

CREATIVE CONTROL PRODUCTS
3168 Ranting Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81504
(303) 243-9405
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R-7000 Widespan Panadaptor

Panadaptor especially designed for the R-7000 receiver. For use with a standard scope. Variable span width from 1 to 10 MHz. Uncover unknown elusive signals. Complete with all cables, & 90 day warranty. $349.95 Shipped. Pa. res. add 6%.

GTI Electronics
RD 1 BOX 272
Lehighton, Pa. 18235
717-368-4032
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HAM HELP

We are happy to provide Ham Help listings free, on a space available basis. Please type or neatly print your request on a full-size sheet of paper. Use upper and lower case letter— not all capitals. Be sure to print numbers carefully. A “1” and “I”; “7” and “T” or “I” and other numbers and letters can be easily misread when they are not printed clearly. “U” and “V” can also be confused. Thank you for your cooperation.

I have two FAX machines I’d like to put to use. They are Qwiq model 1000 and model 1200. I need a manual, schematic, paper type, and source. Thanks for any help.

Chuck Pound
207 West Street
Mineral Point WI 53565

I am looking for anyone who has modified a Heath HW-101 in any way. I am especially interested in solid-state substitutes for tubes within the rig. I will pay for any photocopying and mailing costs.

Jack Burris
DA2UI/ZN8C
C Co 1/54 Inf
Box 22998
APO NY 09139

I need manual or instructions for the California Computer System model 7470 BCD A/D converter card for the Apple II computer. Will pay copying and mailing charges.

Waldo Ognerro
Box 32 Site 7 SS 1
Calgary AB Canada T2M 4N3

Wanted: Information on modification of Dentron “Clipperon L” to operate on 10 meters. Thanks.

Larry Sellars KB5EIX
104 Dennis St.
Lake City AR 72437

Need the SERVICEMAN’S Manual, showing BOARD LAYOUTS, including IC-22S. Will pay postage and copying costs.

Timothy P. Brown K8CIZ
2264 Buxton Avenue
Cincinnati OH 45212

Where can I obtain the 4 x 1K RAM chip type HM-3-6504-9 manufactured by Harris and used in the CMOS super keyer in the 1988 ARRL Handbook?

Lionel L. Sharp VK4NS
19 Kelso Street
Chermside, Brisbane
Queensland 4032

Australia

PacComm

New! PC-320 / TNC-320

PACKET CONTROLLERS

Announcing the next generation of packet controllers for the serious operator! The new inboard PC-320 (shown), is designed to work with all PC/XT, PC/AT, and Tandy 1000 series computers. The TNC-320 outboard controller offers many of the same high quality features!

PC-320 features . . .

• Dual modems for optimal VHF and HF operation.
• Appears as regular PC serial port (COM 1-4) - operates with any terminal program just like an external TNC.
• Dual Powered - operates from PC or external power. Continues complete operation even when the PC is turned off!
• Personal Message System- the most advanced personal mailbox- available...included at no extra charge.
• Displays on-screen HF tuning indicator and simulated LEDs.

PC-320

$209.95

TNC-320 ... $194.95

(Wired & Tested / 1 Year Warranty)

For complete info & specifications Call (813) 874-2980 To Order. Call Tell Free 1-800-223-3511

Major Credit Cards Accepted

PacComm • 3652 West Cypress Street • Tampa, Florida 33607
Please send □ PC-320 □ TNC-320 □ More Information □ FREE Catalog

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
State __________ Zip __________ Card# ________ Exp Date __________

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! Add $4.00 shipping handling per order. FL residents add 6% sales tax. Major Credit Card give number, expiration and signature.

FAK 813-872-8666
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CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics

CIE is the world's largest independent study electronics school. We offer ten courses covering basic electronics to advanced digital and microprocessor technology. An Associate in Applied Science in Electronics Engineering Technology is also offered. Study at home — no classes. Programs accredited and eligible for VA benefits.

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school catalog including details about the Associate Degree program.

Print Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City State Zip ________________________________

Age ________ Area Code/Phone No. ________

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits
□ Veteran □ Active Duty MAIL TODAY!
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AMATEUR SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM, PC/XT/AT/PS2 AND COMPATIBLES.

Bill Kantz WD2AEY
B & K Computer
1863 Cambridge Dr.
Wall, NJ 07719

SATRACK — A very simple to use satellite tracker. Will display AZ-EL, for up to 10 satellites in tabular format. Also includes variable time window & time step.

COMPULOG — Sophisticated computer logging for the DX'er or contesteer. Search QSO's by call, prefix, name, time & date. Produces QSL report for cards to be sent and QSL's to be received.

System Requirements: 256k Memory, 1 Disk Drive; Color or Monochrome Screen. Programs are $19.95 each or $34.95 for both, plus $2.00 SH.

VISA TO ORDER CALL
1-800-842-9127

OSCAR MODE-J FILTERS

PREVENT DESENSE OF YOUR DOWN-LINK RECEIVER

2M Tx MMJ 200-7 MMJ200-7 (usually sufficient) $55.00
I.L. @ 145 MHz 0.5dBi
Loss @ 435 MHz 40 dBm

PSf 432 PSf432 (for extra protection) $95.00
I.L. @ 435 MHz 0.1dBi
Loss @ 145 MHz 70 dBm

SPECTRAL INTERNATIONAL INC.
(508) 263-2145
P.O. Box 10845, Concord, MA 01742, USA
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Notes from FN42

Esperanto. Let’s see how bright we all are. We are told that there are four regional representatives for those interested in the International League of Amateur Radio Esperantists, the one for you to contact depending upon where you live. Ready? “Regionaj reprezentantoj: Nordamerikio—W2CIL E. Lindberg, 113 Maple Drive, NY 14026 Bowmansville, Usono; Sudamerikio—PT2CA E. Alves Silva, Caixo Postal 04-0144, BR-70000 Brasilia (DF) Brazilio; Azio-Pacifiko—JR115G K. Nakazima, Simoongatami 725, 192-01 Hatōzī-si, Japanio; Europuo—DJA4PG H. Weiling, Bahnhofstr. 22, 3201 Hoheneg- gelsen, Germanio.”

Additionally, there is the Esperanto-DXClub and its publication, DX-Informilo. Contact Gün- ter Conrad, Katakstr. 48/5M, D-8000 München 83, FR Germanio.

European Community. The other day we were asked who belonged to the EC—the “United States of Europe,” as some have called it—which is due to put 12 nations under one economic roof (among other standardizations in the social field), by the end of 1992. They are, in alphabetic order, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and West Germany. Compared to, say, the United States, the population of the EC will be larger—322 million as against 242 million. As standardization of communications is one part of the planning, we will report such information as comes, relative to that.

At the moment, we have this bulletin: FLASH!: There will continue to be at least three different kinds of electric plugs used in the EC. A study found it would cost as much as US$80 billion to insist on one type only!

Roundup

Australia. 5Z4BH tells us that a DOC brochure written for foreign hams wishing to operate in Australia recommends they avail themselves of over-the-counter service instead of applying ahead of time. Visiting Sydney, that’s what he did, and: “I had my two-meter handy-talky with me and was on the air and immediately made welcome by the 2-meter repeater bunch even before I was out of the DOC building.” (See his full report under the Kenya flag, below.)

South Africa. Peter Strauss ZS6ET writes that life is hectic for him. “I will be in Taipei [Taiwan] from June 6th to 25th June, 1989, on business, but also hope to meet again OM Tim Chen. In the meantime I have been appointed as the IARU co-ordinator for South Africa by the ‘Interim Management Committee’ of SARL.” Reporting in the South African Radio League Bulletin, Peter writes: Following the acceptance by a large majority … the Headquarters of the South African Radio League [will move] from Cape Town to the PWV area [Johannesburg]. … This will bring a lot of SARL HQ activity—Peter.

New ZS3UN call suffix now available! In response to a proposal from the SARL, the licensing authority in Windhoek, SWA/Namibia have introduced a new callsign prefix on application available to radio amateurs in South West Africa who are members of UNTAG. The foreign amateur’s home callsign will follow the prefix ZS3UN/…

The United Nations Transitional Assistance Group (UNTAG) consists of a team from Australia, Great Britain and other nations. This group will supervise the transition of the territory to independence in terms of UN resolution 435 and is expected to stay for at least 12 months. Previously, license facilities have been limited to permits valid up to 3 months unless the visitor arrived from a country with which a bilateral agreement had been concluded. Now radio amateurs of the UNTAG group holding a valid CEPT class I or CEPT class II compatible licence may operate while in the ZS3 call area.

Applications should be addressed to: The Postmaster General, (Radio Section), PO Box 287, Windhoek 9000, South West Africa/Namibia.

Two repeaters for 2 metre mobile operation are currently operational and a digipeater is planned for installation during 1989 in the territory. I know of no other administration to introduce facilities for “visiting” UN forces so quickly! A big Rah Rah to the chaps in the licence authority in Windhoek—Peter.

[Remember that the following was written April 2.] Amateur Radio operation from Marion Island will soon be causing pile-ups when ZS6MI becomes active again. The island was last heard on the air 10 years ago when Johan Jordaan ZS6BEE spent 14 months there. This week Peter Sykora ZS6PT left on the supply ship and is expected to arrive some time today. Within a few days he will be active using the new callsign ZS6MI. Besides HF he will also be operating on 6 metres and on Packet Radio. The QSL address is PO Box 1387, Van der Bijl Park 1900, or to ZS6PT via the SARL QSL bureau. The old callsign was ZS2MJ—Peter.

KENYA

Rod Hallen ZS4BH
Box 55
APO New York 09675

Report from East Africa

This has certainly been an exciting year so far! Just before it
began, I became QRV on RTTY with my Compaq Deskpro 286, AEA PK-232, Kenwood TS-430S, and CushCraft A-3. I’ve been making contacts as fast as I can type, ever since. That is, when I’m here! Starting in mid-January, my XYL and I spent five weeks on R&R in Sydney, Australia, which is her home town.

My VK1HR license had expired a few years ago, and I was hopeful that it was still available and could renew it. I shouldn’t have worried: The whole process took less than 20 minutes and cost US$30 (about US$27) for one year.

Now that is true over-the-counter service. In fact, the DOC recommends in a brochure written for foreign hams that they avail themselves of this service instead of applying for an operating permit in advance. In those days on the air with my 2-meter handy-talky before leaving the building. They tell me there are 90 2-meter repeaters in VK land.

Before departing Nairobi, I was lucky enough to become acquainted with Pat VK1RZ on the 15-meter Australia—New Zealand—Africa (ANZA) net, which meets every day at 0500Z on 21,205 MHz. Both Pat and John VK2MUV were very gracious hosts during my visit to Australia, providing me with a super station with a large souvenir of Lake Tanganyika. The Comoros Islands (DG8) looks like a very good possibility for a DXpedition, also.

My biggest dream is to operate from either 9X5, 9U5, or some other exotic East African location on RTTY, but first I’ll need a portable computer to travel with. I’m considering the Toshiba T-1000 or the Sharp 4502, but I may have to wait for my home leave next year before I can get one. The AEA PK-232 is a fantastic piece of equipment, especially with the PC-Packrat software, and easy enough to travel with. I will be here for the next two and a half years, and even when Jon leaves Kigali, I hope I will be able to operate 9X5AA from time to time.

I’ve written a logging program running under dBASE III Plus that makes logging and searching for past contacts immensely easy. I’m modifying it now so that it will automatically give me DXCC, WAS, WPX, and other reports. Once a month I send an up-to-date floppy diskette with my log on it to Bill KE3A, my QSL manager, and he runs it on his computer. I certainly appreciate this! I wouldn’t have nearly as much time to operate if I had to spend time sorting over piles of QSLs.

RSK, the Radio Society of Kenya, is still very active. Total membership now stands at 110. The 2-meter repeater is being moved to a better location and a 70-cm repeater is in the works. The club station, 5Z4RS, is being renovated to encourage more members to use it. If you’re interested in the Kenyan Award, ten points are required. Contact with any RSK member counts 2, and with 5Z4RS counts 5. Send a certified list of contacts, a large SAE, and $5 or 5 IRCs (not 10 as stated in the 1987 ARRL Operating Manual) to the RSA, PO Box 45681, Nairobi, Kenya.

Good news: It appears Kenya will have a Novice licensing regulation in effect this year! This should help swell the ranks of 524 amateurs. RSK will be doing its part.

Jon and I are planning a DXpedition to 9U5. We haven’t set a specific date yet, but it will be either late Spring or Summer, and before Jon leaves Kigali this Fall for a new posting in Capetown. No trouble with a license and we have plenty of equipment, but a big problem will be a good portable antenna. We’ve even picked out a location on the shore of Lake Tanganyika. The Comoros Islands (DG8) looks like a very good possibility for a DXpedition, also.

The station of UA9MI.
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With that done, it was time for a trial. I installed the now 7.5 foot mast on the mast spring mounted atop the ball mount. I attached two lengths of fishing line to the top of the mast to serve as guys. Then I installed a resonator spring atop the mast, followed by a 75 meter resonator.

No doubt about it, it was a tall mobile antenna. Would this con­ traption resonate on the 75 meter band with more or less the same resonator whip length? Would it make any difference? And third, would it work on any of the other bands?

After all the guesstimating I had done, I must admit that I was somewhat surprised when I put some RF into the extended Hustler and found the point of minimum SWR nearly on the same frequency as it was with the standard Hustler.

Despite that initial success, I had some doubts as to whether the modification would actually result in any noticeable difference in signal strength. Transmitting with constant power into each antenna, both resonated to the same frequency, there was a consistent 2 dB advantage for the longer antenna at a receiving site ¾ mile away. I didn’t get the 3 dB I had hoped for, but 2 dB still seemed to be a worthwhile gain.

I then tried the extended mast with a 40 meter resonator in place of the 75 meter unit. It also provided a low SWR with only a slight change in resonator whip length. The gain on 40 meters with the longer antenna was again 2 dB. Down came the 40 meter resonator and up went the one for 20 meters. After shortening the resonator whip length approximately 2 inches, the 11-foot anten­ tenna was ready for action on the 14 MHz band. Gain was again 2 dB.

Increased bandwidth was an additional benefit of the longer anten­ nna. While there was minimal difference between the two antennas on 75 meters, on 40 meters the 2:1 SWR bandwidth increased from 49 kHz to 75 kHz. On 20 meters, it went from 235 kHz to 370 kHz when I changed from the standard Hustler to the extended version.

The final question is: Is it worth it? You have to answer that one. On many transceivers today, 2 dB is typically no more than half an S-unit. Eleven feet of an­ tenna is a lot of mobile antenna for 2 dB. On the other hand, decibels have a tendency to add up, and you should notice a substantial improvement if you change your mobile antenna from a standard Hustler antenna, bumper-mount­ ed, to the extended version mounted as high as you dare on the vehicle. (By my best esti­ mates, an extended version mounted on the bumper would probably be indistinguishable in terms of signal strength from the stock antenna mounted high on the vehicle.)

Also, by changing the length of the extension, and hence the position of the resonator coil, it may be possible to squeeze another dB out of the longer antenna. There is room to experiment in this regard, particularly if you wish to optimize the antenna for one particular band.

GW-BASIC Program News

A BASIC program for estimating antenna gain for VHF/UHF operation appeared in this column in the April 1989 issue. It was written in GW-BASIC for IBM compatibles. Two readers were kind enough to send in their versions of the program, modified for different versions of BASIC. Chuck Bates W6JWX provided a version for the Commodore C-64. Chuck will copy it to your 5-¼” disk if you send it in a re-usable mailer along with a return label and return postage. His address is Chuck Bates W6JWX, 1637 Lang Avenue, West Covina, California 91790. Another version, for the TRS-80, CoCo 3, was provided by Lial Hines K2QLA, 11 Meadow Drive, Homer, New York 13077. You may obtain a printed copy of either version of the program by writing me. (Please enclose an SASE with your request—Ed.) One final comment on the VHF/ UHF program. I received several letters regarding the original pro­ gram listing. Unfortunately, several errors appeared in the program after it left my desk. Specifically, they are:

— The at signs ("@") right after the program line numbers in lines 30 and 40. Replace these two with a single space.
— The string "|asteris|", which appears throughout the program. Change this string to "\".

You may obtain a disk copy of the program by sending a 5-¼” disk with mailer and return postage to the address at the begin­ ning of this column.
School Package Idea

I’ve been reading your magazine and editorials for about 10 years with interest. Your ideas about how to get the ham population growing are very good. I agree that we need radio clubs in the schools, but you and I both know that printing editorials has started very few clubs in the years that you’ve been talking about it.

The biggest help to growth has been that several clubs have set up a Volunteer Examiner program to hold exams before every meeting. We give about four or five exams each month, but almost every person we test JOINs OUR CLUB. Without the organized VE program, we wouldn’t be giving exams. The club membership is at its highest level ever, and growing. The VE Program gave us a track to run on.

What is needed to get school radio clubs going is a comprehensive kit. This would cover all aspects of forming and maintaining a club: who to contact in the school, by-laws, meeting formats, meeting ideas, speaker sources, gear donation sources, and success stories. If done well enough, and properly marketed, such a kit could become a national standard, increasing its credibility to school boards.

Someone with access to writing/printing facilities and a known name and access to a national audience could gather these materials and ideas and package them for mass use. I know that this sounds like another dummy who says “you do it, I can’t,” but you are in a position to put this together. A request in an article or in your editorial for info and ideas from existing clubs should bring ideas and examples. Once put together, it should not be too expensive to print, so if you market it just to cover costs, the price should still be well within anyone’s budget.

I’ll bet a lot of ham clubs would buy the package and that they could find a ham who would be the faculty advisor.

Wayne, I find it hard to believe I’m the first to suggest this. So why has it not been done yet? I think it’s a fabulous idea.

Gary R. Lahr N6PBA
Mission Viejo CA 92691

Japanese Licensing Requirements

With half the population of the US, Japan has more than one million hams, or four times as many as ham operators. The monthly issues of the largest Japanese ham magazine, CQ Ham Radio, is more the size of a telephone book. Japan’s ham clubs are full of high school students and enthusiastic newcomers. Why? We can find information on amateur radio licensing in Japan in Amateur Radio Guide by Kazuo Niwa JA1AYO.

Japan’s Radiotelephone (Fourth Class) license requires radio knowledge at the Japanese junior high school physics level, plus regulations, and allows 10 Watts output on all bands except for 30 and 20 meters and all modes except CW. The Japanese allow a 10 Watt no-code license on most HF bands on the theory that operation at that power level will not cause harmful interference in other countries. In 1986, 1,368,083 Japanese held valid ham licenses. Of these, 1,232,493 held Radiotelephone licenses. Many hams never upgrade from Fourth Class.

The Radiotelegraph (Third Class) license requires a 5 wpm international Morse code test, but it has the same privileges as Radio telephone except that CW is permitted. In 1986, 78,934 people held the Radiotelegraph license.

The Second Class license requires radio knowledge at the high school physics level, plus radio regulations and a 9 wpm code test, but allows 100 Watts output on all bands. Japanese hams holding this license totaled 45,108.

The First Class license requires a junior college physics level of radio knowledge plus regulations, and a 12 wpm code test (see the ARRL Operating Manual for the Japanese Morse code). Only 11,548 hams held the First Class license in 1986.

The large Japanese ham population drives a high occupancy of their 430–440 MHz and 1260–1300 MHz bands. The Japanese have no 220 or 902 MHz ham bands. They just have 144–146 MHz at 2 meters.

The Japanese situation is so distinctive that it can only give us a few clues about what no-code licensing might look like in the US. The US no-code proposals I have seen are for operation on the VHF/UHF bands with an examination at about the level of the Technician or General in difficulty.

For the sake of a simple licensing structure and the convenience of the volunteer examiners, I believe the no-code license examination should be the technician examination minus the code test. Let’s give the no-code licensees some limited access to 2 meters. Contact with higher class licensees on 2 meters will socialize them into good ham citizens and enable them to meet many other hams. Let’s welcome them as full-fledged hams.

David Cowhig WA1LBP
Alexandria VA
X-ing, contests, pile-ups, traffic handling. When you need to command attention, you will with the SB-1000 Linear Amplifier from Heath. And you'll do it for a cost that no one else can match.

From our recent DX-pedition to Taiwan, operators easily controlled pileups with the SB-1000 and nothing more than a dipole antenna. This means that when conditions are tough, you know you can depend on your SB-1000 to lift your signal above the rest. Whether you're using a dipole or stacked monoband beams.

**Proven output power**

We don't play games by using old rating methods to make you pay for input power you don't get at the antenna. What you do get is 1000 watt output of peak envelope power on SSB and 850 watts on CW. Even 500 watt output on RTTY.

On the chance that someone might doubt our claims, at hamfests we demonstrate that with only 80 to 100 watts of drive, our SB-1000 develops more output than even the world-famous Heath SB-220!

Designed for today, the SB-1000 offers quiet, compact tabletop operation at rated output. That's only 1.7dB (or about ½ of an S-unit) below the maximum legal power limit.

**"I built it myself!"**

Because you build the Heathkit SB-1000 Linear Amplifier yourself, you not only enjoy cost savings, you have the unique opportunity of knowing your equipment inside and out.

A top quality amplifier, cost savings, bragging rights, plus industry-recognized Heathkit manuals and technical assistance from our licensed ham consultants, should you ever need it. An offer that's hard to pass up.

See the SB-1000 and our complete line of amateur radio products in the Spring Heathkit Catalog. Call today for your free copy.

1-800-44-HEATH
(1-800-444-3284)

Best to start with.
Best to stay with.

**Heath Company**
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
NEW PRODUCTS
Compiled by Linda Reneau

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
VideOsmith's SPECTRUM PROBE
The Spectrum Probe lets you design and repair electronic equipment faster and better. This probe causes a standard scope to display logarithmic amplitude vertical versus frequency horizontal. The frequency domain presentation, together with a large visible dynamic range of amplitude, provides a picture of circuit operation which has only been available with equipment costing much more, such as a laboratory spectrum analyzer. The laboratory spectrum analyzer is more flexible, but its input impedance is usually 50 ohms. This is fine for VHF, but it would heavily load most circuits.

This Spectrum Probe has an input isolation capacitor of 10 pF, comparable to most scope low-capacity probes, to minimize loading of the circuit being probed. An adapter, supplied, allows you to calibrate and operate in a 50/75 ohm coaxial system. The scope processes only a video signal. You can observe 100 MHz carriers through the Spectrum Probe with a 1 MHz scope. Price, $380. VideOsmith, 1324 Harris Rd., Dresher PA 19025. (215) 645-6340. Circle Reader Service No. 201.

AVCOM
AVCOM'S portable test receiver, the PTR-25, is a battery operated satellite receiver. Its circuitry is derived from AVCOM'S COM-2 and COM-3R satellite receivers. The built-in B & W TV offers reduced power consumption and longer battery life than comparable color units. A full range of outputs are available for large TV monitors, video recorders, and audio amplifiers. A special IF sampled output is available for observing the 70 MHz IF signal, including any terrestrial interference, on AVCOM's spectrum analyzers. The signal strength meter on the front panel is large and easy to read. For dish peaking, the PTR-25 has an audible signal strength indicator. Other features include an internal AC supply, polarator and polarizer controls, and fast recharge capability. For specifications, contact AVCOM. Price, $1525. AVCOM, 500 Southlake Boulevard, Richmond VA 23236. (804) 794-2500. Telex: 701-545. FAX: (804) 794-8284. Circle Reader Service Number 203.

VALOR ENTERPRISES, INC.
Valor Enterprises's Model PAQM "communications extender" mobile VHF antenna provides mini quarter-wave reception. You can easily install this 2 meter unit with the two-inch magnetic mount, 12-foot cable, and BNC connector, that come with it. You can modify the unit for operation on 220 or 450 MHz. Price, $14.45. Valor Enterprises, Inc., 185 W. Hamilton Street, West Milton OH 45383. (513) 698-4194. Circle Reader Service Number 205.

ELECTRON PROCESSING, INC.
In the field, the IRON SLEEVE™ lets you put your hot soldering iron back in your toolkit without having to wait for it to cool. That's a time savings of from five to ten minutes per service call. The IRON SLEEVE also protects the iron from tip damage. The IRON SLEEVE is a tube 11" long and 1.5" in diameter. It contains a proprietary heat absorbing mass. Most soldering irons of 50 Watts or less fit the IRON SLEEVE. It's held in place by a hook-loop strap. Prices start at $20, with quantity discounts available. Sales Department, Electron Processing, Inc., (516) 764-9798. PO Box 708, Medford NY 11763. Circle Reader Service Number 207.

ORION BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
The new Orion OR-2300 antenna rotator, with worm gear drive, is rated at 35 square feet. Compact design allows crank-up and stacked-tower mounting. The large control box has easy-to-read direction indicator with variable speed.

The OR-2300 accepts mast diameters from 1¼ to 3¼ inches. Flex-mount clamping corrects for misaligned masts and absorbs windload. Built-in thrust-bearing and double bronze bearing decreases friction and load transfer to gear set. Available through dealers. Suggested retail price, $895. Orion Business Interna-
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here is the next generation Repeater

MARK 4CR

The only repeaters and controllers with REAL SPEECH!

No other repeaters or controllers match Mark 4 in capability and features. That's why Mark 4 is the performance leader at amateur and commercial repeater sites around the world. Only Mark 4 gives you Message Master™ real speech • voice readout of received signal strength, deviation, and frequency error • 4-channel receiver voting • clock time announcements and function control • 7-helical filter receiver • extensive phone patch functions. Unlike others, Mark 4 even includes power supply and a handsome cabinet.

Create messages just by talking. Speak any phrases or words in any languages or dialect and your own voice is stored instantly in solid-state memory. Perfect for emergency warnings, club news bulletins, and DX alerts. Create unique ID and tail messages, and the ultimate in a real speech user mailbox — only with a Mark 4.

Call or write for specifications on the repeater, controller, and receiver winners.

TELEX: #4932256 KENDECOM
FAX: #5083737304

MICRO CONTROL SPECIALTIES
Division of Kendecom Inc.
23 Elm Park, Groveland, MA 01834 (508) 372-3442

Number 27 on your Feedback card
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2 meters 220 440
ITALIAN SHORTWAVE FESTIVAL
DOWNS
JULY 17
The 12th annual SWFEST will be held at the Down Foundation, Down, PA. The event will feature a wide variety of Italian programming, including music, news, and talk shows. Admission is free, and there will be food and drinks available for purchase. For more information, visit swfest.org.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY CELEBRATION
LONG ISLAND
JULY 20
The Irish band "The Claddagh" will perform at the annual St. Patrick's Day celebration in Long Island. The event will feature traditional Irish music, food, and games. Admission is $10 for adults and $5 for children under 12. For more information, visit stpatricksdaylongisland.com.

AMATEUR RADIO HAMFEST
WASHINGTON
JULY 24
The 56th Annual Hamfest will be held at the Washington Convention Center. The event will feature over 1,000 vendors, including dealers, manufacturers, and collectors. Admission is free, and there will be food and drinks available for purchase. For more information, visit hamfestdc.com.

AMATEUR RADIO HAMFEST
SALT LAKE CITY
AUGUST 9
The 55th Annual Hamfest will be held at the Salt Lake City Convention Center. The event will feature over 1,000 vendors, including dealers, manufacturers, and collectors. Admission is free, and there will be food and drinks available for purchase. For more information, visit hamfestslc.com.
Choice Selection.

Now you can have it all! Take all the qualities you've come to depend on in our programmable CTCSS tone equipment: Astonishing Accuracy, Instant Programming, Unequaled Reliability; and add full spectrum tone versatility, multi-tone capability without diodes, a reprogrammable memory... it's our new harvest of CTCSS tone equipment.

The choice is yours! If standard CTCSS EIA tones do not suit your taste, select any 32 tones of your liking from 15.0Hz to 255.0Hz. And if you change your mind, no problem; the memory can be changed in your shop with our HHP-1 programmer, or at our factory for free. Your working tone is accessed by a simple DIP switch, so there's no fussing with counters or other test equipment.

Call today toll-free and find out more about this fresh new flexibility in tone signalling, and don't forget to ask about multi-tone switching without cumbersome diode networks or binary switches.

It's all brought to market by the people who introduce the freshest ideas in tone signalling, and of course our customary same day shipping and one year warranty apply.

**TS-32P CTCSS ENCODER-DECODER** Based on the time proven TS-32, the industry standard for over a decade. The TS-32P gives you the added versatility of a custom, changeable memory base. A low price of $57.95 makes it an even sweeter deal.

**SS-32P ENCODER** Based on the equally popular SS-32 encoder. Available for CTCSS, or audible burst tones up to 6550.0Hz. Price is $29.95.

**SS-32SMP SUB-MINIATURE ENCODER** Our smallest encoder for handheld applications. Now you can satisfy that customer that needs to access multiple repeater sites with a radio that has precious little space inside. At $27.95, the price is small too.

**HHP-1 HANDHELD PROGRAMMER** For programming the 32 memory locations in any of our new programmable products, including our SD-1000 Two-Tone Sequential decoder. The HHP1 is battery operated for field use, and will program ANY 32 tones from 15.0 to 6550.0Hz in .1Hz. increments. Price is $199.95.

**COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS, INC.**

426 West Taft Avenue • Orange, CA 92665-4296
Local (714) 998-3021 • FAX (714) 974-3420 • Entire U.S.A. 1-800-854-0547

CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD
If he doesn’t, you’re looking at a higher cost when he has to clean the black ink off the rollers, re-ink them with red and run the paper through the press a second time.

Most printers have offset presses that will handle 11" x 17" sheets. This will allow you to print eight pages on one sheet of paper if you make your page size 5½" x 8", which is pretty standard. It’s easier to see on the Mac than 8½" x 11", too. Thus, two press sheets will give you a 16-page newsletter, allowing about eight pages for ads ($80). The printer should be able to fold and trim the pages for you in eight-page sections, making it simple to insert one in the other and zap in a staple to hold them together.

Printing prices vary somewhat so if you start a club newsletter please let me know your total costs per issue so I can pass along the information to help other clubs. I’m interested, too, in seeing your balance sheet for the project, showing income from ads and all of your expenses. Only in communist countries is there any problem with making a profit, so make it make money for the club if you can.

Mailing

The same Macintosh that does the finished pages for you can print out the self-sticking mailing labels. Try to remember to leave a spot for the label on the cover of the newsletter. If you forget the first month I guarantee you’ll remember it from then on.

For postage you can save money by getting a permit and printing the permit number on the newsletter. Check with your postmaster for details. It beats the heck out of licking rolls of stamps.

Be Conservative

The Mac is capable of doing all sorts of amazing things so you’re going to have your hands full keeping the editor from showing off a hundred different fonts in each issue. Be firm... make him stick to the same type fonts all through the newsletter and not go berserk with Old English, German Script and so on.

Macs make it easy to repeat artwork, so your club artist can come up with some cute drawings that you can put here and there, changing sizes as you wish. A friend of mine who was into computers early on had a thing about dragons (he still does), so he embellished his newsletter (People’s Computer Company) with all sorts of dragons—and that was before the Macintosh.

The typesetting programs handle H & J (hyphenating and justification), so don’t go avant-garde with ragged right copy: it’s too hard to read. Also, I highly recommend the use of a serif style of type for body copy, and sans-serif for titles. You don’t know what a serif is? Tsk, look it up.

A good newsletter will keep your club growing and active. There’s nothing better to make sure members don’t miss a meeting, and to get local hams to break down and join the club. If your club is giving Novice classes the newsletter is a great place to run pictures of the prospective hams and to reward them when they make it. Can you get the newsletter posted on the bulletin board in your local grade and high schools? Have you forgotten to send a copy to your local newspaper editor and radio station?

If your club is on the ball and working hand in hand with local service groups such as the Lions, Kiwanis, Elks, Masons, and so on, you can run articles on your club support activities in your newsletter and see that extra copies are sent to the service club to be distributed at their next meeting.

These service clubs often do community work where communications is helpful. It may be cleanups, walking for dollars, marathons, auctions, car rallies—whatever it is, your club should be able to help with communications. If you have anyone in your club who is good at speaking, have him address these service clubs and explain the value of amateur radio to the community and to the country. With any luck you’ll run across some teachers or even school officials—and it’s just a step from there to getting kids interested.

If your club does get a newsletter going I’d appreciate being on the mailing list. And if it does well for your club as newsletters are doing for others, I’d like a note from you I can publish in 73. It just might get more clubs off dead center. Sometimes it takes a lot to stir up ham clubs which are in the hands of old timers.

Reviews

We are looking for readers who’d like to help out at home. You can let us know how you like any new piece of equipment you buy. With all the great new stuff coming out, you’d expect a flood of reviews. By this printing, some of you will have already some months’ operating experience with the new ICOM 725 and 765 HF rigs, or Yassu’s new 1020 HF rig—why not tell us about them? If feedback is any indication, the readers are clamoring to know about them. No, we’re not interested as much in a laboratory report as we are in a ham shack/op­erator’s report.

When I’m thinking of buying something new, which is most of the time—a lot of thinking, not so much buying—I want to know what others who’ve bought it have found. Is it easy to use? Is it fun? Does it do everything the ads say? What do I need to go with it? I want to know how it was for you and how you think I’ll like it.

Wouldn’t you rather know how other average hams make out with new gear than read a scientific lab report? On a transceiver, how useful are the memory channels? How easy is it to change bands? What kind of signal reports does it bring? Will it control my amplifier all okay? What problems may I run into?

Let’s say you’ve finally made the big move and bought a packet unit. What happened? How has it worked out for you? Are you happy with it or do you wish you’d bought another? How was your first packet QSO? Are you having fun? Would you recommend we all give it a try? Any helpful ideas to make our packet experience more fun?

I’m not going to be satisfied until I’m able to publish reports from users on every new piece of ham gear, from the largest to the smallest. I want to be able to look back in 73 and find out enough about anything I’m interested in to make a buy/no-buy decision.

QSL Of The Month

To enter your QSL, mail it in an envelope to 73, WGE Center, Forest Road, Hancock, NH 03449, Attn: QSL of the Month. Winners receive a one-year subscription (or extension) to 73. Entries not in envelopes cannot be accepted.
For the Latest in Repeater Technology
Go with the Leader—

SPECTRUM

We've got the greatest design/performance "Know-how"—15 years in the business—with constant advancements in our Repeaters & Link Units!

For that new Machine—Spectrum now makes 3 lines of Repeaters—the world famous Deluxe SCR1000A, the Low Cost line of SCR77s, and the New State of the Art SCR7000X with 'built-in' Microprocessor Controller.

Here are just a few of the Standard Features of the SCR7000X:

- Fully User Programmable
- Digital Readout of many important operating parameters
- Voice or CW Readout of Meter Functions, ID, Tail Message
- Many "built-in" Control Functions
- 12 Auxiliary Functions
- Autopatch/Reverse Patch, 200 Autodial Numbers.
- Courtesy Tone & Anti-Kerchunk'
- All Functions Remotely or Locally Controllable via DTMF or a Computer/Terminal
- Computer may be interfaced via the RS-232 jack, or via your Packet TNC.
- Control via Repeater Receiver, Link Receiver or Phone Line.
- Finest RF Performance in the Industry!
- 30–75 Watt Transmitters

All Spectrum Repeaters are equipped with Sharp RF Filters of Preselectors, CTCSS, 100–150W Power Amps, Duplexers, Cabinets, etc.

INQUIRE ABOUT—

- Our Drawing for a FREE SCR77 Repeater*, for all customers who order a SCR7000X before 9/29/89! (*Or equivalent value of other Spectrum equipment.)
- Special Trade-in Offer for owners of existing (operating) Spectrum Repeaters or RF Sub-Assemblies—toward a new SCR7000X.

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS CORP.

1055 W. Germantown Pk, S7 • Norristown, PA 19403 • (215) 631-1710 • TELEX: 846-211
FAX: (215) 631-5017

* Inquire about our FREE DRAWING for a SCR77 Repeater! For details, call or write today for details and prices! Get your order in A.S.A.P.!
**DEALER DIRECTORY**

**CALIFORNIA**

**Burbank**
Free QSL Cards on orders over $100! Discount prices on all amateur products. Open 7 days a week. Call our Bulletin Board. A-TECH ELECTRONICS, 1033 Hollywood Way, Burbank CA 91505; (818) 845-9203, (818) 846-2298 FAX, (818) 846-6746 Modem/BBS.

**San Diego**
Hard to find parts, surplus electronics, standard line items. Hams, hobbyists, industrial professionals—from nuts & bolts to laser diodes...Electronically speaking, Gateway's got it! M-F 9-5:30 Sat. 9-5. GATEWAY ELECTRONICS, 2222 Chesapeake Drive, San Diego CA 92123; (619) 279-6802.

**MISSOURI**

**St. Louis**
Hard to find parts, surplus electronics, standard line items. Hams, hobbyists, industrial professionals—from nuts & bolts to laser diodes...Electronically speaking, Gateway's got it! M-F 9-5:30 Sat. 9-5. GATEWAY ELECTRONICS, 8123 Page Blvd., St. Louis MO 63130; (314) 427-6116.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**

**Derry**
Serving the ham community with new and used equipment. We stock and service most major lines: AEA, Astron, B&W, Cushman, Encomm, Hy-Gain, Hustler, ICOM, Kenwood, KLM, Larsen, Mirage, Mosley, books, rotors, cable and connectors. Business hours Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Thursday 10-7. Closed Sun./Holidays. RIVENDELL ELECTRONICS, 8 Londonderry Road, Derry NH 03038; (603) 434-5371.

**NEW JERSEY**

**Lyndhurst**
A full service Ham Radio Store! Discount sales and service on most major brands. Monday to Friday 12:00am to 7:00pm, Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm. 1/4 mile south of Rt. 3. ABARIS SYSTEMS, 227 Stuyvesant Avenue, Lyndhurst NJ 07071; (201) 391-7887.

**NEW YORK**

**Jamestown**

**Manhattan**
Manhattan’s largest and only ham and two-way Radio Store. Featuring MOTOROLA, ICOM, KENWOOD, YAESU, AEA, SONY, UNIDEN, etc. Full stock of radios and accessories. Open 7 days M-F, 9-6:30 pm; Sat & Sun, 10-5 pm. We ship worldwide. BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broadway, New York NY 10012; (212) 925-7000. FAX (212) 925-7001.

**DEALERS**
Your company name and message can contain up to 25 words for as little as $300 yearly (prepaid), or $175 for six months (prepaid). No mention of mail-order business permitted. Directory text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication. For example, advertising for the April ‘89 issue must be in our hands by February 1st. Mail to 73 Amateur Radio, Rebecca Niemela, Box 278, Forest Road, Hancock, NY 13439.
Cheap Tube Heatshrinking

Heat guns sold for use with heatshrink tubing are quite expensive, costing $100 or more. Other methods, such as hair dryers, electric heaters, propane torches, and soldering irons, have their disadvantages and may even be dangerous. However, there is an inexpensive solution.

Heat gun paint strippers under such brands as Wagner, Black & Decker, and Craftsman have become quite popular in the last year or two. I bought one of these heat guns, but I have yet to remove any paint! It works perfectly for heatshrink tubing. It heats up quickly, and you can easily control the amount of heat by controlling the distance of the gun from the tubing.

These paint stripper guns typically cost $20–30. One brand sold for $15 after rebate. What a bargain!

W.C. Cloninger, Jr. K3OF

Fix for TS-430 Blank Out

Did you ever wonder why the receiver blanks out below 150 kHz on the Kenwood TS-430S? I have!! So, since I love to experiment on my own TS-430S, I went about the task to find out why. It seems that the VCO signal was being switched off by IC1 via Q16 on the PLL Unit (X50-1910-00). To remedy this, cut R52 (47k 1/4 Watt resistor) located next to Plug 4. I did not measure the sensitivity below 150 kHz, but I was able to receive the Russian woodpecker at 100 kHz at S-5 on my S-meter. Not bad for a receiver not designed to go down that low. (Reprinted from International Radio and Computers, Inc., the IRI Kenwood Newsletter, November/December 1988, issue 90.)

Craig Fay N7ETV
Las Vegas NV

Better AM on R7000

This simple procedure will narrow the AM selectivity from the factory AM filter preset of ±3.0 kHz at -6 dB. See page 33 of the Owner’s Manual for a top view of the RF/FM units. Remove the receiver’s complete top cover. Be careful of the speaker leads which are plugged into the unit. Locate J8 in the IF units. Carefully lift the shorting connector straight up from the factory preset wide position and press it down firmly into the narrow position. Replace the top cover and enjoy the receiver’s improved AM selectivity. (Reprinted from International Radio Inc., ICOM Newsletter, April 1988, Issue 84.)

Rene Borde
Monitoring Times

220 AMP TVI

Those who have a Ramsey Electronics PA-20 220 MHz power amplifier (2W in—10W out) may have noticed extensive TVI on channels 11 and 13. The fix is to replace the PIN diode at the transceiver input end of the receiver pre amp with a MPN 3401 or similar unit with higher isolation than the original. Problem solved. (Reprinted from NCARC Communicator, Vol. 5, Issue 7.)

Bill K1LNJ
KB8CI PBBS

Having built the G4ZU (Dick Bird) Super Mimi Beam, I’m interested in results others have had.

A. Kohler W&JHC
842 5th S.E.
Mason City IA 50401

I will pay copying and postage costs for operating manual and schematic, but operating manual primarily for MULT-TECH MODEM model MT212A.

George L. Coleman K9ZIP
600 South 27th Street #103
Omaha NE 68105

Does anyone have a schematic on a TELCO COUNTER 40, a 40 MHz frequency counter, Model CT-40, MFG. TELCO PROD. CORP. GLEN COVE NY? The corporation is no longer in business. I will pay copy cost.

L.F. Boeckerman
4248 Barth Ln
Kettering OH 45429

Needed: power transformer for an old Heathkit HO-10 Monitor Scope. Thanks.

John R. Somers KC3YB
93-25 Beechwood Place
Crisfield MD 21817

I’m looking for the schematic for the RCA 14T302 CB to convert to 10 meters. Will pay reasonable copying and shipping costs.

Chris Ciniella K43UGA
819 Stella Ave.
Croydon PA 19020

Drive A Winner
The performance of your system depends upon the antenna it drives.

Drive A Winner – Hustler.

Yes, please send information on your line of amateur antennas to:

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE __ ZIP __________

Hustler
One Newtronics Place
Mineral Wells, Texas 76067
(817) 335-1986

CIRCLE 269 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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GET YOUR BEARINGS STRAIGHT

A last! A map dedicated to the radio amateur. Announcing the Azimuth-Equidistant wall map from the Great Circle Map Co.

An azimuth map provides information about bearing and range to any place on Earth. No longer will you have to guess at which way to aim your beam antenna for that rare DX.

Each map is specially drawn with your station at the exact center. The rest of the world is spread out around you. To use the map, simply find the target station and read the compass heading from the border of the map. To find the range, count the number of rings from the center. Each ring is spaced 1,000 miles apart. Voilà! You now know the true heading and range to the target station.

The maps are custom drawn with computer accuracy for your location and are personalized with your station’s call sign at the lower right. Each map measures 35”x23”, is brightly colored, and is printed on high quality poster stock making it suitable for framing.

To order, send $39 check or money order and your station’s call sign at the lower right. Each map measures 35”x23”, is brightly colored, and is printed on high quality poster stock making it suitable for framing.

To order, send $39 check or money order and your station’s call sign at the lower right. Each map measures 35”x23”, is brightly colored, and is printed on high quality poster stock making it suitable for framing.

JOIN ARRL

BENEFITS FOR YOU

QST, QSL Bureau, Awards, Low Cost Insurance, Operating Aids, Government Liaison and More—Much More!

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name ___________________________ Call ____________
Street __________________________ City ________ Prov./State ________ PC/ZIP ________

$25 in U.S. $35 elsewhere (U.S. funds) Licensed amateurs, or age 65 or over, upon submitting proof of age, may request the special dues rate of $20 in the U.S. $28 elsewhere, in (U.S. funds)

Persons age 17 and younger may qualify for special rates, write for application.

For postal purposes, fifty percent of dues is allocated to QST, the balance for membership.

Charge to □ VISA □ Mastercard □ AMEX □ Discover Expires ____________
Card Number __________________ Signature __________________

The American Radio Relay League
225 Main St. Newington, CT. 06111 USA

800-882-1343

ICOM

SPECIAL
IC-12AT LIST $473.95 SALE $339.95

KENWOOD

SPECIAL
TM-3520A FM 220 MHz 25w $19.95 Call $19.95
TM-321A Compact 25w Mobile 459.95 Call $459.95
TH-315A Full Featured 2.5w HT 419.95 Call $419.95

YAESU

SPECIAL
FT-2810A 2m/1000 AMP $199.95 Call $199.95
FT-2910A All Mode Portable $299.95 Call $299.95
FT-3311A Mini HT $349.95 Call $349.95
FT-758, All Mode 1749.95 Call $1749.95
FT-470 2m/70cm HT 559.95 Call $559.95

JUN’S ELECTRONICS

3919 Sepulveda Blvd. Culver City, CA 90230
213-390-8003
BARter 'n buy

QLs TO ORDER. Variety of styles, colors, card stock. W4BPD QLS, PO Drawer DX, Cordova SC 29039. BNB260

THE DX'ERS MAGAZINE Up-to-date, informative, interesting. Compiled and edited by Gus Browning W4BPD, DXCC Honor Roll Certificate 2-4. Send for free sample and subscription information today. PO Drawer DX, Cordova SC 29039. BNB261

QLS CARDS: Look good with top quality printing. Choose standard designs or fully customized cards. Better cards mean more returns to you. Free brochure, samples. Stamps appreciated. Chester QLS, Dept A, 310 Commercial, Emporia KS 66801. BNB434

SUPERFAST MORSE CODE SUPERSAVER. Subliminal cassette. $10. LEARN MORSE CODE IN 1 HOUR. Amazing new supersaver technique. $10. Both $17. Money-back guarantee. Free catalog: SASE. Bahr, Dept 73-7 2535 Marietta, Palm Bay FL 32905. BNB319

SSS SUPER SAVINGS WANTED, MILITARY SURPLUS CATALOG. $3 Shippng/order. Sold as a whole lot only. Send Business SASE for free Catalog. Ross SSSS USED JULY SPECIALS. KENWOOD TS-530S $619.90, R-300 $189.90, T-599D & R-599D $509.90, TS-930S W/AT $1399.90, ICOM IC-211 $399.90, IC-271H $899.90, FT-109H $159.90, YAESU FT-630 $179.90, YO-100 $169.90, FT-720V $229.90, YC-601 $169.90, ROBOT 400 $329.90. LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NOT LISTED?? CALL OR WRITE. WE HAVE OVER 235 USED ITEMS IN STOCK. P.O. Box 2535, Marietta, Palmbay FL 32905. BNB691


WRITTEN EXAMS SUPERSAVER. Memory aids from psychologist/engineer cut studytime 50%. Novice, Tech, Gen: $7 each. Advanced, Extra: $12 each. Money-back guarantee. Bahr, Dept 73-7, 2535 Marietta, Palm Bay FL 32905. BNB691

NORTHWEST FLORIDA HAM RACES. Submit your entry for the Northwest Florida Ham Race! For more information, contact QSL General Manager, 400 Main Street, Pensacola, FL 32502. BNB692

ELECTRON TUBES: All types & sizes. Transmitting Receiving, Microwave. Large inventory — same day shipping. Ask about our 3-500Z special. Daily Electronics, PO Box 5029 Compton, CA 90224. 800-346-6667. BNB792

QUALITY QSL CARDS, RUBBER STAMPS, Envelopes and printed letterhead. Send 45c postage or SASE for samples. Large selection at attractive prices. Sanddollar Press, P.O. Box 30726, Santa Barbara CA 93130. BNB612

WANTED, MILITARY SURPLUS R.F. HARRIS CORP., MODEL RF 280 TRANSCIEVER, RF 281 ANTE NNA COUPLER, RF 280 MOD ULE BOARDS, URC-94 TRANSCIEVER, ALSO NEED ARC-164, 73 Amateur Radio • July, 1988 55
ARC-150, ARC-159 RADIOS, TOP DOLLAR PAID OR TRADE FOR NEW AMATEUR GEAR, WRITE OR PHONE BILL SLEP, (704) 524-7519, SLEP ELECTRONICS COMPANY, HIGHWAY 441, OTTO NC 28763.

BNB816

HUGE K1BV DX AWARDS DIRECTORY, complete rules for 07, 30, 90 and 150 meter contest categories. 230 pages. $15.50 postpaid. Ted Melinsky, 525 Foster St., South Windsor CT 06074-2936.

BNB835

100 QSL CARDS $8! Shipped postpaid. Free samples. Shell Printing, KDK9W, PO Box 50A, Rockton IL 61072.

BNB859

THE NATIONAL HAM SHOPPER “NH’S” monthly buy, sell, trade publication. Why keep that OLD RIG around? You could turn it into CASH! or any other rig you always wanted. Adds are quickly advertised and answered for fast results. As a NEW SUBSCRIBER you can place one FREE ADD (with a 60 word limit). Add Rate: Noncommercial, $2.50/word; Commercial, $2/word. Subscription: $10.00/year, $20.00/2 years. SEND TO: NHS, PO BOX 10738, ELMWOOD, CT 06110. BNB865

CURRY COMMUNICATIONS proudly introduces a complete line of easy to build kits for L.F. and 1750 meters. Please write for brochure. Curry Communications, 852 North Lima Street, Burbank CA 91505. BNB874

WANTED: All types of Electron Tubes. Call toll free 1 (800) 421-9397 or (425) 939-0397, C & N Electronics, Harold Bramstedt, 6104 Egg Lake Road, Hugo MN 55038.

BNB877


BNB879

RIT KITS for most transceivers, $15. Info only, send SASE. Loron Wallen K7AZM, 6323 S.W. 100th, Tacoma WA 98499.

BNB885

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON TEKTRONIX DUAL TRACE #681 SCOPES (OC-3500 MHz). Excellent condition, $60 ea (lots of 10—$50 ea). Also: Hewlett-Packard Signal Generators 1.8—4 GigaHertz, excellent condition, $50 ea (lots of 10—$40 ea). Also: Various signal generators 1—7 GigaHertz, $50 ea (lots of 10—$40 ea). F.O.B. WW5B, PO Box 460, Brookshire TX 77423. (713) 934-4659.

BNB866

DUST COVERS—Protect your valuable Radio Gear. Custom made, beautiful fit. Send Make/dimensions. Most Radios, $12.95. Catalog, $1. Dinosaur Covers, 173 Foster Road, Lake Ronkonkoma NY 11779.

BNB888

SUPER HAM PROJECTS & USED GEAR LISTS! Send SASE to: WA4DSO, 3037 Audrey Dr., Gastonia NC 28054.

BNB890

SURPLUS CATALOG. 72 pages. $2. Surplus, PO Box 276, Alburg VT 05440.

BNB891

220 MHz AMP WANTED. MINT ENCOMM 250 WATT MODEL ONLY. CONTACT W9KZL at R.R. 4 BOX 15A, FLOWER IN 47944. OR CALL (317) 869-4073.

BNB892

JARSFEST ’89, BENSON NC Oct 1. JOHNSTON AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY, PO BOX 1154, SMITHFIELD NC 27577.

BNB893

BIRD ELEMENTS, WATT METERS, DUMMY LOADS—Buy and Sell. (609) 227-5269. Eagle, 100 Dearborne Ave., Blackwood NJ 08012.

BNB894

ANTIQUE RADIOS, tubes, wiring diagrams, & literature, send 2 stamps to VPS(ST), PO Box 541, Goffstown NH 03045 for list.

BNB895

MOSLEY 75 METER 2-element linear loaded beam—82Ft elements—36Ft boom—one of a kind prototype—works great, used 3 months, sold QTH must sell antennas—cost $2900, sell $1497—KK4WV, PO Box 1, Blacksburg VA 24063. (703) 382-4458.

BNB896


BNB897

SPECTRUM ANALYZER adapter for your scope. Good for homebrewing, signal spotting, etc. 160 MHz, $375. SASE more info. Chuck Pound NXXV, 207 West Street, Mineral Point WI 53565.

BNB898


BNB899


BNB900
TWO OF AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR FM STATIONS.

No wonder Yaesu's FT-212R Series and FT-4700RH mobiles are so popular. Not only are the features unique and plentiful. The operation hassle-free. And the mounting options flexible. But also, each radio now features a built-in PL board. Plus you choose the optional mic that best fits your operating and budget needs.

FT-212R SERIES. MOBILES THAT DOUBLE AS ANSWERING MACHINES.


FT-4700RH. DUAL-BAND PERFORMANCE, REMOTE-HEAD DESIGN.

Mount the FT-4700RH almost anywhere—the "brains" on your dash, visor, or door; the "muscle" under your seat. 50 watts on 2 meters, 40 watts on 70 cm. Full crossband duplex. Simultaneous monitoring of each band, complete with independent squelch settings on the main and secondary bands. Built-in PL encode/decode. 9 memories (each band). Extended receive. Reverse repeater shift. High/low power switch. Patch cord for remote mounting. Bright LCD display. Backlit controls. Choice of optional mic.

Want more information? Call (800) 999-2070 toll-free. Or ask your dealer about Yaesu's FT-212R Series and FT-4700RH mobiles today. Two of America's favorites.

YAESU USA 17210 Edwards Road, Cerritos, CA 90701
(213) 404-2700. REPAIR SERVICE: (213) 404-4884.
PARTS: (213) 404-4847.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. PL is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands.
TS-940S

**Competition class HF transceiver**

TS-940S—the standard of performance by which all other transceivers are judged. Pushing the state-of-the-art in HF transceiver design and construction, no one has been able to match the TS-940S in performance, value and reliability. The product reviews with superlatives, and the field-proven performance shows that the TS-940S is “The Number One Rated HF Transceiver!”

- **100% duty cycle transmitter.**
  - Kenwood specifies transmit duty cycle time. The TS-940S is guaranteed to operate at full power output for periods exceeding one hour. (14.250 MHz, CW, 110 watts) Perfect for RTTY, SSTV, and other long-duration modes.
  - First with a full one-year limited warranty.
  - Extremely stable phase locked loop (PLL) VFO. Reference frequency accuracy is measured in parts per million!

Optional accessories:
- AT-940 full range (160-10m) automatic antenna tuner
- SP-940 external speaker with audio filtering
- YG-455R-C (1500 Hz)
- YG-455RN-1 (250 Hz), YK-88R-1 (500 Hz) CW filters
- YK-88A-1 (6 kHz) AM filter
- VS-1 voice synthesizer
- SO-1 temperature compensated crystal oscillator
- MC-435 UP/DOWN hand mic.
- PC-1A phone patch
- TL-922A linear amplifier
- SM-220 station monitor
- BS-8 pan display
- SW-200A and SW-2000 SWR and power meters
- IF-232C/IF-10B computer interface.

- Complete all band, all mode transceiver with general coverage receiver. Receiver covers 150 kHz-30 MHz. All modes built-in: AM, FM, CW, FSK, LSB, USB.
- Superb, human engineered front panel layout for the DX-minded or contesting ham. Large fluorescent displays with dimmer, direct keyboard input of frequency; flywheel type main tuning knob with optical encoder mechanism and all combine to make the TS-940S a joy to operate.
- One-touch frequency check (T-F SET) during split operation.
- Unique LCD sub display indicates VFO, graphic indication of VBT and SSB Slope tuning, and time.
- Simple one step mode changing with CW announcement.
- Other vital operating functions. Selectable semi or full break-in CW (CSK), RIT/XIT, all mode squelch, RF attenuator, filter select switch, selectable AGC, CW variable pitch control, speech processor, and RF power output control, programmable band scan or 40 channel memory scan.

**Specifications**

Crystal oscillator: MC-435 UP/DOWN hand mic.
- PC-1A phone patch
- TL-922A linear amplifier
- SM-220 station monitor
- BS-8 pan display
- SW-200A and SW-2000 SWR and power meters
- IF-232C/IF-10B computer interface.

1. CW Variable Bandwidth Tuning. Vary the passband width continuously in the CW, FSK, and AM modes, without affecting the center frequency. This effectively minimizes GRM from nearby SSB and CW signals.
2. AF Tune. Enabled with the push of a button, this CW interference fighter inserts a tunable, three pole active filter between the SSB/CW demodulator and audio amplifier. During CW QSOs, this control can be used to reduce interfering signals and noise, and peaks audio frequency response for optimum CW performance.
3. SSB Slope Tuning. Operating in the LSB and USB modes, this front panel control allows independent, continuously variable adjustment of the high or low frequency slopes of the IF passband. The LCD sub display illustrates the filtering position.
4. Notch Filter. The tunable notch filter sharply attenuates interfering signals by as much as 40 dB. As shown here, the interfering signal is reduced, while the desired signal remains unaffected. The notch filter works in all modes except FM.

KENWOOD

KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION
2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810
P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801-5745